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Dunn, Evans resign from Calloway board
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Two Calloway County school
board members have resigned,
leaving the board with only three
members until replacements are
appointed.
Ray Dunn and Garry Evans
have both sent their resignations
to Kentucky Department of Education Commissioner Thomas
Boysen and have received official
acceptance letters. Both members
resigned because they no longer
live in the division they are
elected to represent.
The residency issues were first
discussed in the July 29 issue of
.the Ledger 41 Times. At that time.
Evans had not yet moved out of

his division. Dunn had been living outside his division and the
Calloway County School DiStrict
since his house burned almost
three years ago.
According to a provision under
KRS 160.180, "If after the election of any member of the board,
he moves his residence from the
district for which he was chosen,
he shall be subject to removal
from office..."
Evans, who took office in
January, recently purchased a
home in Almo, which places him
outside Division 4.
Dunn has lived outside Division 1 since his house burned
Nov. 29, 1990. He had been reelected to a third term earlier that

month.
Although Dunn still owns the
property within his division, he
now lives in town and has
changed voting precincts from
the Hazel district to District 10
within the city.
Dunn said he received a letter
from the Attorney General's
office July 29 requesting he send
information about his status as a
board member-. He replied Aug.
16 and received a letter Aug. 20
advising him to submit his resignation, which he did Aug. 25. He
received an acceptance letter
Aug. 31.
"I called and asked whether I
would be able to stay on the
board until an appointment is

Pike fraternity
faces civil suit
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
More than a month after criminal charges against 13 members
of Murray State University's Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity were
settled, a civil suit was filed
against them.
Tami Tucker Clark, the wife of
Pike active Quentin Clark, filed a
civil complaint in Calloway
County Circuit Court Aug. 16.
Her son, born March 25, and her
sister, Tan i Tucker, were also
included in the complaint.
The charges stem from a Nov.
23 incident in which the 13 men
named in the suit, who were then
pledges, allegedly broke into the
home of Tami and Quentin Clark
after cutting their phone line.
During criminal proceedings,
the Clarks said the pledges were
attempting to kidnap Quentin as
part of a "hazing" exercise.
While in the trailer, the pIedges
allegedly knocked Tami Clark,
who was then five months pregnant, off her feet as well as
punching her in the stomach several times.
The civil complaint charges
that the pledges "overpowered
the husband of plaintiff Tami
Tucker Clark, blindfolded him,
handcuffed him, taped his feet
together and removed him from
his home all in the presence of
plaintiff."
The complaint alleges that
these actions, along with the
destruction of some of the
Clark's personal property, caused
Tami to suffer "severe and permanent bodily injuries, physical
pain, suffering and great mental
distress, aggravated by her fear of
.losing her baby, incurred medical
expenses and will continue to
suffer said pain, suffering and
mental distress and incur future
medical expenses for the rest of
her life as a result of the
• incident."
Other claims were filed on

behalf of Clark's infant son,
which include charges that Allen
Quinn Clark was "severely and
permanently injured and as a
result of the actions of defendants, suffered severe and permanent bodily injury, physical pain,
suffering and incurred medical
expenses and will continue to
suffer said pain, suffering and
mental anguish the rest of his life
and incur future medical
expenses."
Tami claims the actions of the
defendants were willful and
grossly negligent.
Tani Tucker, who was present
during the incident, has claimed
she was assaulted and abused and
has incurred medical bills as well
as pain and mental distress that
will continue for the rest of her
life.
Other allegations stated in the
complaint are against the local
and national Pi.,Kappa Alpha
fraternity.
The plaintiffs. charge that the
13 pledges id -other members
have "harassed and. abused plaintiffs...including altering their
schedule of course work at Murray State University to avoid such
harassment, and causing them
great mental anguish."
Tami, her son and Tucker also
allege that both the national and
local fraternity were negligent in
their control of the defendants
and "hazing" activities.
The plaintiffs are, demanding a
trial by jury and are seeking
punitive and compensatory
damages.
As of Wednesday afternoon,
seven of the 13 pledges have
filed answers in Circuit Court.
Answers from Todd W. Throgmorton, David L. Cowger„Nick
Winsett, Brian Berryman, David
L. Bumpus, Dane Chandler and
Chad Parker deny the charges of
pain and suffering and mental
distress. Their answers ask that

"I hate to lose them." he said.
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The process should take about

Boptrot nabs
lobbyist Atkins

SCOOPING IT UP

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
til'ISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
George Atkins was the latest
casualty of a long-running federal
investigation but not the last, federal officials say.
Atkins was indicted Wednesday on a mail-fraud charge for
his actions as a lobbyist for
Humana Inc. He allegedly offered
a job and sent S10,000 to a state
senator who cast a vote crucial to
the hospital company.
Atkins' indictment was the
14th in the investigation codenamed Boptrot. U.S. Attorney
Kacri Caldwell said mom indictments were expected.
The FBI's top agent in Kentucky, V. Dave Kohl. said Hoptrot would last at least one more
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t
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ycar.4
"It takes longer than a few
months to weed out decades of
corruption," Kohl said.
Atkins, a former state auditor
and one-time candidate for governor, is to be arraigned Sept. 16 in
U.S. District Court at Frankfort.
His attorney, William E. Johnson,
said Atkins would plead guilty
and cooperate with prosecutors.
Under a plea agreement,;Atkdays
ins could get as little as
in prison and woul4 face o more
than one year, Johnson id.
Atkins has lived in the
Washington area, working as a
consultant on health issues, since
Humana fired him last
September.
At its beginning, the investiga▪ See Page 2
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DAVID RAMEY/Leeiger & Tres photo
Phillip Weaver, of D.C. Electric, shovels some gravel as part of a
construction project at Calloway County High School Wednesday.

• See Page 2

would renounce terrorism and
By SALAH NASRAW1
Israel's right to exist.
recognize
-Associated Press Writer
Mutual recognition would clear
TUNIS, Tunisia (AP) — The the way for the signing of a peace
PLO and Israel have reached plan that would give autonomy to
agreement on mutual recognition, Palestinians in the occupied Gaza
ending decades of official hostili- Strip and West Bank town of Jerty and providing the first major icho. That could eventually lead
achievement in the Mideast peace to a more comprehensive autonprocess.
omy agreement.
"We have reached air agreeOfficials on both sides said
in Paris today," PLO offiment
reached
had
P1.0,
the
Israel. and
Asfour, who helped
Hassan
cial
accord on a final draft of a mutuaccord, said in a
the
negotiated
An
.
document
al recognition
Israeli governcnt official in Jeru- telephone interview with The
.
salem said the accord could be Associated Press in Jerusalem
initialed tonight.
Under the agreement, the PLO • See Page 2

Collins' trial shows financiers got state contracts
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
While running his wife's $5 million campaign for governor, Bill
Collins found willing contributors
on Wall Street. Ten years later,
his extortion trial is delving into
why they gave.
Testimony and documents in a
federal courtroom have afforded

an insider's glimpse at a relationship that proved mutually lucrative to financiers and to an
officeholder's spouse.
Several investment bankers put
money into Martha Layne Collins' campaign and inauguration.
They also bought into her husband's limited partnerships in
real estate and thoroughbred
horses.

vince jurors that the flow of
money to the governor's husband
and of state contracts to the
underwriters was no coincidence.
"These people were making
their investments so' they could
get these contracts," Assistant
U.S. Attorney John Compton told
jurors as the trial opened Aug.
17. "These were not payments
for investments; they were extor-

Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the council
chambers at city hall.
II Calloway County School Board
meeting has been postponed until 7 p.m.
Sept. 14 at the superintendent's office.
MI Murray SchoW board willmeet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at Ihe•superinlondenta pike.

111 The Public Safety Committee of the
Murray City Council will meet at 6:30
p.m. Thursday, prior to The council meetIi the count* chambers at City Hall
to discuss traffic concerns around city
schools.

.
tion payments."
Collins, -a small-town dentist
before his wife's rise in Kentucky
Democratic politics, "committed
no crime whatsoever," replied
his attorney. Frank E. Haddad.
"He was married to a government official while trying to
operate a legitimate business."
The trial is in recess this week
after three weeks of proceedings.

Former Murray High standout Bart
Crumm has made life easier for Houston
Nuff and the rest of the Racers by snapping on Racer hold goals and punts
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The defense has yet to present its
case. Lawyers have predicted testimony could last another three
weeks.
The government's main witness has been Lester "Mac"
Thompson, a former Collins business partner who agreed to testify
exchange for not being indicted
on tax charges. He said he faced
a 12-count indictment.
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One firm, Donaldson Lufkin &
Jenrette of New York, even paid
for Collins' 1984 Christmas gift
to his wife — a $35,000 piano.
By the time Mrs. Collins' left
office in 1987, DU had shared in
millions from contracts to underwrite bond issilts for roads, housing and the refinancing of state
government debt.
Prosecutors are trying to con-
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Senate debates troop pullout from Somalia
By DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
deeply divided Senate is debating
whether to push President Clinton
to end U.S. military involvement
in Somalia.
"I don't expect to be the tail
on any president's kite," Sen.
Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., influential chairman of the Appropriations Committee, told colleagues
Wednesday in offering legislation
that would give Congress veto
power over continuing the
operation:
Byrd argued that the humanitanan effort was complete and U.S.
interests were not at stake in

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

restoring order to Somalia, where
a lengthy civil war bred lawlessness and widespread starvation.
"I'm not for kicking in billions
of dollars and putting troops in
harm's way for a poorly conceived U.N. mission," Byrd said.
But senator after senator, while
stressing they shared Byrd's concerns, rose to express misgivings
about the prospects of the United
States abandoning the U.N.
operation.
"It is true that no direct
national interest is involved,"
said Sen. Strom Thurmond of
South Carolina, ranking Republican on the Senate Armed Services Committee. "But now that

PAROLE BOARD
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Congress on June 30 approved
SI billion in supplemental spending for the operation.

SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Sept. 6
.Barry Stratton, 37, Rt. 1 Hardin was injured when his 1980
Buick Skylark, which was north bound on Ky. 1824, apparently ran off the left hand side of the road at approximately 8:20
p.m. and hit a guard rail. The vehicle went over the rail and
came to rest on its side in a creek. Approximately one-he of
the vehicle was in the water. Members from the Murray Fire
Department's rescue unit removed Stratton from the vehicle
with a basket. He was transported by ambulance to MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

III Pike.
FROM PAGE 1

policy-making guidelines that
govern the operation of schools,
to provide leadership and stewardship with long-range educational plans and programs, to hire
the district superintendent and
issue annual evaluation reports,
and to set local tax rates and
ensure that public funds are spent
wisely and efficiently.
Applications may be picked up
at the Calloway County Board of
Education office. The completed
form must be postmarked by
Sept. 20.

the complaint be dismissed and
the defendants recover the costs
incurred by them thus far.
Other members named include:
Frederick R. Casey, Jason Miller,
Scott Tyler Curling, Michael T.
Dock, Brandon L. Hays and
David L. Jackson.
Parker, under counsel of Paducah attorney. Mary E. Byrd, filed
a counter claim against Tami.
The counter claim alleges that
she was negligent by her failure
to exercise ordinary care for her
own safety."
Parker alleges that ,Tami's
actions were a "substantial contributing factor in causing and
bringing about the incident and
the injuries and damages result-

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

p
UPS Pick-Up
X p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.. 7 pm.

The Senate put off acting on
the issue- until today, holding out
the hope that lawmakers could
fashion a compromise solution.

FROM PAGE 1
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operation is costing at least $44
million per month.
He made a stab at a compromise during the debate, modifying
his original demand that the
United States veto any U.N.
resolution on Somalia after Oct.
31 unless authorized by Congress. Instead, the administration
would have to inform the United
Nations of Congress' view.

MURRAY POLICE
Sept. 4
.Gary Michael Thompson, At. 1 Calvert City, was arrested
and charged with fourth-degree assault following a complaint
from Ruth Ann Mattingly, Calvert City.
Sept. 7
*Robert Warren Sent, Rt. 5 Murray, was arrested and
charged with violation of a domestic violence order.
Sept. 8
'Shelia Buhmann reported that someone stole the battery.
off her vehicle while it was parked on West Main Street.

I III

Person(s) named below are
inmates who are eligible to meet
the Parole Board in the month of
September, 1993. HOWIrier. SOTO
inmates will meet the Parole Board
during the month of August due to
the fact that the board goes to
some institutions every other
month Anyone with quesbons may
contact the Parole Board at
1-800-221-5991
.Floyd T. Miller, inmate number
112113-MC, parole type 0; indictment number 92CR0068
*Billy Ray Thom; inmate number
111744-L, parole type 0; indictment number 91CR177, 91CR178,
91CR112
.Ricky Louis Todd. inmate number
113004-FC, parole type 0, Indictment number 92CRO0 1 51,
92CR00151.

Daily Monday - Frida
Ship Weekly & Salie mone

we are there, all the indirect
national interests are at stake —
U.S. leadership, prestige, credibility and self-respect.
"These intangibles are perhaps
not as compelling as Persian Gulf
oil ... but they arc nonetheless
essential to a great power," he
said.
The Clinton administration
also opposes Byrd's measure,
which he offered as an amendment to the military budget bill
for the 1994 fiscal year.
The measure would require
congressional authorization for
the Somalia effort by the end of
October before additional money
would be available. Byrd said the

REPORTS

753.2300

—Murray
Ledger lk Times

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

ing therefrom."
The counter claim states that
Clark is liable for the safety of
her unborn child.
Parker demands the complaint
against him be dismissed and the
plaintiff be awarded no recovery
or judgment and that he be
awarded judgment against plaintiffs for his costs and all other
relief to which he may be
entitled.
Last November, criminal,
charges including third-degree
criminal mischief and fourth degree assault were filed against
the pledges. After several pretrial hearings and a change in
prosecution, 11 of the pledges
entered Alford pleas.
An Alford plea means the
pledges do not admit to guilt but

FROM PAGE 1
lion focused on bribery and
influence-peddling related to
legislation on horse racing. Atkins' firing signaled that it had
branched into the circumstances
surrounding passage of the most
controversial bill of the 1990
General Assembly.
The bill was intended to allow

hospitals in Jefferson County to
expand .without having to apply
for state permission. Humana lobbied for it so strenuously that it
was commonly called the Humana Bill, and Atkins was a constant presence in the Capitol.
The bill was defeated, then
resurrected under rules that
allowed for reconsideration. It
passed on the last day of the 1990

legislative session, with several
lawmakers changing votes.
Two...switched in the Senate —
Democrats Patti Weaver of Walton and Helen Garrett of Paducah. Atkins' indictment identified
Weaver as the recipient of the job
offer and payment. Weaver has
not been charged.
Garrett was paid S.5.000 by
Humana for "consulting work,"
her attorney confirmed last year.

on condition of anonymity, said
Norway's foreign minister, Johan
Joergen Hoist, was en route to
Tunis from Paris with the final
version of the document.
The official said the next step
was for the two sides to sign the
agreement, perhaps in Tunis and
Jerusalem tonight.
But he said there was a possibility that Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin of Israel would wait to pre-

sent the document to his Cabinet
for formal approval on Sunday.
In Tunis, a senior PLO official
said on condition of anonymity
that a final sticking point was
ironed out in telephone calls to
Paris, where the Norwegians had
PLO officials in Turns-and Israeli
officials in Jerusalem on separate
telephone lines at the same time.
Arafat and two other top PLO
officials participated in the telephone negotiations from Tunis.
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He said unspecified steps still
had to be taken before the two
sides formally announced the
agreement.
Asfour is a close aide to Mahmoud Abbas, or Abu Mazeh, the
No. 2 official in the Palestine
Liberation Organization after
Yasser Arafat.
The Israeli official, who spoke

Leadership Kentucky members to visit Murray
Fifty members of Leadership
Kentucky will be in Murray the
next few days as part of their
monthly meeting schedule.
According to Linda Horner,
with Leadership Murray, the
program brings together up and
coming 'leaders to learn about
issues facing Kentucky. Similar

groups bring together community
leaders on the local level.
The members of Leadership
Kentucky will visit Kentucky
State Penitentiary in Lyon County Thursday.
Thursday night the group will
tour Murray. Following the tour,
a dinner will be sponsored by
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Medical Oncology
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It's never too late to insulate'

Cellulose Blowing or
Pouring Insulation

Keep your house warm!
Fire retardant
Non-Corrosive
Lightweight
$375
25 Sq. Ft.

Suite 376W -- New Location
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 759-4199
Monday. - Friday 9 a.m.-4.30 p.m
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announces the opening
of his practice in

NIURRA1 -CALLOWAY

Pnces

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

Mehdi Ahmadi, M.D.

Medical Oncologist
(Cancer Specialist)

Leadership Murray serves as
host for the group. The local
class will begin soon. Homer said
there are 24 members.

iff

Open Mon-Fri 7-6 Sat. 5-12

Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi

Peoples Bank at the Curris Center
small ballroom. A reception will
be held at 8:30 p.m. at the
National Boy Scout Museum.

MYERS

elocating
R

r

and make restitution.
Action was also taken against
the Pi Kappa Alpha local fraternity by Murray State's judicial
board 'in February.
The board found the fraternity
guilty of hazing and issued several sanctions which included
excluding the fraternity from the
spring 1993 rush.
A court date for the civil action
has not be set.

•Boptrot...

WALTER L. APPERSON

Ross
Insurance
Agency

concede the prosecution has
enough evidence to convict.
Charges against one member,
David Cowger, were dismissed.
Cowger is named in the civil suit.
A final agreement was reached
in the criminal case in which the
court ordered the other members
to perform community service

Bag
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'Reynolds warranted' quality
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ALL HOME
APPLIANCES
•EVERY WASHER
• EVERY DRYER
• EVERY REFRIGERATOR
• EVERY FREEZER
•EVERY COMPACT
REFRIGERATOR
•EVERY DISHWASHER
•EVERY BUILT-IN RANGE
• EVERY ELECTRIC
RANGE
• EVERY GAS RANGE
•EVERY WALLOVEN
• EVERY COOKTOP
• EVERY RANGE HOOD
•EVERY UPRIGHT VAC
•EVERY CANISTER VAC
• EVERY ROOM
AIR CONDITIONER
• EVERY MICROWAVE
•EVERY TRASH
COMPACTOR

ALL
IN
SALE

ALL HOME
ELECTRONICS
• EVERY TV

save $10-$100
(except Proscan and Sony XBR)

•EVERY 4-HEAD VCR

save $20-$50
• EVERY CAMCORDER

save $30-$60
• EVERY RACK STEREO

save $20-$100
(except Bose speakers)

Thursday, Sept.9 through Saturday, Sept. 11

Shop your local Sears store for the..

Best brand
names...
including
Kenmore!
0

Each of these advertised items is readily
available for sale as advertised. Most larger
items inventoried in warehouses. Allow
reasonable time for delivery.
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END OF
SEASON!
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1399.99

Pog
160990

save *100

save *300
14 HP 42-in lawn

tractor

71900

N("IV , more 'Army.
buy at tiart•

BEARS
OWN.rer 4re

-

•

299.99 ZYQ,

Owned And
Operated By
Opal Hart

55-HP. 22-in side discharge
power -propelled lawn mower

Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY
Phone: 753-2310

Store Hours
Mon through Sat
9 a m -6 pm.

599.99

199.99

great value

save *50

8-HP gas chipper/shredder
,
branches up to 3-inchp

YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

Sears Bost

18-In., 2.5-CID high
performance gas chain Sow

You can count on me!

SEARS

4
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FROM OUR READERS
Power brokers sometimes not aware
Dear Editor:
Your Wednesday, Sept. 1, article, "Hold on, here we go again..."
by David Ramey, states that "the journey from the present situation
to a preferred (preferred by whom?) situation is just beginning."
The journey of a search for another new president of Murray State
University (MSU).
Then you go on to suggest — though you are careful not to clarify too much — who might be mandating conditions for this "preferred situation." Some who might be accused of "provincialism"?
Surely not. Though you skirt perilously close when you judge President Ronald Kurth's credentials as "overqualified for the job of
being president of a university." You also suggest that pressure
might be coming from the "good old boy network." Well, we all
know who the good old boys represent. Themselves. Is that why
"local ties are important"?
But — in an article more distinguished for what it does not specify — what is meant by the need for "local influence," "local
involvement"? Do you imply that thousands of students, hundreds
of faculty and staff have no influence on local businesses, local
taxes, the local economy? Not to mention local social and cultural
life? Have you ever thought what Murray would be without MSU?
Given the rapid turnover in presidents, the thought might merit
some consideration.
Kurth's sin is that "his Harvard education and naval background
just didn't mesh with west Kentucky." Well, in his passage from
ensign to admiral, just how many natives of how many cities, how
many counties, how many countries did he, in fact, find it possible
to mesh with? But not with those of west Kentucky? Your charge
— if you really believe it — is not an insult to Kurth; it is an insult
to the people of west Kentucky.
And don't tell me the situation is too complicated for a neooutsider to comprehend. For 25 years I was an inside witness to
president-trustee/regent tensions. Except it wasn't a university; it
was a midwestern college. And it wasn't so much president versus
trustee as it was the machinations of behind-the-scene power brokers whose talents did not include even a remote awareness of the
complexities that govern the operation of an academic institution.
But you are correct, the consequences did "drain the university's
(read college's) strength." The college no longer exists. The smalltown economy? I don't know. I moved away. I thought the climate
in western Kentucky would be more wholesome.
E.J. Colbert
Route 5, Murray

Searches have their pitfalls
I wonder if the Murray State
University presidential search
committee can empathize yet
with how President Clinton feels.
Welt, maybe that comparison
is stretching it a bit, but trying to
find the right person for the job
isn't easy. Granted, it doesn't
help if you're a lousy
interviewer.
Maybe that has been Clinton's
problem — he doesn't know what
questions to ask.
But then asking a potential
nominee
"Is your nanny an
illegal alien?" or "Did you pay
Social Security taxes on your
babysitter's wages last year?"
wouldn't be among my top 20
questions to ask either.
Zoe Baird for attorney general
and Lani Guinier for the Justice
Department's civil rights division
are just two Clinton nominations
that bit the Congressional hearing
dust that I can think of without
much effort.
Now the White House is gearing up for Morton Halperin's
nomination for the newly created
job of assistant defense secretary
for democracy and human rights.
From the stories I've read, this
guy may turn into a Republican
picnic as well.
So, how do you avoid trouble,

or maybe the question is — do
you care if the person you tap is
controversial or lacks some credentials as long as she (or he) is
the right person for the job?
Tuesday night was the beginning of a long road for MSU's
presidential search committee. By
the time members of this group
are done hearing everyone's wish
list, they will probably be sick of
the adjectives.
So far, they have been told to
look for someone who is a problem solver and who has higher
education expencnce both as a
classroom teacher and academic
administrator and is blessed with
good communication skills,
imagination, vision, etc.
Someone during the Faculty
Senate meeting Tuesday night
pointed out that the list, or any
list, could be filled only by a super woman (or man).
Many people could probably

fill the job of university president
or attorney general. The key is
finding not only someone who
can do the job but someone who
will also be approved by Congress or by the campus.
Granted, members of the campus don't have -a vote, but they
will definitely be involved indirectly in the entire process. They
will be the ones left standing by
the new president when the hoopla dies down and it is business as
usual.
Presidents change, but the circumstances never do. Regents
select and hire a new campus
leader — and then they leave
town (so to speak). The faculty,
staff and students are then faced
with working with her or him on
a day-to-day basis,
Everyone is a tittle gun-shy
when thinking about a 'presidential search. You can almost hear
the internal groans.

The search committee picked
the right group to start with —
Faculty Senate. The Senate's
leadership has been vocal about
the membership of the committee, urging the addition of faculty
members to the group.
Such meetings would ultimately only muddy the water for me. I
couldn't wade through all „the
attributes when I sat down to
interview someone. I would probably like the guy because he had
a sense of humor or the woman
because she was enthusiastic.
Maybe not a good way to make
a choice but that is probably how
MOM people are hired.
To hire someone who is —
local or not, regional or not, state
or not — I'd hate to be the one to
call that one. There are arguments for and against that too.
I'm beginning to feel wishy
washy. I haven't taken a stand on
anything related to whom the
new president should be.
Let's face it, whomever they
pick, everyone will not be satisfied. There is going to be
grumbling.
The pressure is on.
• Boy; Clinton must really begin
to sweat when he hears the gavel
slam down at the beginning of a
confirmation hearing.
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'Derogatory' sign offends alumnus
Dear Editor:
As an alumnus of Calloway County High School, I feel I can no
longer let a certain issue pass without taking some sort of action.
During the football game between Murray and Calloway, there
was an offensive sign hanging on the fence about Calloway. It
referred to Calloway as a "joke." This sign had nothing to do with
the football game, or any other sport for that matter. It was perceived by many to be derogatory directly against the CallOway
•
school system, the faculty, staff and the students.
This is the,second time in recent months this sort of thing has
happened. (There was also a similar sign at the Murray and Calloway basketball game early last semester.)
While I have nothing against a little "cross-town rivalry," I do
find it offensive for one school system to degrade the other simply
due to geographic location. The students or faculty members are
not better or smarter human beings BECAUSE the city school bus
happens to stop in front of their house.
I believe that in this one small county in Western Kentucky, we
have two of the best school systems in the state and in the country.
When one school receives an award, it brings recognition and honor to the entire county, and everyone should be proud.
I guess I am most disquieted about the fact that the sign was
allowed to hang on the fence by the faculty and administration.
They are the leaders and teachers of the students, and signs like
these should not be condoned. As educators I wish we could teach
camaraderie and 'good sportsmanship, rather than "hate thy
neighbor."
In the future, I hope that BOTH SCHOOLS will be aware of the
messages they are sending with their signs across the field or
across the court.
Elizabeth Bailey-Smith
Director of Forensics
Murray State University

Police, MMS promoting school safety
Dear Editor:
I would like to thank Chief Larry Elkins and the Murray City
Police Department for their help in promoting traffic safety at Murray Middle School. I appreciate their concern and the commitment
of their personnel.
Each grade in our school has completed a unit of study in bicycle
safety and traffic awareness with the help of Officer Larry Killebrew. The safety of our children remains the top priority of both
the Murray City School System and the Murray Police Department.
I am sure that both our students and the community will continue to
benefit from this relationship.
Pat Seiber, principal
Murray Middle School
-

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome ind encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone neater included in case verificatiml is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published) Letters must not
be more than SOO words. Letters should be typeunuen and doublespaced if possible We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers
Letters should be addressed to: Leuer to the Editor, Murr
& Times, P0 Box 1040, Murray,,KY 42011.

'Government'behind the scenes
FRANKFORT—For those of us
who make sport of trying to figure
out bow government really operates, its been the Super Bowl, the
Derby and the World Series all in
one lately.
For instance, prosecution testimony in Dr. Bill Collins' federal
extortion trial here alleges that to
win the right to sell hundreds of
millions of dollars in state bonds
during Martha Layne Collins'administration (and pocket millions in
fees), all you and your bond underwriting partners had to do was
invest a hundred thousand or so
each in Bill Collins' partnerships.
Collins and the New York bond
underwriters insist there was no
extortion involved and only one
prosecution witness, former Finance Secretary Lester "Mac"
Tompson, claims there was a quid
pro quo between investing and
winning the bonil business in the
Collins administration. .
But even if the Collins jury finds
there was no criminal extortion, isn't
this the way we've always known,
deep down, how many lucrative
state contracts have been handed out
for generations?
No one ever sat in a very public
courtroom and testified to the whole
process under oath, but all those
bond underwriters who contributed
generously to candidates for governor *Kentucky weren't just sitting
in their Wall Street skyscrapers
writing checks ts finance good
government in Frankfort.
The same,ofcourse,is true of the
Wing eamsramors. irchitecu, attorneys and the like who've helped

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
finance statewide campaigns with
huge aggregate contributions and
then received non-hid state contracts from the winner's administration.
Only time — and a gubernatorial
campaign — will tell whether the
new campaign-finance law and partial public financing of campaigns
for governor will put an end to the
traditional pay-to-play game of
awarding non-bid state contracts.
Even though Collins' extortion
trial has been in center court in
recent weeks, we've also been
treated to yet more revelations about
how the legislative game was
played by some members of the
General Assembly.
Last week two members of the
legislature admitted publicly they

each had received S3,000 in cash in
1990 from a lobbyist for Humana
Inc. only weeks after the legislature
narrowly passed a bill exempting
hospitals in Jefferson County from
state regulation over expansions.
The law was called the Humana bill,
because Humana pulled out every
stop to pass the legislation.
Rep. Virgil Pearman, D-Ratliff,
said the cash, in a plain envelope
was delivered to his office by
Humana lobbyist Ronnie Adams.
Pearman said he meant to return the
money but forgot.
Right.
Pearrnan resigned his House seat
and is cooperating with federal
BOFTROT investigators. Adams
has testified before a grand jury
which is looking into passage of the

Attention Washington!
US, REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20M5
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-22.5.3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Humana bill.
Sen. Richard 'turner, R-Tompkinsville, also admitted getting
$3,000, which he reported to the
Registry of Election Finance as 30
separate contributions of S100 orless, meaning he didn't have to
reveal names of contributors. He
says he's not going to resign his
office.
Whether Turner has problems
with federal prosecutors isn't
known, but he clearly admits to
submitting a false report to The
Registry. The attorney general is
looking into possible violations of
state law.
So BOPTROT has gone from a
couple of hundred dollars in bribes
of legislators on a fictitious horse
racing bill to thousands hand delivered to legislators after passage of a
significant health care regt4a4ory
bill.
Pearman and Turner insist they
didn't sell their votes for Humana
money, but even Humana doesn't
hand out $3,000 in cash hither and
yon without expecting something in
return.
The two knew taking the money
was wrong or else they would have
returned it or asked that it be a legal
campaign contribution from Humana's political action committee.
Instead, Pearman kept quiet and
Turner knowingly filed a false reportPerhaps they merely played the
game the only way they knew how.
Perhaps as a result, future legislators will play the game within the
rules—and the law.
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Two females awarded
NCAA scholarships
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CONTRACT BRIDGE
to lead a diamond to the king and
play a heart to your queen If the
finesse succeeds. you're home If it
fails, you still have a reasonable.
chance to recover because you can
cash the ace of diamonds and ruff a
diamond,making the slam if the suit
is divided 3-3(a 36 percent chance)
Alternatively, after drawing
trumps, you could start by cashing
the A-K of diamonds and ruffing a
diamond. If the suit breaks 3-3. you
make seven.'If it doesn't, you can
cross to duriuny with a trump and try
the heart finesse
If you choose eit her of these lines
of play, you have about a 68 percent
chance of making the slam Not bad,
of course, hut not as good iii a third
method of play. This consists oflead •
ing a low diamond from your hand at
trick four and playing low from
dummy'
Let's assume East wins and shifts
to a low haair't You'go up with the
ace, cash the A-K of diamonds. discardIng a heart, and ruff a diamond
to establish dummy's last diamond
as a trick. You then lead a trump-to
the ace. and discard the queen of
hearts on the eight of diamonds
This line of play succeeds when
ever the diamonds are divided either
3-3or 4-2, which occurs in a4percent
of all deals. It is therefore the best
percentage play.

Squat dealer.
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
•A 4 2
•753
• A KS 76
•105
EAST
WEST
•9 7
• 10 3
tit J 10 8
•K 9 4 2
•Q 109 3
5
•8643
.1972
SOt rrH
•K Q.186 5
•A fa 6 •
••2
•A K
The bidding
North East
South West
I'AM
2*
Pass
I•
Pass
4•
MIMS
""tt-etr
5•
Pass
I'airs
4 NT
l'ass
6*
Pass
5 N-1'
6.
ipening lead — queen of clubs

Two former Murray State Uni- ate degree. They must also have
received athletic financial aid some
versity volleyball players were retime during their career. Age and
cently awarded National Collegiate
grade point averages are also factors
De(NCAA)
Athletic Association
considered by the NCAA,she said.
gree-Completion awards.
"This is the best thing that has
Jodi Price and Melisa Webster
happened to us in a long time."
were two of 28 females chosen
nationally to receive the awards. Simmons said. "It is totally incredible that we could have two ofthe 28
They will use the scholarships to
recipients."
complete their degrees at Murray
According to Simmons. the
State.
NCAA awarded.-S431,803 in dePnce, a senior an education magree-completion awards. AT&T dojor from Elkhan,Ind.. received over
nated S60,000 to the program. ConS5.500 few the 1993-94 academic
verse athletic shoes donated
senior physical eduWebster,
year.
WATC H. representatives Darrel Watkins (center) and Della Miller (right)
New Ulm, Minn., 550,(RX)and the NCAA donated the
from
major
cation
accept a check from Joe Copeland of Twin Lakes Office Products. Twin
remaining amount. Simmons said.
received over S4,000 for the fall
Lakes is one of many Murray businesses who have made corktributionalio trio
This is the second y ear the NCA A
semester.
W AT C.H. Charity Golf Tournament This year's event will be held Saiurday,
has offered the Degree-Completion
Both Pnce and Webster have
Sept. 11 at the Oaks Country Club
Program.and the first year a Murray
grade point averages above 3.4.
according to Margaret Simmons. State former-athlete has applied tor
NISU's assistant athletic director for
or receised the aa.ud.
bridge is a game of peracademic compliance.
centages. You do well if you follow
She said -price 011;(-.1 Webster were
the odds. and you don't if you don't!
Fifty-four males and 28 females
[10 f out a detailed seil ven
'
required
.. Assume you're. declarer at nix
were chosen from a field of _237
page document noting their extraspades and West leads the queen-of
to receive the NCAA
Usually one of the first things full. those who have not signed up applicants
curricular actis ines and leadership
clubs You win with the ace.and cash
said.
Simmons
scholarships.
may
list
waiting
and
a
join
still
can
promoters do when planning an
endorsehave
in
college,
while
rolls
the K-Q of trumps, finding them diSimmons said several guidelines
event is to set a goal. Della Miller, he contacted in case of last-minute
of their coldean
the
vided2-2. Now you must decide which
from
ments
eligibility.
any
for
determine
or
to
so,
were
used
do
To
.
member of the W.A.T.C.H. board of cancellations
of
Iroiii
athree lines of play to adopt.
sutemcnt
a
include
and
leges
enrolled at
directors, is no exception - but this other information, call Miller at The athletes must have
Perhaps the simplest approach is
Oilier.
aid
iturteul
com1989,
Oaks
January
before
the
MSU
at
Jim
White
or
year she got a special reward, her 753-2721,
"Everyone trivia% ed had a part in
athletic eligigoal was met before the event even at 753-6454. Other donations may peted their five-year
Simmons said. -Hies couldn't
it,hours.
semester
Main.
30
bility
be
702
and
be sent to W.A.T.C.H.,
began.
on their own
it
do
collegitheir
completing
from
42071.
KY,
Murray,
'This is the sixth year that! have
been involvcd withplanning the
W.A.T.C.H. Charity Golf Tourna* ** Homing - Benton & Paducah ** * Fleming - Benton & Paducah *** Riming - Benton & Paducah *** Fleming • Benton & Paduc•
ment and each year I just hope to
raise a little more money to benefit
the Center." says Miller. 'This year
we have a record number of 184
players signed Up to tee off and that
figure projects that we will once
again surpass our goal."
The tournament is held each
September in conjunction with the
annual fundraising focus hosted by
the board of directors for the WorkActi aties Training Center for the
Handicapped. Miller co-chairs this
year's event with assistance from
fellow board members Andy Winer
and Marvin Harris.
The event will be held Saturday,
Sept. 11. at the Oaks Country Club,
witirashotgun start at 9-a.m. A rain
date has been secured (just in case)
for Sept. 12 at I p.m. The format
includes four-person scramble
teams with two teams per hole.'
Team composition may be male,
female, or mixed. A 525.00 fee
covers the entry fee, with all proceeds benefitting the Center. Golfers are responsible for cart fees if
necessary. Specific rules will be
announced prior to the sun of the
tournament.
Miller says that personnel at the
Oaks Country Club are to be commended for their support [ of
W.A.T.C.H. They have graciously
provided their facilities to sponsor
this event since it began in 1988.
Another big draw for the tournaBEDROOM,DINING ROOM,LIVING ROOM,
ment is the grand prize provided by
ENTERTAINMENT UNITS. CURIOS & DESKS,
and
Agency
Far Lands- Travel
MATTRESS& BOX SPRINGS,
American Airlines. Miller says that
RECLINERS,ORIENTAL & AREA RUGS.
Far Lands has arranged for-the
ACCESSORIES,PATIO FURNITURE. TV'9'.
.e.. trip that has been
donation of'
VCR'S, APPLIANCES
awarded at the conclusion of each
NOTHING HELD BACKI
annual tournament. The trip consists of round-trip air travel for two,
to any destination in the continental
a.
United States.. All golfers who
participate in the tournament have
an equal chance to win prizes,
regardless of their score.
In addition to the trip, Miller and
others have been busy knocking on
doors at local businesses securing a
host of prizes which will be awarded
through a drawing at the conclusion
of the tournament.
Another popular feature gf the
W.A.T.C.H. tournament is the designation of "hole sponsors." For a
donation of at least $25, businesses
may have a sign erected on the
course witich credits their participation. Keeping with the trend of a
record number of golfers,a record
number of hole sponsors have also
been designated.
Ava Watkins, board chairperson.
says that the generosity displayed
by everyone associated with the
tournament ts astounding. She says,
"W.A.T.C.H is a first-class program, operated by staff who genuinely care about the client's welfare. The program. Which serves the
adult handicapped population,
seems to sell itself; but the comOne Penny in payments for 1 YEAR
•
•Cf
munity is to be congratulated _ for
proit
that
sersitc,
therecogniting
ever
down
Penny
One
•
Not
vides and encouraging its growth,
" Not One Penny in Interest for 1,YEAR
through their consistent donations.
s Offer does not apply to previous purchases
between
association
The
• On any in stock furniture, accessories, TVs, VCRs & appliance
is
community
purchase of $499 and your approved credit
W.A.T.C.H. and the
and 10% deposit on all special orders with a minimum
one where everyone truly benefits."
FRIDAY NIGHT TiL 9:00 • SAT.11:00•5:00
STORE HOURS- MON. THURS. 9:004:00 Although the tournament slate is
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* Not One Penny Down
* Not One Penny In Interest
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Benton, Ky.
365 N. Main
527-3481
1-800-599-6224

Paducah, Ky. (Oft Ky. Ave.
451 S. 16th Across From
442-4455 Riairoad Shop)
1-800-788-6224

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

1,11111114
Division of K•Iloy-Wfoglr.. Furrtflu

*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable tars
*Call Us For Rates
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TODAY
CALENDAR
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Thursday, Sept. 9
Calloway County Middle School Site'
Based Decision Making Council/7
pm /school library.
Murray City Cornell/7 p.m./Murray City
UaH
Calloway Cuuaty School Board of Educati‘xi meeting/7 pm /board office.
Murray Board of Education/7.30
p m /board office.
Musical Salute to 19406/8
p m /Playhouse in the Park. Info/
759 1752
13th Mutual Industry Appreciation
reception and dinner, sponsored by PADD
_Council/5.30 p.m./Executive Inn,
Paducah
Place" of Poplar Spring Baptist
Church/6 45 p m for first class
Christian Singles(' p.m /at 800 North
2(kh St Info/Joan, 759-1345, or Richard,
759-9994
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/7
pm /MSU Pavillon to play volleyball
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda.
437 4414
Murray State University Racer Asthletic
Association/5 30 p m./Pagliari Restaurant Public invited.
Narcotics Anonymous meet/7:30 p.m./St.
John's Episcopal Church Info/753-0781.
TOPS 8469 mecting/6 p m./Annex of
Calloviay county Public Library.
Murray Art Guild open/6:10-9 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. SO
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
pm/Masonic Halt
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
pm /Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of World/6
p m hog Cabin Restaurant.

CHERI THEATRES
1008 Chestnut
Murray, KY

753-3314
Nexcifa Things f
1 30 3 50 7 05 9:25
The Fugitive ('G13)
1:30 4:00 7:00 9:40

Tit 'Thing Called Lave
-1:30 3:45 7:00 9:15

•

(PG13)

friends Back (PC13)
30 3.10 715 900

Rising Sun (K.)
1:30 4:00 7:10 940
Bargain Matinee's
SaL & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Thursday, Sept. 9
Stogies Friendship of Paris. Teas./7.30
p m./Fann Bureau Building, Paris. Info/
Kenneth Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Ason closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens - Center, Benton.
Irifoi753-8136 or 435-4314
Murray Klwanis Club/6 p m /Sirloin
Stockade.
Caring Evangelism Reunion of First
United Methodist Church/7 p.m.thome of
Ruth Ann Futrell.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church
WOMenn p.m.
Calloway Coenty High School events
include Boys Soccer hosting
Hopkinsville/5:30
Murray High School events include Girls
Soccer at Heath/5:30 p.m.
Jackson Purchase National Organization
for Women/7 pm /Pagliai's. Info/Lynette.
759-4590
Friday, Sept. 10
"Your Baby Talks To You"/seminar/1-2
p.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
sponsored by Family Resource Center,
Musical Salute to 1940s/8
p m./Playhouse in the Park. Info/
759-1752.
Singles of First Christian Church/6
p.m./Pagliai's.
Single Too/6 p.m./JCPenney parking lot
to go to Country Crossroads and Tiny
Boggess' home. Info/Wynnona. 753-7845.
Laryngectomee Support Group/2
pm./pnvate dining room of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Korean Study Group/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Senior Adults of First United Methodist
Church/11:45 a.m./church.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens activities.
N'eaks Center/open 8 a m.-4 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities
Bingo/7 p.m./National Guard Armory.
sponsored by Mruray Shrine Club
AA and Al•Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice Volunteer Education Training
Seminar/8 a m.-4:30 pm. In1o/762-1389
Hazel Lodge So. 831 Free and Accepted
Masons/7:30 pm lodge hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St /open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753.'fl
Calloway County High School Lakers'
Varsity football game with Hopicinsville
at Rose Stadium/7:30 p.m.
Murray High School Tigers' Varsity
football game at Fulton County/7:30 p.m.
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
Wrather We Kentucky .Museum/open
8 30 a.m -4 15 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/II a.m. and 2
p.m./Visitor Center, Iron Industry/10.30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. /1Iomeplace;
Stargazing/8 p.m./Golden Pond Observatory; AMA-LBL 200 Tour/8 a.m /Fenton
Specs at events Area.

New
Shipment Of:
•Celesual Candle Holders & Shelves
•Wooden Heart Bowls
•Painted Hower Puts
•Yankee Scented Candles
•Decurative Viatenng Cans
•Watermelon Vases & Picture Frames
* Year Round Christmas Shelf *

HOLLAND DRUGS

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St. • Downtown, Murray
763-1462

September Specials

Hearing screening planned
in the Murray City Schools
As a phase of the Hearing Conservation Program in the Murray City
School System, hearing screenings will be conducted Sept. 13 to 15.
Grades 1-5, all transfer and high risk students at all schools will be
screened. Donna Alexander and Cindy Reichmuth, Speech/Language
Pathologists with Murray City Schools, will be in charge of the
screening.
A screening is a quick and effective way to identify students with a
hearing loss. Parents/guardians will be notified only if a problem is
detected and additional testing is necessary.
Martin Amundson, an audiologist from the Kentucky Bureau of
Handicapped Children, will be present to make referralt.

INTRODUCING
Radio Fence - Pet containment system.
Your pet wears a receiver on his collar
that receives a "stop" signal from a
'boundary wire buried 1" to 2" into the
ground around your property. Eliminates fences, kennels and pens.
Call now to get on our "Fall Calendar"
for landscaping, irrigation & maintenance.

Inc.
79-4512

-

. 94 East, Muffay — Mon.-Fri. 6-5, Sal. 8-4, Closed Sun.

JO'S DATEBOOK

invited

Jo Burkeen
Today editor

Monda
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W.A.T.C.H. Tournament Saturday
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The annual W.A.T.C.H. Charity Golf Tournament will be Saturday. Sept. 11, at 9 a.m. at Oaks Country Club. In case of rain, the
event will be at 1 p.m. Sunday. Sept. 12. For information call Della
Miller, 753-2721, of Jim White at Oaks Club, 753-6454.
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Poplar Spring Homecoming

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

,Library:
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows:
•

•

•

•

The Odd Fellow
By Charlie E. York
He was a loner
People laughed
Behind his back'
Even worse sometimes
They laughed to his face.
He doesn't fit in
He would like to
His hands are all thumbs and
He seems to have
Two left feet.
Yet he secretly
Wants to be accepted
Without participating
In their WOOS
Which is the reason
'He's the odd fellow.'
• • • •
One Summer Day
By Linda M. Siebold
One summer day
when out for a stroll
I stopped in my :racks
on a little knoll.
I stopped abruptly,
not knowing why,
Till I looked down into
a small black eye!
I stared at the
eye It stared at me!
A tongue tasted air.
Two turned to flee.
The paths of two
strangers met that day
Startled, and fearful
Each scrurried away
• • • •
Old Time Teachers
By Wilms Jean Sanders
The teacher, a woman, nine out of
ten
The pay, not what it should have
been
They taught a one Or two room
school
There they taught the 'Golden Rule'
Back then, Bible verses started our
day
If 'Jesus wept' was all we'd say
The repnmand was a gentle pat
No one could get away with that
If you said the same verse day after
day
Your not learning much they would
say

Faith Apostolic Church, 2205 Coldwater Rd., Murray, will have
as Ilth anniversary and homecoming services starting Friday, Sept.

Sue and Genelta would sing a hymn
We enraptured, would listen to Itgern
'
The pledge of Allegiance' before
we'd start
With each one's hand over their
heart
Lessons would begin with the
youngest class
Time would fly by oh so fast
Recess and lunch, for games and
Play
Someone quick, choose the learns
today
Games of ball and 'Skip to my Lou'
'
Flying Dutchman' and 'Red Rover'
too
We learned our lessons and to get
along
With Out second mother's teaching
us right from wrong
• • • •
Snow Angel
By Deborah Joyce Williams
Winter. From the clouded heavens
the snow
Gently fell. A man walked the
streets alone.
His memories were hit guide of
where to go,
He had walked so many times to her
home.
Remembering her charm and her
sweet face,
How they spent the nights lust talking for hours
Her presence could cheer the most
dismal place
From her he drew strength, love and
such power.
Now she was One and like a thousand doves
Bringing him peace, the snow fell
swiftly down
For a moment, he thought of her
kiss, love
v
Not known‘ since her death. The
snow swirled around
His frame. He could feel her, his
heart, tightness
Yielding. Like snowflakes, no kisses
are alike. • • • •
My Son's Gifts
By Marie Jarrett
As a small child, my son bought me
ferns, and flowers from the wild
As a lad he brought me
Orchid corsages, like other kids.
As a teenager he brought me
roses from the florist.
As a young man he brought me
nectar, peach and pear trees.
And at middle age he brought me
scents, evergreens and herbs.
At his present age he bought
hugh pots of hardy rhodenrons
As I grow older and so does he
I wonder what other changes will
be

GOSPEL
MEETING
at the

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
September 12-16
Sunday Morning Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Each Evening
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Faith Apostolic plans services

Gladvslarrett.
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday, Sept. 11, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public

recipii

Poplar Spring Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming
on Sunday, Sept. 12. Services will be at 8:45 and 11 a.m. with the
Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, as speaker. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. and a potluck meal will follow the 11 a.m. service. Special
singing featuring the group, Higher Ground, will start at P.30 p.m.

You are cordially invited to attend a

SPRING GARDEN
IN A BASKET
200 Bulbs'
Tulips, Daffodils,
Crocus,
Grape Hyacinth,
Narcissus and Minim

"An I
Still LAI
Thomas
Arts Ce
Commu
lege C
Sept. 6
A "Pi
will be
to 4 p.r

10.00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
7.30 p.m.

Speaker: Mike Kizer
From Sylacauga, Alabama

10, and continuing through Sunday. Sept. 12. The Rev. Jerry Van
Lue of Danville. Ind., will speak at services at 7:30 p.m. Friday and
Saturday and at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on Sunday. Special music will
be by Bill and Becky Laffoon and Charles and Denata Smith. A
meal will be served at 12:30 p.m. under the tent.

Green Plain plans services
Green Plain Church of Christ will have a gospel meeting starting
Sunday, Sept. 12, and continuing through Thursday. Sept. 16. Mike
Kizer of Sylacauga. Ala., will be the speaker for services at 10:45
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Sunday and at 7:30 p.m., Monday through
Thursday. Bible Study will be at 10 a.m. Sunday.

By BI

Public

Wells reunion Saturday

The

The annual Wells family reunion will be Saturday. Sept. II. at
Kenlake State Park Pavilion. A basket meal will be served about
noon. All relatives and friends of the family are invited to attend.
For more information call Frank Wells at 759-9415.
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Art Guild Sale Saturday
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Murray Art Guild will have a yard sale on Saturday, Sept. 11,
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Guild house at 103 North Sixth St.,
Murray. Persons will also have the opportunity to view the many
paintings on display at the Guild. Proceeds from the sale will be
used toward the upkeep of the house.

Diabetes Bike-A-Thon Saturday
Diabetes Bike-A-Thon will be Saturday, Sept. 11, from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Cyclists will report to the west entrance of Curris Center,
Murray State University. Participants may enter by paying an entry
fee or by acquiring sponsors who commit to a per-mile pledge for
the bicyling participant. For more information contact Suzanne
Seeley, R.D. and Director of Nutrition at Murray-Calloway County
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Hospital, 762-1109.

Laryngectbmee Group will meet
Laryngectomee Support Group will meet Friday, Sept. 10, at 2
p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For more information contact Ann Ingle RN or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathologist, 762-1100.
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TOPS KY #469 meeting tonight
TOPS KY #469 will meet tonight (Thursday) at Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m.
with the meeting to begin at 7 p.m. This week's program will be
given by Katana Darnell and Cathy Mitchell. All interested persons
are invited to attend.
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The Almo-Dexter Fire District will hold an election for two
members of the Board of Trustees on Saturday, Sept. 11, from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Old Almo Store. Nominees are Charles Hoke,
Rt. 1, Box 6, Almo; Billy Garland, Rt. 1, Box 70, Dexter; and Joe
Kelso, Rt. 1, Box 25A, Almo.

Bingo Play at Aurora
The Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has changed its Bingo Play
to the Wishing Well at Aurora on Highway 68. This will be on
Friday from 8 to 10 p.m. until further notice. Proceeds from the
Bingo play will go toward local projects of the Action Group
including landscaping in the area, tourism promotion and help for
needy persons in the area. Play is open to the public.
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Donations being taken
Donations are being taken at the Bank of Murray and United
Commonwealth Bank for Peggy Prichard Scott or donations may be
mailed to Scott at Rt. 8, Box 312, Murray, Ky. 42071. Ms. Scott
has had major surgery, is disabled and is in need of further medical
car. She has no way to pay for medical care or medication, according to a family spokesperson.

Festival planned this weekend
Festival '93 Arts and Crafts Fair will be Saturday and Sunday,
Sept. 11 and 12, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Paris Landing State
Park. The Beta Rho Chapter of Beta'Sigma Phi sponsors the event
each year. There will be approximately 100 exhibitors for the twoday event. Artisans from a seven-state area will be present, and
many will offer demonstrations. The fair is a judged event with all
participants' craft items being reviewed for quality and originality.
Various concessions will be available. There is no admission
charge.

•
•
•
•

FISH- SEAFOOD- BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

0
eE HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Hwy. 121 North • 759-1864
Friday & Saturday

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.

Shrimp Special

$3.75
uJ

12 oz. Pork Cho
S.1.1,

,
Po - $4.95

•
•
r-

8 oz. Sirloin
Toes Salad
Choke of Potato
Texas Toast

$4.95

rn

Saturday & Sunday
Country Ham

•

Chat"
Teas
Toast

Brealdaat $3.15
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Thomas event Sunday
the Pastel Society of America,
the Scottsdale Artist's School in
Arizona on scholarship from the
Scottsdale Gallery Association
and the Fechin Institute of Taos,
N.M. She also has been invited to
classes and has attended lectures
at the Art Students League of
New York city and the Palette
and Chisel Academy of Chicago.
Her portraits have been recognized by the National Portrait
Gallery of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington. D.C.. where
she was invited to provide a portfolio fix their archives.
Thomas has completed portrait
commissions for 'collections in
Boston. Chicago. Atlanta and
Nashville as well as her own region. The summer of 1992 marked
a turning point in her career when
she accepted her first European
commission and traveled to Ger_many_ to Raint portraits and still
Ves. She has recently
a portrait of Senator Wendell
Ford.
A fine arts major in college.
Thomas began drawing and painting as a child in Borger. Texas.
She has made Kentucky her home
since 1965.
On a 30-acre farm outside
Murray.'She lives with her husband, Fred Thontas.-and their
three children in a rambling farmhouse. The studio is located just a
few steps from the house,

"An Exhibition of Landscapts.
Still Lifes and Portraiture" by Joy
Thomas of Murray will be at Fine
Arts Center Gallery. Madisonville
Community College. 2000 College Dr., Madisonville. from
Sept. 6 through Oct. 29.
A "Meet the Artist" reception
will be Sunday. Sept. 12, from 2
to 4 p.m. at Gallery. The public is
invited and for information call
1-821-2787. The Gallery is open
Monday through Friday 'from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Proficient in watercolor, pastel
and oil. Thomas is a member of
the Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Creaftsmen and serves as a regional director of the Kentucky
Watercolor Society.
Painting portraits, still tiles
and landscapes, she ahs been the
recipient of international and
national awards, including a Holbein- A-ward in 198.9_ Her work_
was chosen by the state of Kentucky for a 1990 cultural
exchange exhibit held in Quito.
the capital of Ecuader.
Her paintings have been
selected for many juricd exhibits,
including the Salmagundi. Club
and the historic National Arts
Club, of New York City. where
-ihrte
she was honoredawards in 1991.
Since 1990, she has studied at
,the Woodstock School of Art in
New York on scholarship from
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LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
The other person that reads this
column complained about mc
reviewing all non-fiction last
week. So, we've got a big stack
of fiction_ for this week.
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attend.

•

•

•

•

'Barbara Kingsolver's new
novel, Pigs in Heaven, is in this
week. It's an exploration of lo,re,
truth and family relationships.
Some books have deep messages,
some have thrilling plots and
some have characters that you'll
never forget. This one's like a
stroll down a wooded lane. Yes,
there's a destination, but just getting there is half the fun.
• • • •
Or, you could try Joe McGinniss' The Last Brothers: The Rise
and Fall of Teddy Kennedy. This
isn't fiction, but it is a' biography
of a prominent politician, so it's
almost as much fun.
Where last week's Good Ted,
Bad Ted was a balanced look at
Ted Kennedy's career, this is
Kennedy bashing, pure and
simple. Trashy details, dirty little
secrets, mixed motives, and is it
.ever fun! I highly recommend
The Last Brother on the grounds
that it's great reading.
If you want a thoughtful consideration of the Kennedy legacy
in politics, go somewhere else.
• •
•
If your taste runs more to
romance, try Paradise Corner by
Mary Minton. It's about life and
love in the poorest part of London just before World War I. The
newly-wed McKays set up a clinic for the poor in London's East
End and struggle valiantly to
keep it open desDite hardships of
all kinds.
• • • •
There there's Affairs at Thrush
Green by "Miss Read". First
you've got your typical small
town. This one's set in modern
England. Next you've got a varied cast of characters with diffe-
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rent plans and problems. One or
two are real tear jerkers, one or
two arc there for comedy relief.
Wind 'em up and let 'em go and
you have a soap opera in print.
And the funny thing is, it's actually...pretty good. It's a pleasant
read that won't give you brain'
strain. Highly recommended.
• • • •
Here's another one. It's This
Time Next Year by Evelyn Hood.
Some of the light reading books
are focused on a place, this one is
focused on a character. Set in the
industrial port city of Clydeside
in Scotland, This Time New Year
tells the life story of Lessie
Hamilton and the people around
her. Through two world wars and
suffering of all kinds, Lessic's
confidence is always that this
time next year life will be a little
bit better. Again, it's highly
recommended.
• • • •
Or you could try South of
Mandraki by Anne Hampson.
Stop me if you've heard this one
before. The very independent
young English woman marries a
young, very handsome,. VERY
rich Greek in order to save her
life.
(Her parents were involved in
a traffic accident where an old
woman had been killed. The old
woman's brother, a crazy old
coot, couldn't get to England to
murder her father in revenge so
he settled for murdering her. Her
only chance to escape death was
to marry the old coot's grandson.
Thus, she became part of the
family and not eligible to be murdered. Makes sense to me.)
Of course to the new husband,
the wife was supposed to be a
possession/servant combinatio6.
The new wife doesn't see it that
way. Don't worry, true love will
win in the end.
•
• •
Put your brain in neutral and
read something this fall just for
the fun of It.
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Kim and Bob Warren

CWC banquet planned
Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have a "Dinner of
Champions" Guest Night Banquet
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas T. Howard
on Friday. Sept. 24, at 6:30 p.m.
at Murray' Woman's Club House,
Vine and South Seventh Streets,
Murray. The cost of the buffet
dinnei, catered by Vickic Gcurin,
will be S10.50 per person.
The featured speaker will be
Bob Warren of Hardin. A graduate of South Marshall High
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas- T. Howard will celebrate their first wedding
School, he received his degree in
anniversary on Sunday. Sept. 26.
Electrical Engineering and played
They were married on Sept. 26. 199-2. at 5:30 p.m. at North Benton
basketball at Vanderbilt UniversiBaptist Church, „Benton. III. The ,Rev. David Howard, Ozark, Mo... ty, Nashville, Tenn. After graduabrother of-the groom, officiated at the candlelight ceremony at the
tion, he was drafted by the Atlanchurch decorated with brass candelabra, fresh flowers, greenery and
ta Hawks in the National Basketviolet-colored ribbons.
ball Association and the Los
The bride, the former Kara Chnstine Kovarik, wore a gown of
Angeles Stars in the American
white satin with a wedding band neckline, fitted basquc waistline and
Basketball Association. He chose
full poet sleeves. The,bodice and neckline were heavily embellished
to phy in Los Angeles, and then
with re-embroidered Alencon lace, pearls and sequins. The gown had
for six years played for the San
a full satin skirt with appliques of Alcncon lace and a hem that
Antonio, Spurs.
extended into: afull cathedral train, also trimmed in Alencon
--:-Varren- and his wife, Kim, arc
Her headpiece was of silk 'flowers and lace with pearls with the
now involved in a Christian miniillusion fleeting cut to waist length. She carried a fresh cascade of
stry called B.A.S.I.C. Training.
white roses aricTol-chids that included a lace handkerchief from her
which is located on a farm just
uncle.
outside of Hardin. There they
The wading reception was held at the Holidome at Marion, III.,
conduct weekly Bible studies,
where guests and the wedding party were served a sit-down dinner in
weekend retreats and summer
the decorated ballroom.
camps
Dr. Jerry Mayes, friend and employer of the bride from Farmington,
was an honored guest and offered a blessing before dinner. Jamie Helton of Murray helped to serve the white iced wedding cake during the
reception.
Other special guests who traveled from Murray included Roy; Emily and Nicholcs Heltoil: Barbara and Megan Malinauskas: Jane and
Jeremy Mayes, Sarah Blankenship, Yulie Yarbro and Tracy Pendygraft Haddix.
Following the wedding, the couple spent their honeymoon in Nashville, Tenn. Since then, they have riide their home in Murray and
have become members of- Westside Baptist Church.
Mrs. Howard attained her bachelor's degree in psychology and business in 1991 from Murray State University:She is currently completing her master's degree and is employed as,an organizational training
and development consultant with ComSult Associates, based in
Murray.
Mr. Howard received his bachelor's degree in physics and business
in 1990 from Illinois State University. He is currently completing his
master's degree in mechanical engineering from Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., and is employed,i chemical process engineer at
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation in Murray.

Couple will celebrate
their first anniversary
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Jay H. Overton, project directoil of the • Spinners! of National
Sc-outing Museum, Murray State
UniverNity, will present the spe- •
-*
dal -feature.Overton is with the Theatre Arts Enterprises of Murray where
he pursues a professional theatre
career. He and his. w Ile. Laura.
-reside in Murray.
Tint Green, contemporary
musician and •songwriter, will
present special-music. He is now
pec
a music teacher and his sial
interest or hobby is writing
music.
Reservations should be made
by Friday. Sept 17, by sending a
• check for S10.50 for each person
attending, payable to Murray
Christian Women's Club. These
may be mailed in Marla Wallace,
Rt. 6, Box 124, Murray, Ky.
42071.
"All interested men and
women are welcome to attend
this special Guest sight Bail:quet," said Melva Cooper, e\WC
chairman. Christian Women's
Club is a worldwideorganuation
and is not affiliated with any
•
church or denomination.
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And the Band Played On'
NEW YORK (AP) — "And
the Band Played On" is required
viewing. Penod.
Beyond that simple claim,
there are few unqualified conclu—
sions to be drawn from this HBO
film premiering Saturday at 8
p.m. EDT (with six additional
playdates through September).
No wonder. A dramatization of
San Francisco journalist Randy
Shilts' 1987 best seller that chronicles the early years of the AIDS
epidemic, "Band" arrives on TV
with more baggage than a Samsonite showroom.
Just getting the film made was
a lengthy, problem-filled and
contentious process.(How to boil
down Shuts' 600-plus-page
book? How to jiistly depict the
gay community, particularly for a
broader audience? How to inject
action into a stry tragically
about inaction?)
Now, the completed film triggers all the -old familiar questions
that cling to any docudrama:

k2222220

How much of what we see is
literal truth, how much of it is
"massaged" for dramatic effect?
But the biggest obstacle
"Band" has confronted, and now
confronts the viewer with, is its
subject matter. The dark picture
painted from "Band's" palette of
somber colors is as hard to argue
with as it is to behold.
"And the Band Played On"
isn't only about a plague. It also
dwells on an even more dishearten-ing condition: Society's
unwillingness to pull together for
its own self-pseservation.
Memories are short, and the
film performs a service in recalling for the viewer ancient history
(actually, just 13 years ago),
when the disease was first
observed.
For those who can hardly
remember when this affliction
wasn't part of everyday discourse, it is also useful to revisit
the variety of names it went by
— including gay cancer and

ARTS

GRID (or Gay-Related Immune
Deficiency) — before "A IDS"
was settled on in early 1983.
And it is painful, almost beyond measure, to re-encounter the
budget-crunching, the turf battles,
the red tape, the foot-dragging,
the prejudice and fears, the denials,
and short-sightedness that all
conspired to cripple efforts at
containing the disease.
"This didn't have to happen,"
says Dr. Don Francis (Matthew
Modine), a tireless researcher at
the Centers for Disease Control
who butts his head against one
wall after another for much of the
film's Di hours. "We could've
stopped it."
In the film's key role, Modine
is joined by an all-star cast that
includes Phil Collins, David
Dukes, Richard Gere, Glenne
Headly, Anjelica Huston, Swoosic Kurtz, Steve Martin, Richard
Masur, Sir Ian McKellen, Charles
Martin Smith, Lily • Tomlin and
B.D. Wong.

To thcir c.tedit, these and the
other actors effectively disappear
into their roles, bringing celebrity
gravitas to the film without
showboating.
The one standout performance,
and aptly so, is by Alan Aida as
Dr. Robert Gallo, the National
Cancer Institute heavyweight
who has been accused of trying
to steal the credit from Prench
researchers for identifying the
AIDS virus. The film's crowning
flesh-and-blood villain, Gallo is
depicted by Alda in a simmering.
sinister fashion that never once
suggests Hawkeve Pierce.
"And the Band Plays On" is
about doctors not healing and
politicians riot leading. It is a
whodunit where the perpetrator is
barely identified, much less
apprehended. It is a cautionary
tale whose consequences we live
or die with day after day, and
maybe always will.

NEWS
MSU Theatre announces auditions

Don't Miss the Exciting

The Playhouse in the Park announces its first cabaret for the
1993-94 season. The cabaret will be a_fundraiser for future events.
The cabaret begins Thusday at 8 p.m. and will continue with an 8
p.m. show Friday and a 2 p.m. performance Sunday. Admission is
$s.

Mayfield Art Guild extends its hours
The Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild has extended daytime
gallery hours which include be open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday, and 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday.
September is the month for the Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild's Annual Membership Drive. Anyone who would like to
become involved with the Guild may contact the office at
247-6971.

aS3 - 1994 SEASON
•5 Thrilling Subscription Concerts
•Gala Christmas Concerts
•Symphony Chorus Concert
•English pianist Graham Scott
•Canadian violinist Scott St. John
•Young Artists Competition Winners

•

Purchase Season Tickets & Save 20%
Adults $35 & $45 - Children/students $30 & S35
Christmas & Chorus Concerts Extra
444-0065 or toll-free 1-800-738-3727
Call Now, While Tickets Are Still Available!

Mayfield Guild =ounces classes
The Mayfield/Graves County
Art Guild announces upcoming
class schedules.
Hand painted canvas floor
cloths will teach a traditional colonial skill using regular artist's
canvas, latex or acrylic paint and
polyurethane to create a durable,
livable, spot-cleanable 30"x42"
sample rug .The five-week course
will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. Monday evenings beginning Sept. 13.
A five-week course in calligraphy will begin Sept. 14, at 7 p.m.
at the gallery. This course will
teach two lettering styles Black
Letter or Gothic and Italic and
will guide the students from basic
letter formation to the finer
details of spacing and page
design.
Landscape for watercolors will
begin at 7 p.m. Sept. 16. which

will guide the students through
the finer points of painting landscapes using the rapidly drying
watercolor paints.
Opening night supplies will be
provided as part of the course
fee, but students will be expected
to provide their own supplies for
the remainder of the five-week
Courses.

Fees for each course will be
$25 for Mayfield/Graves County
Art Guild members, $45 for nonmembers. Pre -registration - is
required for all three classes. Non
members tuition includes a one
year guild membership, permitung the student to participate in
other guild activities at member
rates. To register for the classes
or to obtain more information,
call 247-6971.

II •

Playhouse plans cabaret

Calendar
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Auditions will be held for the Murray State University Studio
Theatre production of Autumn Leaves, a one-act play by Julianne
Bernstein on Sept. 15 and 16. Auditions will take place in the
Green Room of the RE, Johnson Theatre in the Price-Doyle Fine
Arts Building and will begin at 7:30 p.m. The show will be performed Dec. 2 and 3. Roles are available for two women, ages 25
and 36. All actors will be asked to read from the script and may be
asked to participate in a short improvisation.

$

RIUSINF-SS COUNCIL FOR TlIF ARTS
Norm Calaway(nom, harnber (/.4mnerce

Sept. 9, 10, 12
Fundraising Cabaret —
"Musical Tribute to the
1940s," general admission is
$5. Begins 8 p.m Thursday
and Friday and Sunday at 2
p.m. at the Playhouse in the
Park. Proceeds so to the
Playhouse and WKMS's jazz
program.

Through Sept. 15
Wood Exhibit — "New
Blood," a competitive exhibition of 40 midwestern artists
using wood with functional
and nonfunctional objects.
free at MSU Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.

Sept. 12
Faculty Recital — Randall
Black, tenor, begins at 3:30
p.m in Farrell Recital Hall.
Free.
Sept. 13
Writer's Meeting — West
Kentucky Playwrights Support Group, free at 7 p.m. at
the Playhouse in the Park.

I.

Sept. 15, 22, 29
Pastel Workshop — 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. every Wednesday
at the Murray Art Guild, 103
N. Sixth Street.

Through Sept. 17
Art Exhibit — "Foundation
Show," a juricd selection of
art from MSU students in 2D
and 3D, free at MSU Clara
M. Eagle Gallery.

FALL SALE
HUNT CLUB5 FLEECE
SEPARATES
FOR MISSES

DENIM FOR BOYS & GIRLS

Sale 21.99 Reg $30 Hunt Club' fleece striped top

Now 19.99. Levi's' 550 abrasion leans for boys 8-14
Now 19 99 ; Pi." 5-pocket leans for girls 7-14

DENIM JEANS FOR MISSES.
JUNIORS, PETITES & WOMEN'S
SIZES

Now 16.99. Levis' 550 abrasion leans for boys 4-7
Now 16.99 Lee' 5-pocket leans for girls. 4-64

2 for $30 I purchased separately. $19 ea Hunt club'
flee.ce nants

Sale 22.99 Reg $32 Misses Lee

MEN'S DENIM
SHIRTS

Relaxed Roder leans

Sale 16.99 Reg $26 Young men s triple denim Shift
from The Original Arizona Jean Co '

Sale 16.99 Reg 1999.Juniors 5-pocket leans

25% OFF

SAVE ON ALL

25% - 33% OFF

SAVE ON ALL

•CASUAL HOSIERY

• SWEATERS $20 & OVER FOR MISSES.
PETITES & WOMEN'S SIZES

• LADIES' ACTIVE & LEATHER
OUTERWEAR

• ST. JOHN'S BAY' AND LEATHER

OUTERWEAR FOR MEN
Salo 139.99 Reg 189.99 St John's Bay'
leather bomber jacket

4.

SALE 21.99

25% OFF

• CABIN CREEKk CABLE KNIT CARDIGAN
- REG. $28

• ALL BALI" BRAS
sa1. ences effective thrown Sept 13th

Save on Cabin Creek' casual sportswear for Misses
Petites & Women's Sizes.

I
-

_

20% - 30% OFF
When you buy 12 or more pairs
When you buy 6 to 11 pairs
When you buy 1 to 5 pairs

30% off
25% off
20% off

25% OFF
• ALL NON -LEATHER HANDBAGS

mds

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6: Sun I c
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BUY MORE, SAVE MORE

Office Phone
759-1400
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LEISUREWEAR
Sale 26.99 Reg $36 Cotton poet shirt
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With a Woodmen annuity, your
dollars earn tax-deferred interest at
a competitive rate. To find out more
about Woodmen's Tax-Deferred
Annuities. contact:
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Calloway County
Lakers...
SIMPLY THE BEST!
Murray 753-1933

Hazel 498-8142
Good Luck
From All Your Friends At
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Shell
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J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

•Self Service •Full Service
•MAjor Brand Oils
Choron Card. Major CreAt Cards II American Express Accepted

"Quaitty Serelee al et/rope:thee PricesSouth 12th • Murray • Monk Stations, Mgr. • 7531E13

201 S. 3rd St.
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GO
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BUCK'S

"Over 45 Years Service"

Body Shop

STEVE PARKERloOger & Troes photo

Calloway County coach Billy Mitchell gives his squad a pep talk during last week's loss to South Hopkins. The
Lakers face No. 3 ranked Hopkinsville in Class 3A play Friday.

753-5142
900 Sycamore - Murray

Calloway Co. Offense

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers for
the past
65 years.

, PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street

753-5273

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
Dees Bank of Hazel
Member FDIC

azel, KY
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Hopkinsville Defense

HQpkinsville Offense

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

63
57
76
65
40
44
33
24
41
3
9

C- 64
LG- 69
AG- 66
OT- 51
OT- 55
TE- 49
SE- 20
OB- 14
RB- 12
RB- 30
FL- 7

Jr.
Dallas Rice
Sr.
James Todd
Sr.
Brian Evans
Jr.
°
Todd Forsyth
Jr.
Brad Lowe
Sr.
L.T. Osgood
Jr.
Tim Brickey
Jr.
Tim McDaniel
Mike Arnett
- Sr.
Tim McGrew
Jr.
Tyler Bohanncr

Chad Bouldin
James Combs .
Ben Goode .
Travis Haskins .
Robbie Martin .
Ken Ivory .
Clarence Matlock
Deontey Kenner
Jamie Latham .
Eric Grubbs
T.J. Weaver

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Southside Center • 753-4383

GEE
PLUMBING
Your Plumbing Specialist
Bert Gee - Owner

753-3008
Rt. 4 Murray

492-8136

Services We Offer

110/roya
,

Tr)inn

East Main 753-3540

Calloway Co. Defense

Sr.
C- 57 James Todd
OG- 76 Brian Evans
Sr.
OG- 55 Lucas Cherry
Sr
OT- 65 Todd Forsyth
Jr.
OT- 78 Marc Fain
Sr.
TE- 9 Tyler Bohannon
Jr.
SE- 40 Brad Lowe
Jr.
OB- 1 Sam Arnett
So
HB- 22 Brandon McCuistion . Jr.
WB- 80 Wesley Cogdell .... Sr.
FL- 19 Jody Kelso
Jr.

DT- 60 James Henderson .
DT- 51 Travis Haskins
DE- 30 Eric Grubbs
DE- 22 Kareem Merriweather .
LB- 10 Miguel Merritt .
LB- 49 Ken Ivory
LB- 45 Choncy Richardson .
LB- 9 Joe Day
DB- 25 Chris Farrie
DB- 12 Jamie Latham .
DB- 35 Cardell Merritt .

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix

Good Luck
Lakers!

CORItrs

6 Qt. Oil & Filter

from
el()Od

HOLLAND
TIRE COMPANY
-We Carry A Large Selection.
Of General Take-Off Tires."
East Main St. • 753-5606
411044, Mon.-FrI. 6-5; Sat 8-12

9001

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Jerry McCoy, Owribr
409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940

$1

O
Change--—.—
--il5.95

4NAPA.404,

:
M
D

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
1300 N. 12th St.

753-4424

•Tune Ups • Balance & Rotate Tires • Starter &
Alternator Work • Transmission Filtera, Seals &
Bearings • Brakes • Universal Joint Work • Fuel &
Water Pumps•Radiator, Heater Work • Drive Shaft
• Sell Interstate Batteries • New Tires • Full &
Selttitervios Gas • Make Service Calls

RUTH1E'S
UNIVERSITY BP STATION
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8-8; Sat. 6-6
Five Points. Murray • 753-5782
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Life's a snap

411.

Kile throws
no-hitter
against Mets

•

Crum making life easier
for Racer kicking game
By DAVID RAMEY
Statt Writer
Bart Crum has made sleeping a
little easier for Houston Nutt.
The former Murray High Tiger
finally agreed to give Nutt and
the Murray State Racers a couple
of helping hands just before
school started this fall.
Nutt was losing sleep over
Murray State's punting and kicking game, and was especially
concerned about the snap. He.
finally convinced Crum to come
out and snap for the Racers.
And the result has given the
Racer kicking game a lift.
"Bart Crum has made all the
difference in the world," Nutt
said Tuesday at his weekly press
conference. "I didn't know if we
could get one off before he came
out."
In_ the spring, Nutt mentioned
to Murray High coach Rick
Fisher that the Racers were struggling to find a long snapper.
"He said 'You have the best
one walking the campus,— Nutt
said.
But in the spring, Nutt couldn't
talk Crum into joining the
Racers.

"He wasn't sure that he wanted
to do it. He hadn't played football for two years," Nutt said.
"He was thinking about baseball,
and some other things, and I
couldn't get him to come out."
But once fall camp started, the
Racers were still struggling. And
Nutt started talking to Crum
about the possibility of some
scholarship money.
"Coach Nutt called me up, and
we talked about it," Crum said.
"He said he might be able to help
me, so I decided to give it a
shot."
And even though Crum hadn't
snapped since his senior year in
high school in 1990. since he
showed up for practice, he's been
the No. 1 long snapper for the
Racers.
."It's all technique," Crum said
about what it takes to be a good
long snapper. "You have to do it
nice and quick. You don't have a
lot of time to think about it."
Crum snapped for three years
at Murray High, and it looks as if
he could be snapping for three
years at Murray State.

Florida should be a reliable
gauge for how Kentucky will fare
the rest of the season.
A victory by the Wildcats
would send a message that
basketball season is several
months away. A narrow loss
would keep basketball on the
back burner. And a Florida blowout will have fans talking about
the early signing period.
Louisville barely escaped San
Jose State 31-24 after building a

Calloway continues
winning on links
Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times
PADUCAH — Those Calloway County Lakers keep rolling
along on the golf course.
A day after defeating Murray
and St. Mary at the Murray
Country Club,the Lakers defeated
St. Mary at Paxton Park Wednesday, as four Lakers broke 40 on
the par-35 course.
Jesse Rooker led the way with
a 35, while Eric Gallimore shot a
37, Zach Ross a 38 and David
Greene a 39.
"The kids are working hard
everyday, and hitting shag balls
until dark," Calloway coach
Johnny Gingles said. "It's a great
group to work with."
How hot are the Lakers? On
Tuesday, Ross got a hole-in-one
on the No. 2 hole at Murray

Country Club.
On Wednesday, Murray bested
Lone Oak in both boys and girls
action at Rolling Hills. Adam
Grogan fired a 36 to lead the
Tigers, while Clay Bolin and
Ryan Haverstock each shot 39.
Joy Roach led the Lady Tigers in
a six-hole girls match with a 31,
while Tory Holton shot a 35..
GOLF
Boys
at Paxton Park
Calloway 150, St. Mary 180
CALLOWAY: Rooker 36 Gallimore
37 Ross 38, Greene 39, Haley 44
et Rolling Hills
Murray 156, Lone Oak 181
MURRAY: Grogan 36, Bolin 39,
Haverstock 39 Pickens 44, Jacob Ray.
burn 42. Holton 46
Girls
at Rolling Hills
Murray 142, Lone Oak 169
MURRAY: Roach 31 Foster 38 Cella
38 Holton 35 Alexander 42 Haverstock
12

EARN
5.75%

A.1 GUTTEAS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

—Vinyl Siding
•

STEVE PARKER/Lodger 4 Tirn•s photo

Murray State special turns have been a snap since the arrival of former Murray High standout Bart Crum
(98) and his long snapping skills.

Morehead ends series with Marshall
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — The annual football game between
Morehead State and Marshall is probably over for good.
While Marshall has whipped the Eagles in the last three meetings
— 70-11, 49-7 and 56-0 — the series is ending because of the
widening gulf between the two programs.
"We mutually agreed before the season to end it," said Morehead State athletics director Steve Hamilton. "We're not saying,
'Hey, we're tired of getting beat up.' And the financial part was
OK. We made more money there than if we had a full house at our
place."
Morehead had played the last five games at Marshall for a guar
anteed sum not specifically disclosed but in the $50,000 range.
2f1-3 halftime lead in its opener.
Coach Howard Schnellenberger
would probably like to have Kent
on the schedule this weekend
rather than taking on Memphis

State.
Memphis State upset then-No.

25 Mississippi State 45-35 in
Starkville last Saturday.
Coach Jack Harbaugh 'picked

Also Available As I.R.A.

FREE ESTIMATES

753.4703

CALL
753-7020
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up the biggest victory in his fourplus seasons at Western Kentucky when the Hilltoppers stunned
archrival Eastern Kentucky
15-10. And in Richmond, no less.
But this Saturday the Hilltoppers step up in competition and
face Kansas State. Even the
Western Kentucky sports information office used the cliche,
"out of the frying pan and into
the fire" in its news release
about the game.
Eastern Kentucky's offensive
line got more than it could handle
in unranked Western Kentucky. It
doesn't get any easier as the Colonels face sixth-ranked Northeast
Louisiana.
Eastern Kentucky coach Roy
II See Page 11
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Kile (15-6) struck out nine
land walked one, adding sparkle
to a season that already earned
him an All-Star appearance.
"It was the best control I've
had," Kile said. "When 1 did
make a mistake, my teammates
were there to make the out. A
lot of luck goes into a nohitter."
Kile got excellent plays from
third baseman Ken Caminiti and
shortstop Andujar Cedeno in
the seventh inning to preserve
the no-hitter. It was Houston's
first no-hitter since Mike Scou
clinched the NL West championship with a 2-0 victory over
San Francisco on Sept. 25,
1986.
"To tell the truth, he's had
better stuff two or three times
this year, but location wise and
curveball wise, it was one of his
top games," catcher Scott Servals said.
Kile's performance came
after Jim Abbott pitched a nohitter for the New York Yankees against Cleveland on
Saturday.
"He's had that kind of stuff
several times this season, but
you have to be very lucky to
throw a no-hitter," pitching
coach Bob Cluck said. "It certainly wasn't me. I didn't say a
word to him after the fourth."
It was a night for dreams to
come true for Kile and Servais,
a couple of Astros not far
removed from the minor
leagues.
"We've come a long ways
through the minors together,"
Servais said.
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By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

A regular season football
game that could decide the First
District Class A championship.
Must be Murray vs. Heath.
Right?
Wrong.
After years of waiting to see
how long it would take the
Heath to wrap up the district
title, the time has come when
two teams have passed the
Pirates by.
Murray and Fulton County
will square off Thursday night
in Hickman in a game that will
decide the district race.

Unless you listen to the
coachspeak.
"It's a big game, but not one
of the biggest," Murray head
coach Rick Fisher emphasized.
"It's just whoever wins is the
frontrunner and everybody else
will be chasing."
"It conceivably could be (the
biggest game), but I don't think
so," Fulton coach David Gallagher noted. "Heath is still
there and then you factor in
injuries, which are big for Class
A programs, and it's still anybody's district."
One reason both coaches are
downplaying Friday's tilt, is

been

because of the likelihood of the
two meeting again in November. All of which gives even
more importance to Friday's
game.
"Whoever wins our district
could play the first three or four
playoff games at home," said
Fisher. "And that's big for a lot
of reasons."
Fisher and Gallagher each
said there are no secrets
between the two teams. In a
sense, it's "My athletes versus
your athletes."
"We've been faster than the
first two teams we've played

(wins against Mayfield and
Lake County, Tenn.), but Murray's got a lot of speed at the
skill positions," said Gallagher,
a former coach at Murray High
and Murray Middle School. "I
think we have more overall
team speed."
Gallagher is concerned with
the Tigers' passing game, led
by quarterback Brent Keller,
and the running of Chris
Cheaney.
"Cheaney's a good sprinter
and he's dangerous in the open
field," the Fulton coach said.
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Calloway coach seeks continued improvement
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

Calloway County football
coach Billy Mitchell realizes
his Lakers may be a little overmatched on Friday night — but
he's hoping Calloway keeps
showing improvement when the
Lakers face powerful Hopkins-

ville in the district opener for
both teams on Friday.
The Tigers, ranked No. 4 in
the Associated Press Class 3A
state poll, visit Jack D. Rose
Stadium Friday with a 2-6 ranking and coming off impressive
wins over 4A power Christian
County and Class 2A stalwart

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Fort Campbell — both ranked
teams.
The Lakers meanwhile have
opened the season with losses
to two Class A schools.
"We have a big time challenge this week," Mitchell said.
"We're going to have to hold
together as a team. I think they
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Tigers, Pilots fight Friday for position

INVESTMENTS

'Lifetime Guarantee'
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PREP FOOTBALL

FARM
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—Replacement Windows
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Miserable has managed to keep
everything in check.
Perhaps it's because the Wildcats entertain seventh -ranked
Florida this weekend. The Gators
have won the last six meetings,
and 12 of the last 13 against
Kentucky.
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HOUSTON (AP) — Darryl
Kite's curveball was much closer to the target than his
prediction.
Kite, who has outperformed
higher-paid pitchers on the
Houston Astros all season,
threw baseball's second nohitter in five days Wednesday
night as the Astros defeated the
New York Mos 7-1.
"I saw him out iff-the bullpen, and he told me he was
going to throw a four-hit shutout," Astros manager Art Howe
said. "He fibbed on both
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By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky gets a reality check on
Saturday....
The same goes for Louisville,
Western Kentucky and Eastern
Kentucky. Morehead State has
already gone through the wringer.
And Murray State is likely to get
a shock to the system.
Kentucky opened with a 35-0
victory over outmanned Kent last
Saturday. It wasn't pretty, but the
game had its moments with some
.long touchdown plays and the
school's first shutout since the
1989 season.
But euphoria didn't set in with
the Kentucky coaches and players. Even the Fellowship of the

Si
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could

can. I think we're getting better.
We just need to keep trying to
improve."
If Calloway is going to put a
scare into the Tigers, the Lakers
must start showing a little more
offensive production.
Calloway showed little
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MSU product Rueter
continues perfect start

SPORTS

BRIEFS

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'Soft me 10
1 1 all

your family

neeos •

305 N. 12th St., Murray

MONTREAL (AP) — There
(next to Century 21)
might just be a pennant race in
Fall tryouts for the 1994 Murray Heat baseball team will be hell
the National League East after
Like a good neighbor,
Sunday. Sept. 12 at 2 p.m. on Field No. 1 of the new Murrayall.
State Farm is there
Calloway County Park. The Heat is a 12 and under travel team that
The streaking Montreal Expos,
State Farm Insurance Companies
will play approximately 40-50 games. All players not reaching the
behind the pitching of unbeaten
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
age of 13 prior to Aug. 1, 1994 are invited to try out. Players
rookie Kirk Rueter, climbed to
shouldhring glove, bat, cleats, and wear baseball or sweat pants.
within 6% games of first place
' 93
Nee Com
336 34
MAJOR LEAGUES
Call 753-7727. 753-6233. or 753-2070 to register for tryouts.
Wedeesday night with a 6-1 vicPict DIV/11.011
111 L
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tory over the Colorado Rockies.
All rinse COT
San Francisco
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At.anta
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By IAICHAEL FLAM
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rero each hit
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74 15
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On't games orheduled
72
67
Kansas City
519
AP Sports Writer
the nine-game lead. We're win- while Rueter (7-0) allowed one on Marquis Grissom's fielder's
Seen*
70 69
504 9
Cailornie
62 76
449 16
ning ballgames. We just need to run over 6 2-3 innings as the choice grounder when catcher Joe
The Atlanta Braves had the
lenneiota
59 79
4211 19
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ourselves, win Expos swept the Rockies for the Girard', couldn't apply the tag.
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board. The San Francisco Giants
Oasiand 2 Toronto I
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Bellmore S. Swelic 3
In Houston. the Amos' Darryl be 2-0 or 3-0, I would have taken two-run shot off Mo Sanford.
woos Thioign $9918 total pones mro rat rash.
had the misfortune to watch their
Chano 11 Boston 1
Kite pitched baseball's second that," said Rueter, who was mak- scored Wil Cordcro to make it
lAtitaiatee 2 Sews'Cali
Recall PIS POI
lead in the NL West dwindle a
Tema 4 Ni. Yoh I.
Mitsnall 43)
1-0
1401
1
no-hitter in five days in a 7-1 vic- ing his 12th major league start. 6-1. Randy Ready led off with a
2 'icungsicien Slate 171
NATIONAL LEAGUE
little bit more.
1-0
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3
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The victory was the Braves' ried about watching the game on double.
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'Somme
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to
23rd in 28 games, the closest
television," said the left-hander,
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Chicago
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May 15, when they were
around a TV as the Chicago Cubs break, allowed five hits over six
defeated the Los Angeles Dodback. The Giants led rallied to an 8-5 victory over the innings, struck out three and
games
gers 8-2 Wednesday night to pull
Atlanta by 10 games on July 22
walked -tvvo.
within two games of idle ,San,
11.
Aug.
ahead
on
Rueter,
who-struck
outtwO
arid
were
nine
and
Colorado's Andres -Galarraga
Francisco in the NI...West.
"A month ago, they were walked two, has won his last five went I-for-4 and is hitting .371 in
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
"The pressure is on the Giants,
cruising to the finish line and starts and tossed 14 consecutive 405 plate appearances, 97 shy of
no question about it," said
there was no way we were going shutout innings before Roberto the 502 required for the batting- Damon Berryhill, who hit a twoto catch them," glavine said. Mcjia hit an .RBI double in the title.
run homer and an RBI double.
seventh inning.
Expos manager Felipe Alou •
Mcjia had three of the six hits was ejected for arguing with
the left-hander allowed.
first-base umpire Steve Rippley
"When our lineup of right- in the bottom of the third -alter
handed hitters gets dominated-hy
ynoso piii-e4
:611 Grissom.
a lefthander like we do most of
Alou said he wanted Rippley to •
753-1111
FROM PAGE 10
the time is a mystery," Rockies keep an eye on Reynoso, who has
offense in a season-opening loss
manager Don Baylor said. "I'm
six balks this season.
developed- 11 on both sides of
to. Murray High, and even
the ball. We can't have nine
still trying to find the answer
"If he-wants to run me, that's
though the Lakers moved the
guys doing the right thing —
why we just don't pummel lefties okay," Alou said. °'l don't care
ball against South Hopkins in a
we have to have 11 guys."
like we should."
I'm black or Dominican or
13-7 loss last week — CalloWalker's 19th homer capped a
whatever. I'd like some respect
The Lakers will need it
way scored just one touchdown,
against Hopkinsville. While
three-run first against Armando out there. He was disrespectful."
and couldn't push the ball in for
illoway is struggling, Hopka final score in the closing secinsville has welcomed back four
onds that could have given Calplayers who were suspended
•
loway a victory.
last year. and the Tigers feature
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
one of the quickest teams in the
Sophomore quarterback Sam
Completely Erected, including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab.
Arnett was 7 of 9 throwing, Nit
state.
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
"They've
the Laken had just eight first
really got it going,"
standout lineman for the Tigers,
FROM PAGE 10
Mitchell said. "Hopkinsville is
FREE
Estimates,
References and Location of Garages in Your Area,
downs and some crucial penaltackle
in
the
With Crum snapping, pun,- and assisted on a
a really explosive offensive
and Written Warranty.
ties hurt Calloway.
Eric Lombard averaged 44.2 last week's loss to Eastern
team — and their defense is
"We're not a unit yet,"
Illinois.
yards a kick in nine punts in a
Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
even better."
Mitchell- said. "We haven't
"I figured I would get in on a
season-opening loss to Eastern
11/1 CAR (12x20)
$3,725 2'/: CAR (24x24)
$4,925
few plays this season," Crum
Illinois.
2 CAR (18x20)
$4,425 LARGE kqr CAR (24x30) 85,525
make
"I'm
not
afraid
to
a
said.
"I don't have to worry about
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,825
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
where the ball is going to be," tackle.",es
Lombard said. "He puts it right
where I put my hands."
FROM PAGE 10
blocked field goal. If it happens
"We would have had one
early it could open the flood
blocked if we hadn't had him,"
don't know how powerful he is,
gates. If it happens late it could
Nutt said. "We still have to get
but (fullback Mitch) Downey
decide the game."
better in protection, but we
takes care of that."
• Murray will be without
turned a guy loose the other
Fulton has gone to a 4-4
starting tight end and defensive
night, because he's so perfect."
defense this year and it has
tackle Robert Weatherly.
The Racers also have to get
been effective in their two wins
left
arm
his
injured
Weatherly
better
in coverage, and Crum is
against Mayfield and Lake
during drills this week:
willing to do his part. He vva
County.
"They're taking athletes and
putting them where they can
For Electrical Service
make plays," Fisher said, "and
putting
their
weaker
they're
kids where they can hide them."
Fultcin's stronger kids arc
familiar names in the Purchase
Commercial
Area: Kirk Barnett, fullback/
Residential
defensive end; Jerome Warren,
_Industrial
receiver/safety; Mancel Elam,
New Construction - Repairs
flanker/linebacker; and Brad
Maintenance
Carlton, quarterback/
Quality
Electrical
Work Since. 1971
0
cornerback.
Murray and Fulton are both
00
loaded with big-play athletes.
Which is why both coaches
.agree that they will cancel each
Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
other out, resulting in a lowscoring game. A game that
Don't Wait Until Your Parking Lot Deteriorates.
could be decided by one key
Seal Coat Today!
'-- play.
Parking lots • Driveways
• "Last year it cattle down to
commercial
sealer that lasts 3 times longer than retail sealer. We
We
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only
Fisher
special teams,"
explain d
guarantee a professional, clean, neat lob with the latest applicating equipof the Pilots' 22-15 win at
• Fried Fish • Baked Fish • itled ikri-.9
ment. Call today for free estimates.
Holland Stadium. "We broke,
.• Boiled Shrimp • Ned Stirtm;
down on punt coverage arid
• Vegetables te Much, Much. More
they ran one back and we didn't
Includes our All You Care To Eat
contain on two fake punts.
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he n Quidity Doesn't Cost
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It could come down to that
Murray
753-0411
81 East Main
this week."
1 :11e.
Gallagher agrees: "Turnovers
could be a big factor; a fumble,
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FROM PAGE 10
Kidd is a master at making his
teams click, and Northeast Louisiana should be a good barometer
on whether he can put together a
national contender this season._
Morehead State took a 56-0
beating from No. 1 Marshall. The
sc.hedule lightens considerably
with a visit to Alabama Birmingham — if the Eagles
aren't too broken and bruised.
Murray State opened with a
34-17 loss to Eastern Illinois, a
team that ticat the Racers 48-9 a
year ago. That has to be encouraging to new coach Houston Nutt
in his rebuilding effort.
Next up for the Racers?
Marshall.
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Home Cooked Plate Lunches
Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

2nd Annual

Rodeo Roundup

Sunday • Sept. 12 • 2:30 p.m.
West Kentucky Exposition Center
College Farm Rd. • Murray
•*

Admission 11.00 (under 12 free)
*
Cow-chip Bingo • Door Prizes
Buggy rides • Live music
Great food (special meal only $2.00)

• One Meat
• 3 Vegetables

Performances by 1993-94
Murray State Rodeo Team
* * *
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life insurance pans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
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Stop by before
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Pizza & Pasta
Buffet!
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•Self Service *Full Service
•Mkkjor Brand Oils
Cooron Card, Major Crocht Cards & Amerwan Express A.
'Quality Service at Competitive l'rices"
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Chestnut St.

South 12th • Murray • Moak &allow., Mgr. • 7531615
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OPEN 24 HOURS
Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas

••.'s...,

Prescription Specialists
Fast Friendly Service

Racer's

759-9245
12th & Olive

6•111 Coastal Mart
753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray
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Murray

DAVID RAMEY/4444f & 7.mes photo

Murray High's Chris Cheaney, with help from Mitch Downey, heads upheld in last week's win at Trigg County.
Murray travels to Fulton County for a key Class A district matchup this week.

Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-1

All Major Credit Cards

Murray High Offense

Good Luck
Tigers!
From Your Friends At...

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES

C- 55
0G- 69
0G- 67
OT- 62
OT- 64
TE- 84
SE- 9
OB- 15
FB- 32
TB- 4
FL- 2

Willie Wells
Jon Bell
Gene McDonald
Adam Blalock
Chad Caldwell
Andy Gupton
Ted Booth .
Brent Keller
Mitch Downey
Chris Cheaney
James Curtis

Sr.
So
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr

Murray High Defense
NGDTDTDEDELBLBCBCBSSFS-

T.J. Myhill
Adam Blalock .
Willie Wells
Ted Booth
Jon Bell
Chad Caldwell
Mitch Downey
Kevin Knight
Chris Allen
Victory Perry
Chris Cheaney

80
62
55
9
69
64
32
22
5
25
4

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
V. Jet
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr
Jr.

CION4iib
Ilwr.4441

TACOIELL®
753-8758

Fulton Co. Defense

Good Luck
Tigers!
Compliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
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5
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9
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4
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1
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Freddie Thomas
Kirk Barnett
Will James
Charles Buntyn
Mancel Elam
Joe Cheirs
Edric Caldwell
Brad Carlton
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Jerome Warren
Steve Cheirs
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Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
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Bobby Giles
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Charles Buntyn .
Mancel Elam
Joe Cheirs
Brad Carlton
Kirk BarnettSteve Cheirs
Jerome Warren .
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Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.

GO
TIGERS!

GO TIGERS!
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DEATHS
Mrs. Iva Mae Dixon

1ANCE

Mrs. Iva Mae Dixon, 69, -Rt. 1, Alm°. died Wednesday at
5:37 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The widow of John Dixon. she was a member of Liberty
Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 31, 1924, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of the late Frank Henson and Estelle Edwards Henson.
" Survivors include two brothers, R.G. Henson and wife, Hilda,
Rt. 1, Alm. and James Henson and wife, Frances. Sedalia;
half sister. Mrs. Dorothy Burkeen, RL 1, Almo; three half
brothers, Refus Tabers and wife, Lula. Rt. 2, Murray. A.B.
Tabers, Almo, and LE. Young and wife, Betty, Almo; several
nieces and nephews.
'The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham and the
Rev. Ray Provow will officiate.
Burial w ill follow in Kirksey Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).
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'The funeral for Charles Lester (Dude) McSwain was Wednesday at t p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn. Jerry Gallimore and Lynn King 'officiated.
Pallbearers were James Mathis, Danis O—
wnby, Harold Woods,
C.R.._Ecryoci. Odell Neal and Frank Ward. Burial was in
Puryear City Cemetery.
Mr. McSwain, 54, Walnut Street, Paris. died Monday at his
home.
An Army veteran, he worked at Tecumseh Products and was
a member of Bethlehem Baptist Church, Henry, Tenn.
Born Sept. 12, 1938, at Puryear. he wat the son of Taunt__
Oliver McSwain and the late Guy T. McSwain.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Lewis McSwain, to
whom he was married on April 15, 1983; one daughter, Mrs.
Debbie Patterson, Camden, Tenn.;. four sons, Mark McSwain,
Henry, Mike -McSwain and Chris Baxley. Paris, and Billy Baxley. Fort Bragg, N.C.; his mother, Mrs. Tennie 0. McSwain,
Puryear; four grandchildren.

Avery Lee Jennings, 76, Bardwell, died Wednesday at Countryside Nursing Home, Bardwell.
He was a retired plumber.
Born Aug. 6, 1917. in Carlisle County, he was the son of
the late P.R. Jennings and Effie Lee Jennings.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Euvetta Fonncr Jennings; one
daughter, Mrs. Hazel Jean Burns, Dearing, Ga.; one son, Doyan
Lee Jennings, Murray:- -two sisters, Mrs. Rueanna Allen and
Mrs. Hazel Watson, Bardwell; five grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.
Services will be Friday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Milner
Funeral Home, Bardwell. Brian Adkins will officiate.
Burial will follow in Roselawn Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
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Mountain Valley Water Co.
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*

Rizpah Shrine Circus

U

Tuesday,
September 14

Reg. 12.79
50 Count, 39 Gallon

Lawn & Leaf Bags

This
Week
Only!

4=

Saturday, Sept. 11
at 5 p.m.

lvt
\•10
ro

-.k:

91

vs. Marshall University

otc\'s
coo

Prices Good thru Sept. 14

izza

4I;

The veterans of Calloway Count, veteran. His military awards inwho have experienced the frusua- clude two Purple Hearts and two
tions of dealing with the numerous Bronze Star Medals. He took full
forms and changing rules of the advantage of his GI Bill benefits,
Veterans Administration should be earning a Bachelors Degree in Busipleased to know that help has ness Administration and_an Associates Degree in Management Inforarrived.
The Director of the Kentucky mation. He is married and has-3
Center for Veterans Affairs in children. He enjoys coaching socLouisville, recently appointed a cer, basketball and baseball.
According to Sam McClaren, the
County Veterans Assistance Officer
for Calloway County. John W. Western Kentucky Regional CoorAdams, Jr. announced the appoint- dinator for the Kentucky Center for
ment of Mark Kennedy of Murray Veterans Affairs,"County Veterans
during the St= Adjutant General's Assistance Officers are volunteers.
annual picnic and awards ceremony supported and trained py the Slate.
held in Frankfort in late August. ,Mark Kennedy has attended trainMark Kennedy will be at the main ing seminars for over a year and a
Post Office on Chestnut Street each half and is an excellent source of
Wednesday, 2:30 - 4-30 p.m. to information and assistance for vetassist veterans and their family erans in Calloway County.
members in acquiring state and
federal benefits they may be eligible
for as a result of .military service.
Kennedy is no stranger to the
business of assisting Veterans Assistance Officer and served in that
capacity until his job brought him to
Murray. Kennedy has been the
local Post Master since March and
will make his office available for
veterans assistance for two hours
each Wednesday.
-Kennedy spent 12 years in the
Marine. Corp and is a Vietnam

Buildi
&
Lumber
1--11 S
SUP P
s

Murray State University

As the new school year begins, students at Murray Montessori learn
how science can be fun. Pictured from left: Bradley Black, John Quertermous, Terrance Barrett, Scott William Edgar and Jennifer Grzech.

GRAND CANYON NATION- fell 400 feet to his death Sunday
AL PARK, Ariz.(AP) — A man at the canyon's North Rim, and a
who climbed over a Grind Texas woman died in a fall TuesCanyon safety rail to take a day in the same area.
photograph lost his footing and
Park Superintendent Robert S.
fell 300 feet to his death, the Chandler pointed out that signs
third fatal fall at the canyon in and brochures warn visitors of
.,..-four days.
the dangers.
The man, who fell Wednesday
A total of five people have
from the canyon's South Rim,
was not immediately identified: - died in-falls at the Grand Canyon
A German tourist slipped and this year.

753-6656

.J)

HOG MARKET 1

Third death reported at Grand Canyon

fur the
for our
ru-Can-Eat
& Pasta

mr

Murray State Racers head football coach Houston Nutt's players wear their
protective head gear when taking to the field. His daughters also wear their
helmets when going bicycling. From left, Haley, Hannah and Haven Nutt
practice "safety first" by wearing bike helmets. Wearing a bike helmet is a
requirement for all participants In the Diabetes Bike-a-Thon at MSU Saturday,
Sept. 10 from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Sponsored by Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and the Diabetics Taking Control Support Group, the event raises
money for diabetes research and support functions for diabetics and their
families. Anyone Is welcome to ride in the Bike-a-Thon. For mousInformation
how to participate, call 762-1533.

Avery Lee Jennings

,URY

t,y

Charles Lester (Dude) McSwain

Show times at 10 a.m., 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
West Ky. Expo Center
College Farm Road

799

Sealer

1199

6.00 Advance Sale 'tickets

Filler Sealer

may be purchased at the
Chamber of Commerce and
Racer Coastal Mart

Driveway Sealer

Treas Lumber Do-it center
Open
7 Days
A Week

•

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Your Hon.' Investeseed Compass:, shwa 11114

VISA

Come One, Come All—
Join in the Fun!

DOICSVgl

Mon.-Frl. 7404; Sat. 54; Sun. 1-5
Salo Prime Good at ltbuTey Store Only • Other Locations — Benton and Lake City
•

44.

Proceeds will benefit the Rizpah
Shrine Temple activities.

•

5.
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•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIED

•

•

*74,-

DEADLINES
Deadline., are 2 days la advance and are as follows.
. __Friday 3
Monday Edition
.........Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
3
....................—...
.........
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Eiiithois
•
'
F %HMI Its 1111thl 1
t• Nita Nit F.MF•
Local News
010
Now. 190 .................... Farm Equipment
020
Livsstock & Supplies
Personals 370
025
.Poultry & Supplies
Card of 'Menke 390
030
. Produce
400
. In Memory
040
Feed • Seed
550
Lost & Found
050

:*1.'1`•
11t.Itft•el•
ae/44,1„.'7.;,*4:1F,,

• Z,
4•74'
'

060
070

Help Wanted
Dornestic & Childcare

090
1O0
1 lo

Situation Wanted
business Opportunity
Instruction

Public Sale

540..

For Trade

560 .

he. Column

Wanted

570

OFFICE HOURS: Mom-Fri. 8
Saturday 8

EcterrnmaUne
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
1.1isad Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

280

Mobilo Hornell For Rant

300

Bummer's Rentals

310

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

4.35

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

46°

.. Monies For Sale

285 Mobile Horn• Lots For Rant

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Code
0

$1,170,793.94•
Beginning cash balance in General Fund on July 1
to
subject
property
real
of
valuation
The assessed
11-a
taxation for school purposes certified by the
Department of Revenue is $378,871,576 and based
$1,454,866.86
on real property will produce
is
property
The assessed valuation -of tangible personal
11 h
$180,980.95
$47,130.455 and based on levy tangible property will produce
The assessed valuation on real property of public
-ii
service corporations certified by the Department
of Revenue is $4,387,895 and based on levy on
$16,849.52
real property will produce
The assessed valuation on tangible property of public
14-b
service corporations is $24,327,106 and based on
$93,416.09
levy on tangible property will produce
The total assessed valuation of all distilled spirits
15
within the school district as assessed by Department
$0.00
of Revenue amount to $0 and based on the levy, will produce
$630,000.00
The 3% permissive tax requested to be levied will produce
18
The assessed valuation on motor vehicles is
19
$398,631.95
$76,512,850 and based on levy will produce
$3,945,539.31
A. TOTAL OF CODES 0, 11, 14, 15, 18, 19
$85,789.82
Less: Cost of tax collections
$20,022.41
Exonerations (estimated)
$14,942.90
Delinquencies (estimated)
$28,391.51
Discounts (estimated)
$149,146.64
B. TOTAL DEDUCTIONS
C. ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM PREVIOUS TAX DELINQUENCIES
(Code 12) AND REVENUE IN LIEU OE TAXES (Code "13
$8,500.00
(include municipal plant board)
D TOTAL BALANCE AND ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM DISTRICT
$3,804,892.67
TAXATION (A+B+C)
balance of
fund
actual
uals
eq
(
payable
$420,374.40)
'$1,170,793.94 plus accounts receivable($145,453.06) minus accounts
$895,872.60.

ESTIMATED REVENCES
Tuition payments by ind4iduals from other districts
Interest from investments Rental of school facilities
....
Non-public school transportation
Student fees
All other revenue receipts
SEEK Program
Other State Aid
Chapter II (if recorded functionally)
Public Law 88-210; Vocational Business
Other Federal aid through State
Public Law 874
Other revenue from Federal sources
Sale of real property and equipment
Net insurance recovery
Reimbursements and refunds
E. TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME FROM SOURCES OThER THAN
DISTRICT TAX
F. TOTAL ESTIMATED RECEIPTS PLUS BALANCE (D+E)

$0.00
$58,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
- •
$0.00
$2,500.00
$7,967,323.Vr
$980,060.00
$0.00
$2,876.00
$235,659.00
$0.00
$18,400.00
$0.00
$0.00
$33,000.00
„
$9,297,818.00
$13,102,710.67

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES

•

4

4;• .4e_
•
4
44/4t11..j'f

$389,716.81
$8,066,421.86
$64,531.97
$14,138.15
$1,001,717.43
$820,728.37
$274,364.74
$1,062,302.85
$11,693,922.18
$0.00
$0.00
$663,028.13
$11,000.00

,
ADMINISTRATION
INSTRUCTION
ATTENDANCE SERVICES
HEALTH SERVICES
,
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
OPERATION OF PLANT
MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
0 .
FIXED CHARGES
G. TOTAL CURRENT EXPENSES, CODES 111.881 INCLUSIVE
FOOD SERVICES
COMMUNITY SERVICES
CAPITAL OUTLAY
DEBT SERVICE
ADVANCEMENT & TRANSFERS (include only transfers to the
Building Fund, Capital Outlay, and Sinking Fund
H. TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OTHER THAN CURRENT
EXPENSES, CODES 911-1491
I TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES (G+Hi

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE
Principal and interest on revenue bonds
.,
Annual Lease Payments

$734,760.36
$1,408,788.49
$13,102,710.67

Wayne Blackford, Chairman

Jack D Rose, Secretary

••,-
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Reader Ads:
25t per word $500 minimum 1st
day Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day 81 75
extra for shopper Tues Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide ) $2.00 extra for blind box ads

beeiut
ARE/
TiVEi
ratrf
als art
to plai
chary
farrilia
1 800
Mute
prof
Founc

Yard Sale $730 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline

WRITERS interested in be
mg published and willing to
pay Survey being taken
Confidential Write to Box
592 Murray KY 42071

136 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY
759-1983
1-5 30 Mon-Fri

Chairman - Donald Wisehart
Route 1
Almo, Ky. 42020
753-8879
Vice Chairman - Joel Thorn
Route 1
Almo, Ky. 42020
753-5931

FEMALE spayed siberian
Husky black & gray one
blue eye and one txown
eye Answers to the name
'Chinook' Lost near West
State Line Rd near Lassiter
Cemetery Family pet
753-0469

Sec./Treas. - Joe Dan Taylor
Route 1, Box 1,C
Almo, Ky. 42020
759-1330

FULL blooded Chow dog
found in Lynn Grove area
Must
Call 435-4351
describe

Donnie Overbey
Route 1
Almo, Ky. 42020

'The .fanuly

BRiC1
brick
requio
walls
if nee

of

3farvirt Parks
fikr to evress
our heartfelt trianki.

CARP
with
354 6
leave

to the 32 doctors
who treated him in
the 2',,2 years of tit- •
Special
ness. - A
thanks to the staff
of%WO!and to the
home health care
nurses.

CLO,S
energ
persor
$25 3l
htsin
Dons 4

view c
Mon F

Thanks for the
many cards, milts,
food, prayers and
tea not
concern.
.forget the comforting words of Bro
Btflie `Turrur and
W(1,. /11ri.fai
Alto, thanks to the
pallbearers & Miller
uneral Home

Dr
titrir
24

API

Ber

Elizabeth Parks
Swann & June Parks
Cherrle & Steve
Paschall

Conservancy District Board of Directors
meet on an as needed basis.
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of
qualification.
Robert S. Elkins,
1607 Kirkwood, Murray. KY 42071 Deceased, Betty S. Elkins,
1607 Kirkwood, Murray, KY 42071 Executrix, Appt. 09-01-91,
Stephen C. Sanders,
Main At Seventh St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Esther M. C.,y, 416
South 9th.St., Murray,
KY 42071 Deceased,
Howard Coy, Route 01
Box 238, Almo, KY
42020 Executor, Appt.
.09-01-93, Sid Easley,
204 South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Helen James, 1606
Belmont, Murray, KY
42071 Deceased, Richard Janes, 626 Battle Road, Nolensville,
TN 37135 EVecutor,
Appt. 09-01-93, M. Ronald Christopher, 118
South Fifth St., MurKY
42071
ray,
Attorney.
Julia Moody, Route
#8, Murray, KY 42071
Deceased, Robert P.
Moody, Route #8 Box
960, Murray, KY 42071
Executor, Appt. 09-0193, Sid Easley, 204
South Sixth St., Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Avallabie Thru A.$4.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skill4K1, intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guideknee for confinement.
Nursing Home insur11110111 is TOM wriportant
than ewer For free intormoon

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

AL
°Pt ti 10 1141

PUP(

753-0466

C

NON PHOF i OW:AN 147-ON

PO Box 1033

Murray

UgL9Duckling

Par
104

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

107. FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day

Op

436-2701

Xi

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
4 74 - 1 1 9 ,
Tues
1 800 649 3804

rebu
are I

chilc

CALLOWAY CountyCon-

Structural walls.

crete

slabs drrves. walks Co)ored & stamped concrete
Free estimates 474 8338

4,

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant

Yc
qual
Coul

On Hwy 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Th
of N

Open Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. & Sun.
Week Days 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

DRAFTING Service cus
torn home plans commer
cial ,industrial drafting
computer aided drafting 28
years experience Call
498 8830 after 1pm

Act

B.'
ta,k,

354-6521

MRS. THERESA, Reader
Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted from God

5 5 4 7904 call for
appointment
MUSIC DJ Dances par
bes weddings. a musical

styles 753-0343

LEGAL NOTICE
Executive Inn Paducah
A final settlement of
September 11th arid 12th
accounts has been filed Saturday 10am 8pm Sunin the Calloway Dis- day 106 Readings Aura
tnct Court by Burline Photography, Computer
Brewer & Kathryn Astrology. Vending Booths
Wright, Co-Executrix, Demostrations Free Lec
hires every haft hour with
of the estate of Izetta $5
Admission
Knight Pate, deceased.
Exceptions to this set"Alf44
tlement must be filed
in the Calloway Dis- L4'
trict Court on or before
9:00 a.m. September
20th, 1993, the date of
Fitz & Floyd
hearing.
Ann P. Wilvon,
Dinnerware &
Circuit Court Clerk

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
Accessories

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questionS you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few nagjahly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000 00 POLICY
age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.45
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93
80 - 52.73

0-Alel-Air Center
;
*‘•
W.3

Arg'Y

Re

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 5d - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199

The Panhandler
CLASSIFIED

Ca
cal
de!
clei
Ma

America's Second Car

Ins local dam service'

PSYCHIC FESTIVAL

2495.096 94
000

ibmitted by order of the Calloway County Board of Education
•

In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of
the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the Summary Financial Statement for the East Fork
Clarks River Floodplain Conservancy District for Fiscal Year 93 may be inspected by
the general public at 201 Johnny Robertson
Road from September 13-15 between the
hours of 7:30 and 4:30 p.m. (East Fork
Clarks River Floodplain Conservancy Distnctl

Members - Lubie Parrish
Route 2
Murray, Ky. 42071'

ESTIMATED REVENUES

911-955
1111-1173
1251 -11i75
1351-1371
1451-1491

ciopp
ion St
Is $of
ward
753 8

$5.00 Column inch
Display Ads
4041 Ihreanit bid Ran.
GM Daman 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Must R41111 W WIN 11 0.4y Penal
111 75 per COMM inch mut fa Teems, Shop
ping Guide,

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Cio
thing Supply 753 4545

LEGAL NOTICE

Also the following tax levy is requested:$.521 for motor vehicles and 3% for permissive tax as au thon zed under provisions of
KRS 160.613 (utility).

CODE
111-155
211-269
311-353
411-453
511-558
611-659
711-754
851-881

Classified Ad Rate,
Display Ads

Ls911
Notice

LAgai

1993
Under provisions of Kentucky Revised Statutes, the Calloway County Board of Education on the 12th day of August,
and
companies,
service
public
personalty,
tangible
estate,
real
on
impose
to
approval
Education
of
requests State Board
and
distilled spirits a levy of$.325 for real estate and tangibles,$.059for real estate and tangibles for FSP-K(KRS 157.620),
$.384 grand total of above levies.

$A

111•11)1%1

Computers
For Sale Or Trade
...Want To Bey
Amass For Sale
... Appliances
Hate; Purruatungs
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
...Seen ng Mac hi nee
Equipment
Sport' Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets • Supplies

Notice

board of
In compliance with Kentucky Revised Statutes and the regulation of the State Board of Education, we, the
the
showing
Budget
School
General
our
approval
for
you
to
submit
hereby
district
education of the above-named school
school year
estimated expenditures, the estimated receipts, and the rate of levy specified by this board for the succeeding
July 1, 1993 to June 30, 1994. This budget provides for a school term of 190 days.

51
52
53
61
62
81
82

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sal. Or UMW
Horn* Loans

MF

120
130
140
150
114
160
165
170
180
196
200
210
220
240
260
380

LOST
Store
Gra&

010

_
Nodes

TO THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY

42-45

11F. S 11.ES

270
365
420

GENERAL BUDGET
FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1993-94
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY

CODE
21-23
31
32
33
34
35
41

Rt. 11. F

RE 11. Es.
'11 F: /DA 1 U.

110

1310

Legal
Notice

'FS

St:

I It %\!.1.01(1 t I ION

410

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Time. will be
reeponeble for only one incorrect miseruoct Any error should be reported
a.m.-5 p.m.
uminediately so corrections can be
a.m.-I2 p.m.}
made

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p m.
p.m
p.m_
p.m.

311S44:1.1.ANE01. S

EMP1.1111111 N

1112311all1aCC5

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

230
250
290
530

MasterCard

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of Service"

•

Plc
Boan
Road
430

Thon
Tow(
be pc

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY

210
Iblp
1111•11111

Is
-s.

ch

S:

unum lit
f for each
ay. $1.76

AREA REPRESENTATIVE$ NEEDED, Part Sme
sselk-for motivated individuals with good people slues
to place-monitor foreign ex
change students with host
families and high schools,
1 800 6950142 PACE in
stitute International A Nonprofit Educational
Foundation

$2.00 ei-

repaid

paired to
ad after

'amity

CONVENANT TRANSPORT THE ROAD TO
YOUR FUTURE LAST
YEAR OUR TOP TEAM
EARNED
OVER
$135,000 Starting at $ 27 to
$ 29 per mart with plus bonuses to $0 38 per mile Pad
insurance Mole, Layover
Pay. Loading Unloading
Pay, Vacation Deadhead
pay. Requirements Age
23. 1 Yr verifiable over the
ACCEPTING applications road, Class A CDL with
for House of Lloyd Demon- Hazardous Materials
strators Excellent pay, no 1-800-441 4394
investment Call Shen at
753 36:18 evenings Also
Attention Murray
booiung parties
LOST on 732 new General
Store Black Doberman)
Great Dane mix Ears
cropped ta au Black fly
ion studded cone/ 1 yr old
Is son s pet Generous reward Named Banctope
753 8694

**POSTAL JOBS**
$11 95,hr. to

start,

plus benefits. Postal
sorters,
carriers,
clerks, maintenance
For an application
and exam information, call 1-219-736-

4715, ext. P-3482. 8
BRICK layes—tor -42000
brick pob No scaffolding
required Hip roof only 811
walls Labor help provided
DO you need a GED' Do
it needed 753 3018
you need hope for the fu
CARPENTER Experience ture and help to get a solid
with all carpenter work career/ We have 22 JOB
354 6445 if no answer openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
leave name and number
school students Call
CLOSER looking for
753-9378 Frve days a week
energetic self motivated between 8 00am-3 00pm
person who want to make We we an EOE This pro$25 35 000 per year Bone- met is funded by the West
fits insurance paid vaca ern Kentucky Private Inbons 8 bonuses For inter dustry Council-JTPA
view call Al Davis 247 4473
DRIVERS-BURLINGTON
Mon-Fri 8 10am
MOTOR CARRIERS Hiring' Shorthaul. OTR and
Contractors Outstanding
paytenefits. sign-on bounus, assigned trucks Call
anytime-BURLINGTON
Murray and
MOTOR CARRIERS
1 800-JOIN-BMC EOE,
Draffenville now
Screen
Drug
hiring for all shifts
OVER the road drivers
24 hour store
3yrs verifiable experience
Apply in person.
CDL license, 23yrs of age
Benefits available.
or over Reefer Rollins
DCS 502-753-1156

of

7 Parks
to caress

'eft than
2 doctors
'ea him in
ears of titSpecial

the staff
and to the
alth care

for the
xis, visits,
iyers aruf
t'e wignot
r comfort's of Bro.
irner and
dal Pus
nk..5 to the
.s& Miller
'Nome

Hardee's

lk

th Parks
June Parks
& Steve
chat'

WOOD WORKS

440"(Si n6
Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on flay. 94 West

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive individual
with an advertising and sales background.
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission, excellent company benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A, Murray, KY 42071
t,

HELP LEAD THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT TO
EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Opportunity
Kentuckians ha ve a n unprecedented chance to
rebuild the states school system and local boards
are central to the reform movement. Share a
sense of pride with other citizens by serving the
children of the Calloway County School District.
You are invited to nominate yourself or a
qualified acquaintance to serve on the Calloway
County Board of Education, Division One.

rant
Mtn

There is a vacancy created by the resignation
of Mr. Ray Dunn.

Activity
Board members are involved in four main
tasks

.m.
.m.

'
Developing policy making guidelines
that govern the operation of schools.
'Providing visionary leadership and
vigorous stewardship with long-range
educational plans and programs.
*1 firing the district superintendent and
issuing annual evaluation reports.

CE

"Setting local tax rates and ensuring
that public funds are spent wisely and
efficiently.

, 80
3ns

health &
lortS you
s. Below
rates at
POLICY

Requirements

4

'At least 24 years old
'Keotucky citizen for the last three
years
'Registered voter in the Calloway
County School District, Division One.

ALE
- $8.13
- 9.85
- 13.57
- 22.13
- 42.49

'High school diploma or GED certificate
'Except in limited circumstances,
board members may not have a relative employed by the school district

Increase

gency
•

:Pick up an application at the Calloway County
Board of Education office at 2110 College Farm
Road, Murray, Kentucky,between 8:00 a.m. and
4.30 p m.
jviail. the completed form to .commissioner
Thomas Boysen, 500 Mero Street, Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, KY 40601. Applications must
be postmarked by September 20, 1991

iy, KY

-vice"

Nett
Waal/

*fp
Wailed

DRIVERS Celadon Truck
ing currently have positions
available for teams & solo
drivers/great lanes'
dedicated team dispatch
computerized phone
systems excellent equip
mem & benefits Call & let
us give you the details
SCA 729 9770

PART time worker needed
for mowing 753-6986
PERSON needed for dein
ery. set up all around work
Pick up application at Wig
gins Furniture Hwy 641 N
Murray

Illooloodo
Opponisly
DEALERSHIP LOG 90 YARDS carpet & waffle
HOMES-America's finest pad r111111 shag medium
Log Horne manufacturer green in good condition
needs quality wholesalers 22ft chest freezer
Earn excellent profits Full 489-2624
or part urns Lifetime warranty Cal IA Jones for KING size waterbed mirror
business opportunity info bookcase headboard 4
1 800-321-5647 Old Timer drawer pedestal padded
rails $175 489 2694
Log Homes. Mt Juliet TN
LIVING room couch &
LOG HOMES DEALER
SHIP Unlimited earning chaor excellent condition
matching tamps console
potential' Part Full time
Leadsitraining Models 23' color tv 759 1604
from $14904 Brentwood
Log Homes 427 River
Rock Blvd, Murfreesboro
Ant/ques
TN 37129 800-264 LOGS
(5647)
WERE BACk...
NATIONAL franchise avail
able Reply to PO Box
9134 Paducah KY 42002

210

1111.c#11stwous

Iliseellaneous

Misceloosotte

ALWAYS AND FOREVERBeautiful chapel in Smoky
Mountains GatlinburgWeddings simple to
elegant-Photographs.
Flowers Videos, Lodging
Limo & Ordained Minister
No blood lasts. No waiting
1 800- 242•7115

WEDDINGS OLD—
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies outdoor wed
dings Mountain Chapel
overlooking river, new Gat
linburg Everything pro
vided Accommodations
Romantic Carriage Ride
Reasonable prices Charge
accepted
Cards
Heartland ,
1 800 448 VOWS (8697)

GATLINBURG Sum
nut Breathtabong mountain
109 WOWS fireplace bol
°Orly kitchen CilebhOUSIt
pool Jacuzzis Individual
units rented by Schregert
Enterprises 15% cit1 Au
gust 23 September 2nd
Free
Brouchure
1 800 242 4853 (205)
988 5139

SERVICE/SALES REP
Auto Aftermarket Look
DRIVERS J B HUNT-DO LTD Offers Exclusive Ter
YOU WANT BETTER ritory Must be sell
PAY? DO YOU WANT motivated & like working
MORE MILES, THEN with your hand $40,000
BASE • BONUSES • BENCALL .113
HUNT
CONCURRENT NOTICE
1 800 845 2197 IF YOU EFITS (817) 633-7973
NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF NO SIGNIFICANT EFFECT
EOE
HAVE YOUR CDL CALL
ON TUE ENVIRONMENT
1 800 368 8538 Training VACATION Dream Cash
AND NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF REQUESTavailable for inexperienced Earn at home $200 to $500
FOR RELEASE OF FUNDS
drivers EOE Subject to weekly stuffing envelopes
drug screen
For information Send
City of Murray. Kentucky
City Hall
DRIVERS Over the Road SASE to Vacbon Dream
Cash,PO Box 224. McKen SELL SNICKERS
Van Flat 35 States 1yr ex
P.O. Box 1236
MARS
38201
perience verifiable start zie, TN
NESTLES FRITO LAY
Murray, Kentucky 42071
25 28 cents mile with 3 yrs
t Is 11()1.. RSWANTED barmaids wait Area s best vending oppor
TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES, GROUPS AND PERSONS:
Call messes 8 dancers $500 tunity of the 90s Invest
Benefits
oprr
settind
800 444 6648
.:aturtlat
-.10 am
plus weekly Doll House $14500 approved loca
On or about September 27. 1993, the City of Murray will request the Kentucky
ttnc f..frutUre,
bons (25 machines) est,
Tn
Paris
DRIVERS TAKE A TURN Cate
Department of Local Government to release Federal funds under Title I of the
lamps et.
mated
earnings
642
4297
7pm
2arn
FOR THE BETTER Top 901
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974
383)for the Notth
$1100 $1500 weekly
(502) 527-8186
pay. miles. and respect WE we looking
produc-Doug-las - ltscic•ciuplacnt Project • Phase F - Tins -I* month pro-jeer-mall
•
atter 4.3,:p in !or ,5;-;3e
from a company that puts tion line workers men 8 1 800 358 8382
rehabilitate 25 deteriorated homes, acquire 9 structures and 1 lot, relocate 1
bail' ah0,41?1,4 r rn,,re tPto
Cali
people first
women Apply at Murray
owner-family
and 4 renter-families, temporarily relocate Smiles, demolish 10
%re
rcgt.laroprn.taic4
43
1 800-423 7629 MUNSON Unemployment Office
dilapidated structures, and install 750 L.F. of sidewalk and 800 L.F. of 36"
TRANSPORTATION
storm drain pipe.
EOE
BM compatible 286 640K
It has been determined that such request for release of funds will not constitute
EARN up to $1000 weekly
hard drive 14 disc drive,
processing mail Start now
an action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment and.
Amber monitor DOS 33
No experience Free sup
accordingly, the City of Murray has decided not to prepare an Environmental
CLEANING house is my mouse some programs
plies Free into No oblige
Impact 19
Statement under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
business Reliable and ex $700 753 4275 after 5pm 30HP tractor. 2yrs old
bon Send SASE to Hi Lo
used only 2 3hrs I will depenenced. references Call or leave message
Dept 28 PO Box 3648 San liatte 759-9553
liver
$6 8 0 0
Angelo, TX 76902
1 314 568 1-3sh
..This decision Is based on the determination.thatproject activities _et housing
CLEANING Service for
rehabilitation, property acquisition, structural demolition, family relocation.
EXPERIENCED auto body home or business Also
aryl installation of sidewalk and storm drainage will not have a significant effect
man Apply in person at have c.arpet cleaner, expo(
on the quality of the human environment.
Donnie Hudson Body ienced have references
Shop Almo Ky or by call- Call 492 8238
ANTIQUES by the piece or a WHEEL E Z Go golf cart.
An Environmental Review* Record respecting the North Douglas Redeveloping 753 6475 days or
collections Call 753 9433 extra clean good mainte ' ment Project Phase I has been made by the City of Murray which documents
cleaning
WILL
do
house
753 9918 nights
nance runs well Must see
after 5pm
the environmental review of the project and more fully sets forth the reasons
Call Betty 474-2131 nights
753 5286
EXPERIENCED tobacco
ally such Statement is not required. This Environmental Review Record is on
CASH paid for good used
cutters Cal 435 4424
file at City Hall. Murray, Kentucky and is available for public examination and
rifles shotguns and pis- EXERCISE equipment
tols Benson Sporting Wedsr 'weight bench a
copying. upon request, between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
FRIENDLY HOME PARGoods 519 S 12th,.squat rack with 225 pound
TIES now has openings for
No further environmental review of the project is proposed to be conducted
weight $200 for all Air
demonstrators No cash in- ALTERATIONS and re- Murray
prior to, the request for release of Federal funds.
vestment Part time hours pairs Rental gowns & tuxe- LAWN TOW0f deck for 4 gometer stepper, $100
Westbend rowing machine
with full time pay Two cata- dos Ruth's See and Sew
wheeler 753 8809
All
interested
agencies,
groups,
and
persons
disagreeing
with
this decision are
$50 604b Everlast punch
logs, OWN 700 items Call Country Square 1608 N
invited to submit written comments for consideration by the City (il Murray to
mg
bag
$35
All
equipment
1-800-488-4875
WE
BUY
MORTGAGES
121, Murray 753 6981
Mayor William N. Cherry,City Hall. P.O. Box 1236, Murray, KY 42071. Such
and Trust Deeds Did you like now 759 1588
IF you we a Special Educawritten comments should be received at the above address on or before
SEWING tobs wanted in
sell property/ Receiving VITA Master exercise bike
tion high school graduate or cluding formal wear
September 25, 1993. All Such comments so received will be considered and the
payments? Why wait' Fast wrth computer and pulse
have a disability. you may
CASH NOW! Any size monitor excellent condi
753-1061
City of Murray will not request the release of Federal funds or take any
be eligible for assistance in
Nationwide Great prices bon $175 489 2877
administrative action on the project prior to the date specified on the preceding
obtaining employment
Call 1 800 659 CASH
sentence.
through JPTA For an ap(2274)
210
Call
pointment
The City of Murray will undertake the project described above with Block
WATCH, 759-1965
Grant funds from the Kentucky Department of Local Government (KDLG)
Firewood
ABSOLUTELY
great
opLEADERS ONLY-IF you
under Title 1 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974. The
portunity
Fully
stocked
hog
A FIREWOOD for sale
are not paid what you are
City
of Murray is certifying to the State of Kentucky that the City of Murray and
437 4667
worth we're looking for you farm, geared for quick re
Mayor William N. Cherry, in his official capacity as Mayor, consent to accept
tan24
BULB
suntan
Wolff
turn
on
investment
Ported
International pharmaceutihe jurisdiction of the Federal courts if an action is brought to enforce
ning bed 753 7455 morn. SEASONED firewood $5
cal company open new net- setting, wooded private
responsibilities in relation to environmental reviews. decision making. and
Highly functional Lagoon 'rigs or after 6pnri 753 2217 per rick You cut 492 8254
work marketing division
abler 5pm
system EPA approved. All
action; and that these responsibilities have been satisfied. The legal effect of this
1-800-532 9970
4 ALMOST new Ores on
baros with own teed auger
certification is that upon its approval the City of Murray may use the Block
Ford 4 lug aluminum
MANAGER-retail farm system Farrow to finish
Grant funds and the State of Kentucky and the U.S. Department of Housing and
wheels, $135 753 8838
store Must have three operation 20 crate farrow'than Developmeilit will have satisfied their responsibilities under the National
years agriculture related ing barn, 3 topping floors, 1 6F1 deli case Globe slicing
Environmental rOlicy Act of 1969. The State of Kentucky will accept an
management experience
nursery Other outbuild- machine cornstock castle PIANO tuning John
objection to its approval only if it is on one of the following bases
Pay negotiable. benefits ings Owner enjoys reputa- double
oven
Gottschalk 753 960C1
Apply. Box 230, Benton, KY tion for high quality 901-593 5439
ta) The certification was not-in fact executed by the City's
42025
purebred and crossbred BLAZE King wood stove
Certifying Officer.
OPERATORS NEEDED stook and maintained fine hot tub and alto Saxoh)The City has failed to make one of the two findings pursuant to
dozer, enloader, shovel, health record Established phone Phone 753 4908 afSS58.41 or to make the written determination decision required
dragline; drillers, pan, clientele for private sales ter 5pm
by SS578.47, 58.53 or 58.64 for the project, as applicable.
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
grader, welders Must have Phone 901 782-3395
surface mine experience $SS CASH IN CRIME Hot- BOGARD trucking and ex CHURCH WEDDING
(c)
The
City has omitted one or more of the steps set forth at
cavating, Inc We haul top Smoky Mountains Gatlin
Room and board provided
test crime prevention pro- soil gravel, fill dirt white
Subparts
F and G for the preparation and completion of an EA.
bug
Chapels
(Since
1980)
$880
per
week
duct ever, $6950 required
rock, rip rap 759-1828
No tests No Waiting Hon
1-304-664-9817
(d) No opportunity was given to the Advisory Council on Historic
PT/FT Turn key business
eymoon
Suites
Preservation or its Executive Director to review the effect of the
SAFETY Advisors $2150 No selling Immediate cash HARDWOOD flooring, (Fireplaces Heart Shaped
$1
29
per
sq
It
kiln
dried
project on a property listed on the National Register of Historic
per month Company will flow Fastest ROI TerritoJacuzzis) From The Lace
Places,or found to be eligible for such listing by the Secretary of
train Call Monday thru Fri- ries going fast Call 24 lumber Hardwood deliv- To The Limousine" Christered
502-526-2824
hours
1-800-638-1342
the interior, in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.
9aT-1pm
only
day,
ian Ceremony Rev Ed Tay615 399 8269
LOG HOMES Design ser- lor 1 800 346 2779
(e) Objections have been made by a Federal Agency.
vices FREE BROCHURE ,
HONEST ABLE LOG - IT'S FREE' Our color broObjections must be prepared and submitted in accordance with the required
HOMES Route One'Box chure reveals the money
procedure(24 CFR Part 58)and may be addressed to the Kentucky Department
making
secret
that
is
en
84CK Moss Tennessee
HELP LEAD THE CALLOWAY
of Local Government. Div ision.of Community Programs, 1024 Capital Center
hanang
the
byes
'of
thou
38575 (800) 231-3695
Drive. Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT TO
sands of people No oblige
NEW 16' & 165' Blom lion Call 24 hours
Objections to the release of funds on bases other than those stated above will not
EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
truck tees $60 & up Also 1 130i0 998 0881
be considered by the State. No objection received after October-14, 1993 will be
XP2000 W L Generals 1st
considered by the State.
Opportunity
line at Iow, low poets Lots RIVERSIDE WEDDINGS!
of used Ores $10 $15 $20 Be married In a riverside
Mayor William N. Cherry
Kentuckians have an unprecedented chance to
each
Warehouse Tire 400 gazebo or nearby elegant
rebuild the state's school system and local boards
City of Murray
Industrial Road 753-1111 chapel in Pigeon Forge,
are central to the reform movement. Share a
P.O. Box 1236
Tennessee Front $99 No
sense of pride with other citizens by serving the
POST Frame Buildings, blood test Of waiting paned'
Murray, -KY 42071
Size 24'x40'x9* Eave Price 1-800-729 4365
children of the Calloway County School District.
$4420 plus freight Other
You are -invited to nominate yourself or a
sizes available Blitz Builqualified acquaintance to serve on the Calloway
ders 1 800 628-1324
County Board .of
ucation, Division Four
ROLL after roll of beautiful
There is a vacancy' Created by the resignation
vinyl floor coverings from
of Mr. Garry Evans.
$2 88/yd 8 up We have
Mannington silver. Tarkett
lifetime All the floors
Activity
you've heard about, now
Board members are involved in four main
come 8 see Rements
tasks:
deeply discounted from
$1 99/yd Bring your sizes
'
Developing policy making guidelines
8 cut your best deal We
that govern the operation of schools.
priced to sell Paschall s
S
Salvage. 641 S of Hazel
'Providing visionary leadership and
901-498-8964
vigorous stewardship with long-range
educational plans and programs.
SQUARE bale hay, cattle
&
rack for full Sae pick up, 1
'ffi ring the district superintendent and
S.
good
hunting
sower,
1
seed
issuing annual evaluation reports.
jeep Call 436-5648 or
436-5609
'Setting local tax rates and ensuring
COUPON
that public funds are spent wisely and
STEEL BUILDINGS From
efficiently.
HERITAGE. delivered to
Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your jobsite ready to bolt
your paper. (Photo enclosed).
Requirements
together 5000 sizes Build
it yourself arid SAVE Call
*At least 24 years old.
with your building size
Name of Child
1-800-643-5555
'Kentucky citizen for the last three
years.
TOP soil off farm land for
Name of Grandparents
sale $65 for 18-19 yards
'Registered voter in the Calloway
Tri axle truck load
County School District, Division Four.
492-8488
'High school diploma or GED certifi1NOLFF TANNING BEDS
caw.
New Commercial Home
Enclosed Is 47(X) 1st pot-turf $600 each sdditional picture
Units From $199 Lamps4
'
Except in limited drcumstances,
and stomped, self address envelope for return of picture
Lotions—Accessories
board members may not have a reinif
•
Monthly payments low as
tive employed by the school district.
Justin & Kristin Boggess
$18 Call Today FREE
9
September
Bring in by
NEW Color Catalog
Pick upon application at the Calloway County
Grandparents
(12 noon) to be published
1-800-462-9197
Board of Education office at 2110 College Farm
Della Boggess
September IIth.
Road, Murray,Kentucky, between 8:00 a.m. and
Mickey & Carda Boggess
4 10 p m.
Appliances
Mail the completed form to Commissioner
Send phoui Imaguif_xuadpoirents name of dale(
Thomas Boysen, 500 Mere Street, Capital Plaza
GE side by side refrigeraP.O. Box 100
(maximum of 4 Immo self widreolied envelope for
Tower, Frankfort KY 40601. Applications must
tor. Singer sowing ma
payment toof
original
photo
and
ICY 42071
return
Murray,
chine good condition
be postmarked by September 20, 1993
492 8723

CLASSIFIED

Sweet Nellie's
Antiques

Show offyour grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Times, Saturday, September 11, 1993.
Murray Ledger
I

Murray Ledger & Times
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items Fos Sele
A PERFECT WEDDING ri
tie or9nal Smoky Moun
Lain Wedding Chapels
Complete arrangements
very reasonable Photos
music hino cabins formai
receptions
wear
1 800 262 5683

K T1 and Associates otter
irig a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Gaeta(
753 3868 or 436 6099

986 BUCCANEER 14* 70
2br 2 bath 753 3645 or
753 4305
OUAUTY homes depend
able service and afford
able prices have made us
one of the Southeast s
largest and oldest dealer
ships Shop & compare,
Dinkins Mobile Homes Inc
Hwy 79E Paris TN
1 800 642 4891 Open
week days bf 7pm Sat b!
6pm and Sunday I so 6pm
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dix
tance to college 753 5209

270
Mobil*
hIoawe For Salo
1983 CLAYTON 14x65
furnished or unfurnished
Must- sell Call Greg
759 4522 or 345 2345
1992 16x80 SOUTHERN
Elite 3br 2 bath with Geor
ell Carpal. $22,000
901-247-3233
1992 BELMONT 16x80
3br very nice island
kitchen best insulation &
carpet $19500 354 8411
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

290
Hearing
An4 Cooing
NEW condition 74 ton
Trans heat & air unit Wil
accept bids 753 1300 at.
ter 7pm 489 2116

FOR Rent Business Rotai
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 7536612
HOSFORD S Boat Storage
has spaces available up to
12ttx3Oft Call 753 3142

PROFESSIONAL office
space for lease on or about
09,2393 (formerly MTG
Realty) approx 3203sqlt
with 4 private.loffices 9
personal office areas
reception/work station,
MOBILE HOME REPOS waiting area Fully carq
FOR SALE Singles, poled 2 bath employee
doubles Financing avail
lounge or 6400sq ft
able Clean late model Olympic Plaza Shopping
Finan
Tree
homes Green
Center 506N 12th St. Mur
cial Corp/Kentucky, ray 753-9469
or
60 6 - 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0
1 800 221 8204
310
Want
MOBILE Home Loans mo
To Rent
bile home financing 1976
and newer from Green Tree
SINGLE female want to
financial competitive rates
rent 22 301t camper Oct
fast friendly service Call
Dec for stationary use dur
for an application today'
mg home construction
1 800 221 8204
753 7049

GOOD buy on 12x60 mo
bile home central heat &
air
unfurnished ap
pliances & underpinning in
duded redecorated Call
395 7284 for appointment

• ,..tee9
ikott-•

1BR apt water sewage
garbage turnsheCI Close
to university $245.deposit Cal 753-5076
1BR closet, university and
hospital some utilities paid
753 8756
1 OR 2br apts neat down
town Murray 753 4109
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and Nor apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW taking applications
tor Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween Sam 12noon No
phone calks pease Equal
Housing Opportunity
ONE bedroom and room for
rent furnished very nice
753 1252 days 753 0606
after 5pm
SPACIOUS 2br 2 bath duplex appliances furnished
central air & gas heat
S475 mo 1 month deposit
1 year lease No pets
753 2905
TAKING applications for
secton 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms handicap accessible Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Ky or call
Hardin
502 437-4113

NICE 2br home with lake
view and wrap around
deck in beautiful Panor
ama Shores Ramp swimming area A water lovers
$450 mo
dream
527 9639

Public Auction

required
67 753 2339

Fri. & Sat.
- 5

58Fi 2 bath brick home
Newly decorated city con
venience & large lot Cali
753.5246 between
9am 3pni for detaile

CiO•WA
sr-cm
T Vs
ocios • ends

2BR near MSU with stove &
refrigerator red hookup
Lease
security deposit
references No pets
753 1059

1V2 mi. S. of
Murray on 121
(Old 121 kits )
Fri. & Sat.
7 - ??

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

Kds yI. Wu:1 b children
clothes, houSerold isms.
wedelns taess,some elec.
toms. stiflikt atiraits
baby tee & saxophone

AKC registered Pekingese
puppies 3 males 3 females First shots and
wormed Ready to go to
good loving homes
5175-ea Health guaran
teed Call 901 642 8639 or
901 642-8132

HAPPY JACK FLEA
GARD All metal patented
device controls fleas en the
home without chemical or
exterminators Results
At TSC
overnight
STORES & other farm
supply stores
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEGS Dog Grooming
753 2915

Public Auction

ltatigue.
Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday,Sept. 11th, 1993 at 10 a.m. at 208So. 12th St., Murray,
Ky. Mr. & Mrs. W.T. Turner owners.

•

. i
••1•-•••••41'

r-

There is some of the finest antiques to sell you will want to see. Fancy old
rocker - nice old oak Victrola -oak kitchen cabinet -oak wash stand with rack.
oval glass front oak china cabinet,old glass door pie safe -beautiful round oak
table With camel feet -4 ladder back chairs- fine old kitchen cabinet with the
letter S on pulls -coat rack • old small wood boxes -old papers -old bevel mirror
- flat top trunk - nice old quilts & quilt tops - nice fur coat - child's sewing
machine- fancy old lamp tables -large lot ofold dolls, some still in boxes -lot of
child'a crafts - hand crochet bedspread - crochet pillowcases - hi head board
oak bed roll foot board • 5 drawer oak chest with bevel mirrors -oak bu fTet with
bevel mirror - fancy oak dresser -6 leg lamp table -2 nice maple bedroom suite
round maple table& chairs - Duncan Phyfe coffee table • other table lamps -121
cedar chest • lamp tables - beautiful baby grand piano 5 2- model M203030
black satin finish - color t.v. - VCR - Winchester 20 ga. single shot - 22 single
shot rifle - 22 automatic rifle - old 12 ga. single shot - portable elOctric
•
typewriter - new Alpha Flex exerciser • large collection of cups & saucers
water set with brush gold - other dishes with brush gold -carnival glass water
set - nice 8 place setting of Bassen china • lot of milk glass dishes - small hand
painted vanity lamps • 8 place setting of Castle Court fine china - Bourdon
dispenser v.ith cups • fancy punch bowl with 36 or4Ocups,fancy glass on stem
-8 place setting of Rogers flatware - stone mixing bowls -cast iron items • pots
& pans - small kitchen appliances - lot of Corning•vare - cast aluminum
cookware - shaker sets - small Shirley Temple crea mer - amber powder-dishes green powder dish • fine butter dish • amber glass • 12 place setting fine china butter dish with creamer & sugar - vinegar crutc • old cookie jar old lemonade
pitcher lot of flatware -good green glass pieces • footed bowls - Vasoline glass of
stem hand itched glasses • old kerosene lamps • 2 small china dolls - nice set
hunting knives in case..hew material electric sewing machine - file cabinet •
cook stove - nice ref. - washer & dryer • microwave - breakfast set - nice sea
nymph 16' boat 60 h.p motor, nice trailer, 2 depth tinders - trolling motor
small 2 wheel trailer- new 5 h.p. push mower - Texaco fine truck - many other
items not listed This will be an all day auction Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents Lunch available.
Real Estate. Nice 4 bedroom brick house, one full bath & 2 half baths beautiful hardwood floors - large living room with fireplace - dining room large eat in kitchen -utility room Mrs Kathleen Turner has run beauty shop
at this house for many years with 5 dresseretts with hyd chairs -6 dryers. This
spare could be used for a nice orrice
Tel.ms On Real Estate: 20% down day of suction Balance in 30 days with
passing of deed. This auction held jointly with Terry Paschall Real Estate Terry Pasch•Il Broker 435-4011.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
Darrell Beane - Auctioneer

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
Cr‘LL
753-1916

FOR sale Land 10 acres
20 acres 45 acres 65
acres & 100 acres Also
will rent 753 1300 alter
7pm 489 2116

put it in the
Clas8ifieds

FALL apples 6 Damson &
prune plums Call to Pace
your order 75-34725 or
753946.8
£10
Pubic
Sale
CONSIGNMENT Auction
Friday September 10
10am Kirby Auction Cen
ter, 165, Exit 6 Franklin
KY Ron Kirby Auctioneer

Garage Sale
In Stella, comer of 121 &
299 next to Westlork Baptist Church (Gray & White
House)
Fn., Sept. 10
Sat, Sept. 11
ern,'
Daybed eilrunde tied & mai
i'eases brass varey Ie.
tiousevie IfenS OROS & silos
toys girt cores szes 5 •
boys dotes wits 0-'2
mores woment Wines 3-• 3
some Hawley clothes

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Yard Sale
121 South to Locust
Grove Rd. turn right
go 1' ?miles to Dodd
Rd. turn left go 1 2
mile, double wide on
left
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 10 & 11
6:00-12:00
SomethIng_for everyone

Huge
5 Party
Yard Sale
94 W.. 6 mi to
Charlie Thurman Rd.
1 mi. on your right.

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ??
Children & adult clothing. lots of knickknacks something for
everyone'

Yard Sale

30 NOMAD camper bum
per hitch bunkhouse
model loaded sleeps
8 10 fully self contained
condition $6900
GREAT LOCAtION 3br excellent
matching
available
Also
2 .t bath home on approx 1
454
acre 2 miles from town 1983 Chev Suburban
tattering plug both
Welcoming decor Shown motor
for $10 000 obo Call
by appointment 753 9475
753 8965
SHARP well built brick on
Elm Street den or 3rd
bedroom new kitchen teed
bathroom with new ca•
binets nice utility room
1984 STRATUS 375 V with
new carpet over hardwood
1987 Mercury 150 Cal
carport
shed
large storage
8313 ask for 'Jason
753
fenced yard $40s Must

see call 753-7542 after
5pm

HOME BUYERS For less
than$20 we can teach you
proven techniques to slash
thousands off your mon
gage Guaranteed , Free re
corded information 13041
Financial
340 5155
Associates

Garage
Sale

8:00-4:00
Sat, Sept 11

7:30-12:00
Smog nachos ••cabeet oohs
surnew trait der>
prvi Nock rC VIng if e.rs'OK

emcee tees icing,
sane
luggage bals loom ricsiots I
tees bts xl insc moans

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

9 10 93
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
94 East, 280, Poplar
Springs Rd. 2 story
yellow house on left
Sofa bed. recliner.
toys, bookcase, stainless steel sinks, girls
clothes (6)

Yard Sale

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
753-1916

'My Service Doesn't ('ost, It Payx"

4 miles South on 641
Thurs •Sun. (7)
9 am.-?
Furniture, glassware.
antiques, cherry, walnut, cedar lumber,
other lumber available
No Early Sales

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

1985 RANGER 373 V 200
Mercury, fully equipped
excellent shape 753 0509

1987 MONARCH Aluminum bass boat fully
equipped excellent condi
bon $2500 obo 753-5958
1989 HONDA VTR 250
evenings
Sport bike low mileage
sharp 753-5718

KENTUCKY LAKE LOT
'2 7
BARGAIN'
ACRES 579 64,Mo Enjoy
access to pristine Lake
Barkley from this beautifully
wooded parcel Build your
vacation retirement home
now, Call developeeowner
800 858 1323 Woodland
Acres Price $7900 $1600
down bal fin 10 yrs at
8 95% ARM

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

1989 V MAX Yamaha.
great condition 7 XXX
Tiles Phone 753-3343
1990 LT 80 SUZUKI 4
wheeler 492 8298
1992 HARLEY Davidson
883 5sp 1XX miles
436-2169 after 5pm

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
502- 753 SOLD.
1 800 369 5780

1993 KX 125. good condition Call after 4 30pm
436.2794
DISCOUNT parts depend
able service for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm
Sat 'Darn-3pm

ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them today at 75-3-1651' Sycamore and 12th St
TENNESSEE LAKE
ACREAGE BARGAIN' 3 8
Acres waccess to un
spoiled 34 000 acre lake
Wooded Gorgeous view
ONLY $9950. exc financCall NORRIS
ing
SHORES 800-4884883
File *0-0701948 166D
TRAILER & small cabin on
lake for sate and '-. of acre
of land 753 1038 after
4pm

BUILDING'lots in subdivision with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
wooded Southwest School
District natural gas city
water, cablevision 3 3
miles from city limits Financing available Lots as
low as $4500 753 5841 or
753 1566
TWO large lots in Keniana
development. Hamlin Ky
One extension table, 6
leaves no chairs 5 cube
feet freezer 753 7753

2218 Gatesborough

Circle
Fri., Sept. 10

1977 AIR Stream $8000
436 21383

FRAMING starter home
Farmington Prime lot
$3000 Sell or trade
753-0373

FOR sale by owner Small
professional building
doeinbien 505 Main St
Ideal for Accountant Insur
ance Dental or Law office
Call 759-1429

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

1988 FORD F250 pbckup
V 8 F I auto pis pit dual
tanks radio whilst *Nutt
interior clean and runs
great $4850 Phone
502 875 4050 (o.aieso

3800 SO ft of quaky house 24FT Nomad Camper fully
located at 1556 Canterbury self contained air awning
Dr Building personal new refrigerator asking
home Would consider $4300 Can be seen at
trade Cal 753-3672 after Piney Campground D 36
500/1
502 437 4902

BUILD YOUR OWN HOME
NOW' No downpayment on
Miles material below
matket construction & Ii
nanang Call Miles Homes
today 1 800 343 2884 ext
1

753-1916

Dan Miller Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

S
C.
C.OrVaS
seoce

3 4BR 2 DAVI ranch in
quiet neighborhood near
city schools great room
with fireplace large tarrvfy
style kitchen ninety decor
mad all appliances in
ducted neatly landscaped
keshry painted exterior 2
ca garage $87900 Cal
for appointment 759 1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr

4 Party
Yard Sale

Nque,

post .12i
Old walnut corner cupboard -12i walnut beds, one with high turned
• oak
walnut dresser one with marble inlay & glove boxes • oak chilTerubc
footed
dresser base- fancy unusual 5 leg oak table with self stonng leaf with
across
legs & 4 nice oak chairs. old cord bed - glass door pie safe with drawer
balls glass
&
feet
claw
with
table
lamp
oak
cabinet
kitchen
old
•
bottom
set with
Duncan Phyfc drum table .6 leg lamp table -wood drop leaf breakfast
leaflamp
4 nice chairs .old treadle sewing machine -old round top trunk - drop
table - old pictures & frames - goose neck rocker - other old rockers • straight
old
chairs - small stool -old mirrors - small oak stavesA4ater keg.some good
- old
collector items - old glass & china • old Elgin pocket watch • old quilts
- 112
kerosene lamps. Irish candle holders. Irish bowls -old stone jugs & jars
radio.
-old
Ky.
Paducah.
Whiskey
Wholesale
Company
Goodman
H.
gal Geo.
-couch &
small chest freezer- upright freezer - stove 81 ref., washer & dryer
chair - recliners - grandfather clock hand crafted by Mr. Eldridge Brandon
& mirror
Hazel,Ky. - steeple clock • nice bed & vanity - iron bed - nice crederu.a
lot of
nice office or patio couches & chairs • color t.v. - aluminum ladder lawn
wrenches & tools - tool boxes • push mowers - garden tiller - swing &
chairs • vacuum cleaner - milk cans • wash kettle - wheel barrow • bicycles
Many
tractor
Ford
600
nice
heater
kerosene
tools
garden
&
hand
fans •
other items not listed. Not'responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Auction
will
held rain or shine.This wil1jea good all day auction. Mr. Wratheri things
sell after lu nch. For more information and your auction needs fihonc 435-4144.

11 miles East of
Murray on 94 E
Thurs.-Sun. (7)
9 a.m.-?
Some furniture, glassware, clothes, odds &
ends, 2 new half
beds, something for
everybody
No Early Sales

641N to nght on 1824
immediate nght on
1st
Rd
Boggess
house you come to

38R home carnelot 5 rye.-

Ara •

Fri., Sept. 10th, 1993 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction Barn
to
in Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 West
r
Coldwate
through
So.
121
take
Lynn Grove. From Mayfield
turn south onto 1836 follow to auction. Watch for auction
signs. Mr.Bill Wrather is moving to Murray and will sell parts
of two estates.

•

equired
753 2339

AKC SIBERIAN HUSKIES
top quality bloodlines
Black,white gray'white
with blue eyes 753 8809
NEAR MSU kitchen Irving
room privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

Yard Sale

2 Family
Yard Sale

Services
Offered

Hoses
For Sale

Pubic

Mom
For Rent

AperUeents
For Rent

2BR 1 bath 1100sq 11
several outbuildings large
adjoining lot available city
water cable lust a few
minutes from town
$25,000 753 0680 after
4pm

3 BR, 2 bath, by
owner EY Subd ,
large wooded lot, 2
car garage, lots of extras, large family
win repl ace,
room
large storage bldg
590's. Call Bob or Lou
Davis 753-0822.
3BR 1 bath brick house
2100. sq ft large lot in
Circararna. 905 Fairlane
753-3793
3BR 2 bath brick. 1380sq
ft 3yrs old $72,000 Phone
for appointment 753 3293
7 ROOMS 2 baths 11',
acres owner financing pos
sible Calloway County
near lake 436 2606
BRICK ranch 4br 2 bath
1226 screened deck off
large kitchen new root
equipmentlool shed Ap
pros 3 5 acres fenced for
horses or cattle On Bethel
Church Rd 5 miles north
east of Murray 759 4947
after 6pm

4 LIKE New BF Goodrich
Ores B7813ST 4 ply on 5
lug galvenized boat traitor
wheels $90 each in Over
tons Magazine Will sell all
4 for $180 Phone
502 227 8015
INSIDE boat or RV storage
436 5741

1 A A 1 Hauling tree trimming,tree removal dean
ing out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
4-362102 Luke Lamb

1973 MONTE Carlo 1
owner red w red vinyl roof,
neutral inside 350 auto air
bit, cruise p's, p(b, p seat,
am ,fm stereo, Rally
wheels sharp, $1250
needs some mechanic
work 753-0868 after 5pm

Al IA all around mowing &
tree trimming 1. light haul
log Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark

CARPET Installation Car
pet & vinyl cornmetual &
residential We instal Ber
tier too, Call 753 2504 ask
for take Goforth
CARPORTS tor cars and
trucks Special sizes lot
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664
C & D HOME Repairs Call
753 9669
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plebe installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754

DRYWALL finishing_ re

_

pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761
ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales aniqin
stallabon (502) 435 4699
435 4327
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436 2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dows. vinyl flooring
436 2052
HANDYMAN will do plumb
ing electrical carpentry
and general repair.
753 0596

1

HAVE you had Breast lm
plant surgery' Call Flora
Stuart attorney for free
advice
legal
1-800732-3178 No fee
unless you win your case
This is an advertisement
K B ASSOCIATES Gen
eral construction remodel
ing garages decks, patios
interior trim 753 0834
KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgran tor
mica all colors Free est
mates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436 5560

1

LAWN mowing service In
sured Coleman Benefiel
Al. AL S hauling yard Iphone 759 4564
work tree removal mow
LICENSED fdr electric and
Free estimates
ing
gas 75-37203
759 1683
MOODY S mower repair
Al TREE Service Stump Pick up and delivery'
1978 TRIUMPH Spit Fire removal and spraying Free 753 5668
convertible new engine & estimates 753 0906 after
Ores runs great. $2650 5pm, 759 9816. 753 0495 PAINTING exterior inter
ior Call Charlie Rains
obit) 474 8400 474 8119
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall 753 5754
1985 BMW, black metallic, Heating Cooling & Electric
PLUMBING repairman with
two door, all power, moon Inc Service sales arid in
roof. 69,XXX miles. new stallabon '502' 435 4699 same day service Call
436 5255
Radials. excellent condi- 435-4327
bon 489-2704 after 6pm
ALPHA Builders Carper) PROFESSIONAL Siding
ry, remodeling porches Specializing in vinyl siding
1987 HONDA Civic DX
5sp ac real good condi- roofing concrete drive & custom trim 15yr5 expel
753-6232, ways painting mainte ience Call 753-9481
tion
nance etc Free estimates
1 488 2121
ROCKY COLSON Home
489 2303
Repair Rooting siding
1987 SENTRA 2dr hatchpainting, plumbing, conback Coupe XE $2900, ANTIQUE refinishing fur
,
red in very good condition niture repair & custom crete Free estimates Ca
474 2307
& dean Call after 6pm woodworking 753-8056
436 5681
APPLIANCE REPAIRS SHEETROCK finishing
Factory trained by 3 maicir textured ceilings La",
1988 CHEVY Cavalier
auto ac arnitm stereo 4 manufacturers All work ChriSMan 492 8742
arid parts warranted Ask
cyl white Wbeue interior
SUREWAY Tree &
for Andy at The Appliance
one owner, great car
Removal Insured with full
2455
753
Works
$2500 502 875 4050
line of equipment Free es(dealer)
APPLIANCE SERVICE timates Day or night
1990 OLDSMOBILE 88 Kenmore Westinghouse 753 5484
Royale dark red maroon Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
enterer loaded all power, perience
THE Gutter Co Seamless
HOPPER 436 5848
new Ores 38 V6 non
aluminum gutters variety
smoker car, garage kept BACKHOE SERVICE
of colors Licensed in
mint condition, never BRENT ALLEN septic tank sured Estimate available
wrecked $6900 Phone installation repair replace
759-4690
502 875 4050 (dealer)
merit 759 1515
VCR REPAIR'Wciod VCR
BACKHOE Service ROY Service Center cleaning
1990 RED Grand Am LE
servicing $15 most repairs
ac amlm cassette tet, HILL Septic system drive
cruise all power ground ways hauling foundations $35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9 12. 1-5.
etc 759 4664
effects auto sharp $6750
Mon Fri 753.05-30'
753 8098
BILL'S Window Cleaning
Residential
WANTED light hauling
1991 FORD Probe 30 XXX Service
Call trees trimmed or removed
Commerical
miles excellent condition
Call Don 753 2772 or
$8500 437 4981 after 753 5934
753 2320
60m
BOBS Plumbing Repair
WINDOW & door repair
CAR Stereo Installation Service All work guaran
7 5 3 1 1 3 4 or Repair re screen re glaze
teed
753-0113 Sunset Boule
436 5832
aluminum or wood 20yrs
yard MUSIC Murray S Al
experience 753 2330
pine Car Audio Specialist
BRYON'S LAWN SERprompt service
Dixieland Center 1 block
VICE Free estimates
from MSU dorms
753 4591
CAR stereo installer ex
CARPET and vinyl installa
penence required Send rebon and repairs Glen Beb
P.Auf
sume to PO Box 48
bet 759-1247
ray Ky 42071
FREE puppies partially
MR Chimney Chimney Lab Call after 5 30pm
759 1466
cleaner 492 8723

i

!

Vane
1984 DODGE work van
436-2731
1989 PLYMOUTH Voya
ger Turbo 4 cherry black
new ores excellent cond.
tion unbelievable low
price 7534557

Used
Trucks
1985 CHEVY S 10 stick
shift rune good best offer
Call 753 9366 after5pm
With or without uitlity
topper

CuSrOti KITCHEN Class is
CUSTOS. WOODWORKING
All Types 01

Custom Woodworking
*
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
Bosom
Ala SUNISURY MURRAY laor,nci
783 WC

•
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•
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MURRAY LEDGER 1 TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY
Raton Car
mmercal &
instal Bar
i3 2504 ask
11

4eparrs Coil
Chimney
10% senior
nts We sell
andscresos.

PS. custom
ors. offices
ivy. Murray
itS Heating
ennoe Corn
on and Sec
Gary at
inAll_nrig,, re:
is and blow
P53.4761
L-ROn Hall
ng & Electric
sales anq
2) 435-4699.
spar plumb
tree work
WALTERS
siding, paint
stimates 18
nce Local re
i 2701

Construction
vinyl siding
:ement win
yl flooring

Tea years ago
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce hosted a
reception yesterday afternoon to
honor the members of the charter
class of Leadership Murray.
Lanette Thurman is director of
the class.
The Murray City Council
appointed Dr. Pete Whaley to the
Murray Transit Authority Board
and Robert Dunn to Murray
Board of Zoning Adjustment.
International Evangelist Mike
Evans is speaker at special series
of services at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, Sept.
8-10.
Lois Smith was named for the
award of Bowler of the Year and
Grace Jepson for the award of
Bowler Emeritus by the Murray
Women's Bowling Association at
Corvette Lanes.
Twenty years ago

Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, executive
director of Marshall Research
Foundation, Arlington, Va., is
pictured reviewing organizational
details of a new oral history project at Murray State University.
He spoke at a special meeting
concerning the program on Sept.
7 at MSU.
Nicholas McClure and Rodney
Williams are now taking recruit
training at the United States Naval Training Center at Great
Lakes, Ill.
Margery Shown and Shirley
Wilferd, instructors in music and
physical education respectively at
Murray University School, participated in an 11-day preschool
conference at Fort Campbell.
Traca Walker, captain, Becky
Thornton, Tonya Carroll, Vickie
White,- Phyllis Tibbs and Lisa
McReynolds are majorettes for
the Murray High School March-

ing Band.
Thirty years ago
Circuit Judge Earl Osborne
presiding at the opening of the
September term of Calloway
County Circuit Court this
morning.
The new city street washer has
arrived and is now at work on the
city Streets by Murray Street
Department, according to Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Approximately 2,000 persons
visited the newly remodeled and
enlarged main branch and the
new drive-in bank at South Fith
and Poplar Streets of the Bank of
Murray during the open house on
Sept. 8. Murray Police Chief Burman Parker drew the ticket for
the winner of the five-day allexpense paid trip for two to the
World's Fair at New York City
with Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk being
the winner.

•

DEAR ABBY Thank yuu tur
advising the mother of that 15-yearold girl who inherited her father's
prominent nose to consult a boardcertified plastic surgeon I learned
that the hard way
The general public is not aware
(as I wasn't that nose jobs, facelifts, breast reduction and augmentation surgery are being done by
dermatologists, and war-noire-andthroat doctors. Also. some Kvnecologists are doing liposuction!
Abby,' there are many doctors
who are not board-certified plastic
surgeons who. are doing all of the
above. I don't know why this is permitted.

The public sh»old he made

ABBY Keep telling
everyone %% ho writes wanting to

aware of the difference in training,

certification, and the years of specialty training plastic surgeons
receive.
I had to have my nose "corrected" after I chose an ear-nose-andthroat doctor for cosmetic surgery_
You could save many readers
much time, pain and money by:
passing along my costly experience
I am signing my name, but if you
print this, please sign me ...
"NOSE" BETTER N(

know if they should get a "nose job"
to go for it. If they think they need
it. they need it.
I'm 77 and would love to have
rhmoplasty, but I doubt if a plastic
surgeon would tackle the job on a
woman my age
Keep up the good work!
LONG BEAK IN PHOENIX
DEAR LONG BEAK: Don't
bet on it. Schedule a consultation with a hoard-certified plastic surgeon in Phoenix (there
are many; you could also ask
your physician for a referral).

DEAR "NOSE" BETTER:
Thank you for a valuable letter.
•••

BLONDIE
mAtzG.E, yova
TEMPORARY SECRETARY
COR /mow

ad Breast !my? Call Flora
nay. for free
advice
178 No tee
win your case
idvertsement

I CANT TAKE DiCTATiON
AND I'M A vERY SLOw
TYPtST

THE FAR SIDE

N7w IF NCU'U. EXCUSE
ME I K40/11 SOME IPS504l'O sUliKE

By GARY LARSON

:IATES Gen
;tion. remodel
. decks, patios.
753-0834

:ABINET RE
usury; doors &
woodgrain for
lors Free est
in s Recovery
i 5560
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LET GO OF ME, IA B
GAL001-.1 WO 001.17 YOU
PICK ON SOMEBODI ICSJR
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CATHY
YOU ItE BACK, CXTHY

WHERE TIIE HURON 14UCv
LEAVES Off, THE PAPER
E/1115RACE 8E61/45

THANK HEAVENS! THIS
NEEDS YOUR filiENTioN!

OLSON Home
Doting. siding
numbing. con estimates Call

"You were hit last night by sOme cult, Mr. Gilbert.
... Not the sickest cult I've ever seen,
but a cult nonetheless."

iCK finishing
:eilings Larry
492-8742

CROSSWORDS

Tree & Stump
nsored with full
prnent Free esDay or night

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
SOME
MICKY CCM AND A
4

CSAVW7-q3e-rAtiSE
TODOW, WE:Pig
LEARN HCAU Ta MAKE A

acws6To

I

AIR•WoOrd VCR
enter cleaning
15 most repairs
estimates Route
Dpen 9-12,1-5
753 0530.

•

light hauling
nod or removed
753 2772 or

GARFIELD

& door repair
screen re glaze
or wood 20yrs
ce 753 2330
•IVICe
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7 SkIli
8 Negative
prefix
9 — citizen
10 Roman
official
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DEAR ABBY: Since people have
been writing in about their unusual
names. I thought you might be
interested in hearing about mine.
My maiden name was "Bytheway - pronounced just the way it
is spelled,"By the way."
We often laugh when we recall
some. of the namea we were called
- -All the way," "Part of the way,"
and even "Half the. way."
My father was called "Mr. So be
it," "Mr. As you were." and even
"Mr._Bygones-", --- When I first met the man whom
I eventually married, he said, "By
the way, Phyllis, what's your last
name?" 1 explained that he had it
backward - my name was "Phyllis
lirtheway" - not "By the way.
Phyllis." lie had a good laugh.
My husband and I recently had
our 53rd wedding anniversary.
PHYLLIS BYTHEWAY
• MALONE,OGDEN, UTAH

12 N J cagers
13 Concealed
16 Twofold
19 Twisted
21 "Gimme —"
23 Fear
25 Secret agents
27 Period of
time
29 Swiss river
In
Soften
31
temper
33 — butter
34 Turn on —
ears
36 Lays sway
37 Punctured
tkes
39 War god
41 Sows
43 Ptt
44 Allowance
for waste
47 Mongrel
46 Indian
weight
51 Mother
53 Hebrew letter

DEAR DR (OTT I'm a 39 year old
black female ho suffered from high
blood pressure until I began a regi
men of aerobics and running My
problem is that I have to stop running
before I gel to my third mile because
of numbness in my foot What could be
causing this"
DEAR READER You are to be
congratulated on attempting to
improve your health by changing your
lifestyle Remember that you may also
lower your blood pressure by losing
weight id you are stouto and stopping
alcohol id you consume such bever-

ages on a regular basis)
With respect to your foot numbness, you may have a pinched nerve
that is exaterbated by your program
of physical activity This could be
something as simple as running shoes
that are.Loo tight or you could have
tissue that is pressing on a nerve.
See your family doctor about this He
will examine you and, if necessary, refer
you to an orthopedic surgeon (or sports
medicine specialist( if you need special
exercises, an orthotic device for your
shot. or surgery to remove a bone spur

Because exercise „is inwortant for
your continued good-health, attend to
this foot problem -with reasonable
haste'and continue to monitor your
hypertension with regular visits to
your dortor •
To give you more information on
your hypertension. I am sending you a
free copy of my Health Report
"Hypertension " Other readers who
would like a copy should send $1.25
plus a long: self-addressed. stamped
envelope to P.0 Box 2433. New York.
NY 10163 Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR GOTT: My wife has
been diagnosed with progressive
supranuclear palsy. The condition
affects her balance, reflexes and eyes
Can you enlighten me on any treat
ment with or beyond the Sinemet
she's on, as I definitely don't see any
progress with this medication?
DEAR READER This rare disorder. of unknown cause, affects people
in late middle age and is marked by a
loss of voluntary eye movements,
associated with muscular rigidity
elsewhere in the body. difficulty
speaking and swallowing, and emo
!tonal ups and downs The basis of
progressive supranuclear palsy is a
degeneration of certain nerves deep
within the brain
Some patients expenence improve
ment from the anti•Parkinson's dm

ease drug Sinemet. However, far
those who don't, there is -- untatbi•
no alternative therapy.
newly
Patients with this contlitionsinsid. in
my opinion. be under the care
rologists

a impu
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lopes partially

'Jr's

38 Meadow
40 Deposits
42 Young boy
43 Vital organ
45 Fish eggs
48 Article
47 Grants;
bestows
49 Concerning
50 Violent
outburst
52 Leaked
through
54 Look fixedly
55 Lock of hair

1 Irritates,
1/10116
6 Lift
11 Stay
13 Damaged
14 Neer
15 Forecast
17 Nickel
symbol
18 Scold
20 Musical
study
21 Yellow ocher
22 Gracious
24 Mournful
25 Footwear
26 Fat of swine
28 Jumper
30 Hind part
32 Metal
fastener
33 Frolicked
35 Soaks, as
flax
37 Give food to
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DEAR READERS: I telephoned Phyllis Bytheyvay Malone to congratulate her on her
53 years of marriage. I also
asked if perchance the Bytheway family had their roots in
England, hecauae the name had
an English ring to it.
She replied, "Yea indeed, but
our name wasn't out of the ordinary; in England, there are families named Bythesea, Bythehills and Bythemill."

CALVIN and HOBBES

ing service In
:man Benetiel
4564

Shirley Stroud is worthy advisor of Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls.
Forty years ago
Murray Lions Club will have
its annual Broom Sale on Sept.
10 and II, according to Richard
Tuck, broom sale chairman.
College Presbyterian Church at
16th and Main Streets will have
its first service in the new sanctuary on Sunday. This is the last
unit of the building program of
the church.
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles spoke
at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club held at Murray Woman's
Club House.
The Rev. Ralph McConnell is
pastor of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Devi* Bridges
and children of Akron, Ohio,
have been the guests of relatives
and friends here.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

will do plumbal. carpentry
ral repairs
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 9, the 252nd day of 1993. There are 113
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
One-hundred years ago. on Sept. 9, 1893, Frances Cleveland, wife
of President Cleveland. gave birth to a daughter, Esther, in the White
House. It was the first time a president's child was born in the execuuve mansion. The first child born in the White House was James
Madison Randolph, the grandson of President Jefferson, in 1806.
On this date:
In 1776, the second Continental Congress made the term "United
States" official, replacing "United Colonies."
In 1850, California became the 31st state of the union.
In 1919, most of Boston's 1,500-man police force went on strike.
In 1926, the National Broadcasting Company was created by the
Radio Corporation of America.
In 1943, 50 years ago, Allied forces landed at Salerno and Taranto
during World War II.
In 1956,.Elvis Presley made the first of three appearances on "The
Ed Sullivan Show."
In 1957, President Eisenhower signed into law the first civil rights
bill to pass Congress since Reconstruction.
In 1971, prisoners seized control of the maximum-security Attica
Correctional Facility near Buffalo, N.Y., beginning a siege that
claimed 43 lives.
Ten years ago: The chief of the Soviet General Staff, Marshal Nikolai B. Ogarkov. told a Moscow news coitference the decision to shoot
down a Korean jetliner within Soviet airspace on Sept. I was made by
a local commander, and was "not an accident or an error."
Five years ago: The "Stars and Stripes," a catamaran piloted by
Dennis Conner, completed a 2-0 washout of a New Zealand monohull
for the America's Cup off San Diego. Conner's victory was eventually
upheld after a court battle.
One year ago: Russian President Boris Yeltsin called off a trip to
Japan in the face of growing pressure to resolve a dispute over four
Kuril islands seized by the former Soviet Union in 1945.
Today's Birthdays: Oddsmaker Jimmy "The Greek" Snyder is 74.
ACtress Jane Greer is 69. Actor Cliff Robertson is 68. Singer Billy
Preston is 47. Football commentator Joe Theismann is 44. Actorcomedian Michael Keaton is 42. Actor Tom Wopat is 42. Actress
Angela Cartwright is 41. Actress Kristy McNichol is. 31.
Thought for Today: "Obstacles are those frightful things you see
when you take your eyes off the goal." — Hannah More, English
author and social reformer (1745-1833).
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I Volunteers still needed for shoreline cleanup

HOROSCOPES

ski'I 1-.‘1111-* It). 1993
for your personalized daily Jearbe Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-9t01-77$8. Your phone company will bill you 95
etlts a minute.)
I
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HA-PPV BIRTHDAY!IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
NuMe011e may now annoy you by
interfering with a long-range plan.
Do not despair! Within 60 days the
tables will turn. with you ernergin
v iser and wealthier for the expert
. me. Time and luck are on your
ide. Family differences can be
;Ai Carly in 1994.
' CELEBRITIES BORN ()1
—1141S—DATE: Votfe "Arnold
l'almer. singer Jose Feliciano.
. Ares. Amy lrying, TV journalist
'harks Kurah.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A
hectic pace could have you and a
anner tripping_ over one another or
.0 odds. A give-and-take approach
helps get projects completed and
.;,21-eemeni. won. Get enthusiastic
atvoir
1 xl RI S.4 April 20-Mav 201:
es of insight could- mean
new profits today. You see how to
improve your home. The changes
N nu envision will come to pass.
Nork at a steady pace to accomplish
more.
GEMINI (May 21-June 2(1): A
new associate proves both generous
• and bright. Drawing closer to
friends and family brings good values to light. A shoppint trip goes
lust right. Heed your sixth sense'
about financial matters.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Obtaining needed resources may
hecome difficult now: others hold
back. Your continuous calls, timely
errands and thorough investigations •
t 'flatly win out. Romance is enticmg.
LEO duly 23-Aug. 221: Go for
the new and the different today. A
priy ate or long-distance message
may signal that you haVe w(itri a vote
or real bargain. Treasures that have
been hidden may he revealed.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Distant affairs assure a frt,h importance. Take any unexpected developments in stride. Pay more attention to educational opportunities.
I earn new skills.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-00. 221: A
Imam-lid move may go better than
expected. Your sinceritY and enthusiasm gain the undivided attention
01 VIPs. A secret admirer may come
forward now. Try a new restaurant,
this eYening.
SCORPIO 14kt. 23-Nov. 21):
Your faith in a long-rangeplan or
intriguing relationship will be
rewarded. Taking action right now
,a ill seal a victory. Zero in on sports .
or a social event tonight.
NM:MARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
.'h: Sticking to a strict budget may
riot please your friends, but you will
thank Yourself later. Put work before
play. Let other people dawdle while
cum make has!
.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)'an.
I9): Little can be gained by sitting
on the fence. Those in power want
You to he one of them. Focus on
improY ing a financial situation.
Pro% e your ability to negotiate a
t7reat deal.
WI:ARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
oid taking health risks. Caution
will protect you even if someone has
a hidden agenda. Sharing your feelings with a relative allays your con.em.. Explore your options.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Beware of those who impose on
you. Your willingness to go along
with expert opinion restores peace.
Share your ideas with people who
are on your .ide. Join a large group
tonight.
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For more information about the
cleanup,call 753-8863(Pamela). or
1-800-455-5897.

- •

September 17th
6- 8.3) pin. 835 per moon

•

Call MiaoAge to Register

753-7733
• Must Register By Sept. 10th •

„...

Deluxe Daybed
Black & Glass

Contemporary Dinette

Frame
Only

Buy One Piece, A Roomful, A Houseful!

$69

Buy the
Bedding
You Need!

Interest Free For One Full Year
(To Qualified Buyers)

Sealy
Simmons

Loose Pillow back

Sectional

You can't
believe the
quality at
these prices!

A
Dozen
Dollars
Does
It All!

Buy the
Living Room you've wanted!
Loveseat *299
Chair '229
Never
Before
Has So
Little...
GONE
SO FAR!

Traditional
Sofa

3 Pc. Table
Groups
choose from
several styles

Learning the Keyboard
and Mouse

fa,"

""1/4.•
,
'

donating the proceeds to the Red
Cross and the flood mums.
"We are hoping to draw a large
crowd to clean the lakes and help the
flood victims," says band member
Scott McDougal, "Everybody's got
to do their pan to help out. Were
doing our pan. Events like this
should make everyone in Murray
look and feel good."

,
fL
-1k.
topiNr-4_k-

Beginners Microsoft
Works for Windows

September 13th
6 • 9 p.m.
83.5 per person

Trippin L. • was formed in
early February • this year. The
Craig Collins,
band members
Eric Jordan, Mike Mills, Scott
McDougal, and Jim Mahawes.
Each having played before with
successful local bands, they have

found a common bond to create
original music, and decided ID play
a more "up-to-date" brand of cover
(other people's) music.
Trippin' Lizard in a short time has
become a major contender in the
Murray music scene. Besides being
a monthly regular at the Big Apple
Cafe, they are donating their time
for several worthy causes like the
shoreline cleanup. They are also
booked to play on September 12
with Nightfish,Open Fire and TKO
in Flood Aid '93. They will be

White Daybed
Framen $ 9
o3

Will be offering the following
classes In September

Introduction to Word
Perfect for Windows

sturdy shoes k tot sandals), bring
gloves and a sack lunch.
Special to this year's event, at
12:30 there will be a performance
by a new local band "Trippin'
Lizard.-

Woodcrafters Does It Again With

MicroAge
Computer Center
Sept. 14th & 16th
6 - 8 p.m.
$AS per peroon

V oluntects arc sull nexclod for the
Calloway
shoreline cleanup.
County Coordinator Pamela Dawes
reports that more people and boats
are still needed to reach cleanup
goals.
The second annual Western Kentucky/Tennessee Waterways Cleanup will be held on September 11
from 8 a.m. to noon. Calloway
County participants will gather at
the Fenton Access Area across
Egars Ferry Bridge in Aurora.
Volunteers are encouraged to wear

Open
Mon.-Sat.
9-6

•••441....0111.411114..
•
-•••• ••

•

759-4522

$349
Solid Oak

Curios
choose from
several styles

12 Months
Interest
Free!
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MURRAY
NEW CAR
TRUCK
AND
VAN SHOW
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SPONSORED BY:
MURRAY NEW CAR DEALERS ASSOC.
and THE BANK OF MURRAY

A
Dozen
Dollars
Does
It All!
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West KY Expo Center • September 17, 18 & 19
1-9 p.m. Friday & Saturday; 1-5 p.m. Sunday - West College Farm Road, Murray
11111.
418111.1111111
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Working together
Joining forces provides great opportunities for show goers
Bank of Murray and the Murray Auto Dealer's Association
are teaming up to sponsor the
first ncw car, truck and van show
on September 17, 18 and 19 at
the West Kenuicky Expo Center,
College Farm Road in Murray.
A joint cflon, the intent is to
provide the people of west Kentucky an opportunity to view all
the new 1994 models,and a large

array of factory cxecuti% e cars.
A line-up of the dealer's best
pre-owned cars will also be
shown in the parking arta.
Dealer representatives will be
showing the various models,colors. styles and options available
for the coming year.

Chrysler-PlymouthCain's
Dodge-Jeep-Eagle, Inc., Carroll
Mazda-Nissan-Volkswagen,
Inc., Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury, Inc., Purdorn Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac-Buick, Inc., Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet-Toyota, Inc.,
and Trucks-Trailers-Busses, Inc.

Murray auto dealers participating in this big event include

Consumer Loan Officers from
the Bank of Murray will be

available for on-the-spot financing at the show. An attractive
auto loan rate will be offered as Or
special incentive for the dates of
the show, and appraisers will be
present to assist with trade-in
values
Phil Riney, Vice President of
Consumer Lending at the Bank
of Murray said, "We're really

excited about paruLipating in the
first auto show in Murray. This
will gitte the public a unique
opportunity to see all the new
models of cars, trucks and vans
in one place. And, we're pleased
to offer special reduced interest
rates during this show to assist
prospective buyers right on the
. It's going to be a good time
spot.
to buy an automobile!"

Trucks-Trailers-Buses features new GMC lines
For those who yearn for a new
driving experience, TrucksTrailers-Buses, Inc. invites you
to drive the new GMC Suburban
and the new GMC Yukon. These
unmatched vehicles offer a state
of comfort, luxury and control
that were once the domain of the
most expensive sedans. Step into
one and discover what a truck
'company sees as the perfect way
to travel. Over 90 years of truck
heritage have produced these
unmatched vehicles with mammoth payload, towing and people-moving capacities of up to
six passengers in Yukon and up
to nine passengers in Suburban.

Both Yukon and Suburban have
a standard four-wheel anti-loek
Every GMC
brake system.
Truck has side-guard door beams
and an energy-absorbing steering column and instrument
panel.
With your purchase or lease of
a new GMC from Truck s-Trailers-Buses, Inc., you Will get a
wallet-sized plastic card. Its the
- Commitment Plus card, standard
with every GMC truck, that
offers a package of benefits to
the customer that doesn't end
- when a buyer drives away from
the dealership.

The first GMC truck rolled out
of a machine shop in 1902. It
would be a good bet that within
the week it had done service not
just for its owner, but for a
brother, neighbor and uncle, too.
The strengths of trucks are, after
all, virtually indispensable to
life. Trucks tend to adopt companionable personalities of their
own the moment they drive off
the dealer's lot; thankfully these
personalities, and those of most
truck owners, are of a generous
sort. A perfect description of
GMC Truck's Sierra, generous
with strength and generous with

capability.
You have probably wanted a
new GMC wick for years and
you will find it at Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc., U.S. Highway
641, three miles South of Murray. And you'll find many a
reason to use it for all it's worth.
And you'll find something else,
too: that a pickup truck can have
spirit, and with all a truck like
GMC Sierra willingly does for
you, its spirit, like its worth, is
inexhaustible.
There are some people and
some *families who just can't
squeeze all the enjoyment they

seek or all the needs they have
into the space of a car. They are
people who really enjoy a van.
GMC vans are comfortable
family-sized or capable worksized vans that have the ability to
move the family, weekend gear
and the boat too. Safari, Rally
and Vandura vans come for a
90-year heritage of trucks,from a
company single-mindedly devoted to trucks and wick
strengths. At the bottom of it all,
people buy a van because they
need a van's capacity and capability. Safari's available seating
configurations can scat up to
eight passengers and Rally's up
to 15.

a

(

SPEED
LIMIT

EOPLE)
BANK

55
Break The Speed Limit!
When you apply for an
auto loan, youll get an
answer fast. You can even
have your credit pre-approved.

Stop Here For
An Auba Loan
In addition to our other
convenient services, we
also offer auto loans that
make it easy to save time
and moneY.

•

Smooth Out The Bumps!
At Peoples, you'll find
suitable terms and competitive rates. And you can
authorize automatic transfer of payments from your
other Peoples accounts.

Turn To The Best
Go to your favorite Murray
area dealer, make your best
deal,then come to us and
save.

Before You Sign
For A New Car Or Truck
Call Peoples Bank
753-3231

Peoples
Bank
The Hometown Bank
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Parker Ford has '94 lineup ready to go
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Excitement! That's the word
that comes to mind when you see
the new Ford, Lincoln and Mcrcury lineup for 1994.
It all begins with a very new
and exciting 1994 Mustang. Set
to be introduced in December of
this year, the new Mustang will
take on the image of a two-door
sports car. The Mustang lineup
for 1994 will consist of the
Mustang and the Mustang GT,
both will be available in coupe
and convertible.
The Mustang is a stylish, fun
and sporty vehicle that provides
good performance and economy.
With its standard 3.8 L V-6 and
greatly enhanced equipment
level, the 1994 Mustang is a
tremendous value.
Safety has evolved into one of
the primary concerns of all car
buyers. Front/rear crush zones,
high-strength-steel, side impact
beams,reinforced roof structure,
driver and front passenger airbag

y have
hey are
a van.
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supplemental restraint system,
scat belts with dual-mode retractors, and front seat head restraints are all incorporated into
the design and engineering of the
new 1994 Mustang.
Also in the new lineup for
1994 is the Ford Thunderbird.
Thunderbirds dramatically redesigned interior for 1994 is not
only highly attractive, but it also
provides a greater level of driving satisfaction and riding pleasure.
The traditionally long list of
Thunderbird LX features will
now include an air bag supplemental restraint system for the
driver and front passenger, illuminated controls for the power
door locks and windows, dual
cup holders- in the full center
console and a separate heat duct
for the rear passengeis. These
are all in addition to the CFC-free
air conditioning system,.speed

controls, tilt wheel,6 way power
driver's seat adjustment and remote full door and decklid releases.

stripes separate the colors at the
waterline and Nautica's aluminum wheels and wheel caps arc
painted white to accent its seaside styling.
October 1993 marks the
With the production of the '94
launching date fora new cruising
model scheduled to begin in
vehicle: but,this ship won't-be on
November
Nautica will join
the high seas. It's the debut of the
the rest of the Villager fleet with
Villager Nautica Special Edition
several functional improvevehicle, an upscale series that is
ments. A driver-side air bag
sure to delight all.
supplemental restraint system
will be standard to help protect
This new addition to the Merthe navigator. /A new highcury armada enters the minivan
capacity radiator will also be
market as a 1993 running
standard and a battery saver
change,ahead of the 1994 Villafeature will automatically shut
ger, which is scheduled for
off •Nautica's lights, saving batNovember production. Mercury
and Nautica (an upper-scale . tery power. A new air-conditioning system will be added-that is
clothier with a nautical theme)
CFC-free — it uses an alternate
have learned .up to create this
refrigerant called R-.134a that
unique, high-impact Villager scdoes not deplete the otone laycr
rips.
Nautica's exterior is truly un_ The new 1994 F-Series will
ique. Customers will have a
now come equipped standard
choice of either a twilight blue
with driver side air bags for your
over white two-tone paint
safety on the F-150 and F-250
scheme or the same lustrous , series. The 1994 Cougar will be
colors in reverse. Yellow tape
refreshed with all new interior.

The Cougar's wraparound instrumentation and controls are
designed to enhance,driver control. Standard air bags are Just a 'part. of Cougar XRTs thorough
approach to safety. The standard
interior also includes a luxurious
combination of cloth and leather
trim, reclining individual front
bucket seats and CF('-free air
conditioner.
Set to debut later this year the
Windstar will be the newest
addition to Ford's front-wheeldrive minivans.
It will be worth the visit to
Parker Ford Lincoln Mercury at
701 Main Street, Murray to find
out more about the exciting new
lineup for '94. Product, price and
selection arc comparable to
none. Customer satisfaction has
and always will be Our #1
priority. Because of this, we
have been the proud recipient of
the Chairman's Award. Ford's
highest honor bestowed on any
dealer based on customer satisfaction, for the past seven years.

„

Purdom Motors carries SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
new line of Cadillacs

Frudc

ank
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Seldom in automotive history
has the introduction of an allnew car line meant so much as
the debut of the 1994 DeVille
and Deville Concours does to
Cadillac.
Cadillac dealers can sell all the
Scvilles and Eldorados they
want, but it's the DeVille that
puts food on the table.
The DeVille is Cadillac's biggest seller—nothing else in its
lineup comes close. It's als&the
top-selling car in the biggest
luxury-car segment—only the
Lincoln Town Car comes close.
Cadillac sold 127,766 DeVilles in 1992-60 percent of the
division's volume. Lincoln sold
115,075 Town Cars.
-But the DeVille is significant
in other ways.
To General Manager John
Grettenberger, the DeVillc is the
final piece in Cadillac's strategic
plan to re-establish the division's
image. Over the past three model
years, Cadillac's entire product
line has been redesigned.
The 1994 DeV ille moves from
General Motors' C platform,
which also carries the Oldsmobik Ninety Eight and Buick Park
Avenue. to an all-new K -Spec ial
platform—stretched version of
the Seville/Eldorado chassis.
Cadillac has dropped the
Coupe DeVille and DeVille
Touring Sedan in the process. but
has added an upscale DeVille
Concours (pronounced k on KOOR )

qt.

-

The Concours is equipped
with the Northstar System-comprising an electronic
four-speed automatic transmission, electronic suspension and
270-horsepower, 32-valve, 4.6liter V-8.
The base Sedan DeVille has.
refined version of the 200-hp,
4.9-liter pushrod V-8 that was
standard in the 1993 DeVille,
Seville and Eldorado.
Virtually everything on the
DeVille/Concours is new.
For the interior, designers
came up with a look that,evokes
the sweeping instrument panel
,
feel of the Seville.
The interior includes dual
front airbags(the 1993s had only
a driver-side airbag); redesigned,
more comfortable front and rear
scats; wider door armrests; a
chlorollourocarbon-free air conditioning system; a virtually silent blower motor; a trunk lockout button; new sun visors that
provide front and side protection; and a new audio system.
Interior passenger space grew
by five cubic feet with the redesign, providing more leg, hip and
shoulder room. Just under one
inch of head room was sacrificed
in the front scat to provide a
sleeker body line. and threetenths of an inch of kg-room was
lost in the rear in favor of 2.2
inches greater"front scat travel,
See Pig. 9

Mazda 82300
Short Bed
4 Cylinder

ou can have your new
1994 Ma:da truck as a
4x2 or a 4x4,and in different

y

trim levels, each offering its
own unique features.Then,
if you want, you can choose

Mazda B3000
SE Long Bed
6 Cylinder

a Long Bed for extra cargo
space,or a Cab Plus for more

interior room. So no matter
what you have in mind for
your truck. Ma:da has ths
right truck tor you

Mazda 84000
LE Cab Plus
6 Cylinder

MALD\
'2,000 factory rebate on
New 1993 MPV's
3 - 1993 6 cylinder dual NC MPV
Program MPV's in Stock - '16,950 ea.

Carroll Mazda
800 Chestnut St.
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The luxurious LeSabre Sedan is the
best-selling full-size sedan in
America. A fact that comes as no
surprise given LeSabre's extensive
list of amenities and safety features. A list that includes dual air
bags, advanced anti-lock braking
and a steel safety cage body unit.

The 1994 Firebird offers headturning styling and fun-to-drive
performance with safety and security to enhance the sports car
experience.
Come see us at the 1st annual New Car, Truck and Van Show
September 17, 18 & 19 at the West Ky. Exposition Center.

Purdom Motors, Inc.
•
•
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Peoples Bank is proud of its hometown roots
Founded in 1934, Peoples
Bank is the only locally-owned,
independent bank in Murray.
Peoples Bank offers a variety of
financial services to meet its
customers' needs.
Peoples Bank has announced
plans for the construction of the
Bank's new main office. The
new facility will occupy the site
of the existing building and will
contain 55,100 square feet on
three levels. Harold Doran,
President of Peoples Bank, said,
"We are totally commited to
serving our customer and the

Murray-Calloway County community. This. new facility will
allow us to provide our services
in an attractive,comfortable,and
He
functional atmosphere."
added,"The new facility will be a
significant contribution to the
community. We are proud to
take a leadership role in maintaining the vitality of downtown
Murray."
The new building will be
constructed of concrete and steel
with a brick exterior in a Jeffersonian architectural style. The
construction project will be corn-

pleted in two phases. The first
phase began in June with completion for the facility scheduled
for Fall, 1994.
During construction, the bank
will operate the real estate and
installment loan departments in
the National Hotel Building located at the corner of 6th and
Main Streets.
Peoples Bank was the first
recipient of the Betty H. Lowry
Award, designed to honor an
area business for its support of
the arts.
In addition, Veribanc, Inc.

announced that Peoples Bank
has again received the Blue Ribbon Bank designation. To qualify as Blue Ribbon Bank, an
institution must meet stringent
criteria for capital strength, asset
quality, liquidity and several
other measures of financial
health, safety and strength. Peoples Bank is the only bank, of
Kentucky's 320 banks, to have
achieved this designation every
quarter over the past ten years.
Moreover, Peoples Bank is one
of only 32 institutions of the
nation's 12,518 banks to have

met the standards in every quarter since June of 1982.
Peoples Bank has three locations; the main office at 500
Main Street, the north office at
12th and Chestnut and the south
office atl2th and Story. Peoples
Banks is a member of the Alphalink and Cirrus networks, with
Teller 24 locations at the north
and south offices and Murray
State University's ('urns Center.
Feel free to stop by one of our
convenient locations or call us at
753-3231.

Oldsmobile sets war on prices with special editions
DETR9IT —One-price,special-edition models will be Oldmarketing
smobile's
main
strategy in 1994. About 95
percent of dealer orders are special-edition vehicles, said David
Lahti, Oldsmobile general sales
and service manager.
To a large extent, they will
replace rebates. "We're virtually
out of the incentive business," he
said.
Oldsmobile's price war will be
aimed directly at competing Japanese models, which have become more expensive as the

Business
celebrates
15 years

•

Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.
completed fifteen years of operation in May of this year.
Located just three miles South of
Murray on U.S. 641, the company is a dealer for G MC Trucks,
International Trucks, Ravens
and Trailmobile trailers, Ward
School bus bodies and Genesis
buses.
"We try to give our customers
the very best service we can. Our
service and parts departments are
open 18 hours daily Monday
through Friday and until 5:00
p.m. on Saturdays," a company
spokesman said.
With a focus on quality and
service it is not surprising the
dealership has received a lot of
industry recognition. TTB has
been a GMC Truck "Customer
Satisfaction Excellence Dealer"
since 1990 and also receivedInternational's Regional Service
Award since 1979. "All of the
service awards we have received
II See Page 9

e•-;

Dealer discounts have been
appreciation of the Japanese yen
sliced.
has forced price hikes in the
Oldsmobile is trying to align
United States.
its marketing to research that
Oldsmobile will market 18
shows 70 percent of consumers
special-edition vehicles in the
prefer a no-dicker sticker, said
1994 model year, up from eight
John Rock, Oldsmobile general
in 1993 when the program bcmanager.
gan. Oldsmobile also will sell 15
traditional models.
"The issue is credibility in
The special-edition models
pricing," he said. "Special-ediare each equipped with a desigtion cars are value priced with
nated package of options aez1
no-haggle window stickers."
)
carry a lower manufacture7rAbout 80 percent of Oldsmosuggested retail price than the
bile's dealers sell the special-editraditional models from which
tion vehicles at the suggested
they are derived.

price, said Knox Ramsey, general marketing manager. Transaction-price variances are "minor" for the remaining 20 percent, he said.

In a bid to reverse a precipitous sales loss. Oldsmobile is
recasting itself in the image of
GM's Saturn subsidiary, which
• pioneered the one-price policy at
GM.

THE STRENGTH OF EXPERIENCE
MC
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TRUCK lie

Enjoy the car show.

SUBURIBA
Preferred drivers
deserve preferred rates.
Check out our
MEDALIST AUTO POLICY.

-Up To Nine Passengers
.Air Conditioning
•Tilt Wheel
'Cruise Control
-AM/FM Stereo Cassette
-Power Door Locks/Windows
-Remote Outside Mirrors

STATE AUTO
ItJ insaance Companies

Call Us For Details

Dan McNutt, AAI

CUSTOMER
1.11,1,SfAr4FN

ft INTERNATIONAL

Purdom, Thurman &
McNuttrinsurance

Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.

Southside Court Square • 753-4451

641 South • Murray • 753-1372 • 1-600-626-5464
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THE 941
ARE HER

'93 EAGLE SUMMIT ES CPE

•

1.5 Liter 12 Valve 4 Cyl
Automatic Air Com:Soon
Mg, AM/F M Cassette Rear
Defrost • More Lt Blue

sin 194

$0416

AR
FEATURE FOR FEATURE, DOLLAR FOR DOLL
THE ABSOLUTE BEST VALUES IN THIS PAPER.

ivti•

'94 JEEP WRANGLER
SOFT-TOP
- 5 Speed Tilt Wheel Console Rear Seat, Reclining Buckets « More. Red. 110361N

12,994

$21,7

'94 CONCORDE
_

21 Valve V6 211
3 5 Li
HP Auto Temp Air Condi
borwrig Power Seats In
System
unity
Sound
Loaded Emerald 110407N

'Nut T. Wow, Proc Fee

• ,I

a $25 Any Rebates To Be Pleuened By Deo*

Load
V6, L
Imag
Thee
sO4C

.7114;k

•

•

is

•

‘0.

•

••••••••••••
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'94 EAGLE VISION TSI

1 4
9

Loaded 3 5 uter 214 H P
V6, Leather Seats Spacial
Imaging Sound System,
Theft Alarm Etc Black

$22 994

80408N

'94 DODGE RAM 250 PRIMETIME CONVERSION
Raised Roof W/Central Heat And Air Conditioning. Power Windows/Locks WiKeyless Entry.
Power Sofa 14* Color TV With Remote, VCP
With Remote Designer Carpet And Paint
Graphics, Day Shades Vacuum Light Bar
Separate AM/FM Cassette For Rear Passenger
Switchable Headphones Etc Way Too Much
More To List Navy 50418N

24,494

'94 DODGE RAM 2500 SLT

was immik

111011111 imp

It's Bad, It's Bold...It's Here. Forget Everything You Thought You Knew About
Full Size Pickups'Cause Dodge Just Rewrote The Book. This 3/4 Ton Is Loaded
318 Magnum V8, Tilt/Cruise, Power Windows, Locks, AM/FM Cassette, 40/20/
40 Split Bench Seat Wlth Business Console And Behind The Seat Storage
Compartments, Driver Seat Also Reclines And Has Lumbar Support, Chrome
Wheels And 225/75R16 Tires. A Real Workhorse With Lots Of Comfort. Silver
#0409N

$19,894
'94 DODGE DAKOTA CLUB CAB SLT
Loaded 318 V 8 Automatic W/O D Air Goodi
boning Power Windowsrlocks Cruise Sliding
Rear Windows Chrome Wheels And More
Flame Red #0390N

'94

$16,694

'93 DODGE COLT GL 4 DR.
I 8 Liter Automatic Air
C,ond Tit Roar Defroster
AWFWCassetto Cruise
White 00364N

$11,794

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448
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Ram Tough

•
•

The 1994 Dodge Ram pickups break all the rules

•

9

There isn't another truck like it
on the American, road. The allnew Dodge RAM Pickup is the
first completely redesigned fullsize truck from Dodge in more
than 20 years. This New RAM is
totally world-class in engineering, features and something
more. It is a bold expression of
change...a powerful new benchmark for the American truck
industry,one that symbolizes the
fresh spirit of innovation within
"The New Dodge" Division.
The New Dodge RAM is a
well-balanced truck, with higher
levels of durability, reliability,
comfort, convenience and contemporary design than Ford or
Chevy. Then, the New RAM
adds to those strengths a higher
level of safety engineering, outstanding ride and handling, and
the superb power and performance of an available all-new
gas-powered 8.0L VIO engine as
well as the entire MAGNUM
Series engine lineup, including

the hot-selling Cummins Intercooled Turbo Diesel.
The styling hits you first.
Dynamic, expressive, fresh and
yet somehow endowed with
classic truck styling cues, the
New Dodge RAM is contemporary in every way. But just as
those
importantly, beneath
strong new lines is a level of
engineering and manufacturing
with
combined
precision
thoughtful new features that cannot be found on any other truck.
Because the New Dodge RAM
is an all-new truck design, your
customers might assume that it
has never stood the test of time.
They couldn't be more wrong.
The New Dodge RAM is the
pretested
thoroughly
most
Dodge truck ever built.
Were speaking of quality and
dependability that come from
being a proven performer. More
than four million miles-of testing
every system and component

THE STRENGTH OF EXPERIENCE
it; MIVIC
TRUCK

time after time has produced a
level of durability and reliability
owners might expect from a
truck that's been around for a
decade.
Durability/Reliability
Durability and reliability are
the most important qualities
truck owners expect from their
vehicles. The integration of these
qualities into a new vehicle is the
result of a million choices between materials, components,
designs, and manufacturing processes that are good enough and
those that surpass performance
expectations.
In the creation of the New
RAM,a unique level of thought
has gone into the design and
manufacture of each of its many
thousands of parts as well as their
assembly to create a truck that is
far more than the sum of those
components.
Chrysler's highly effective
Platform Team methodology involves the manufacturing engineers and assembly workers very
early in design process rather
than waiting well into the development cycle, when problems
are deeply nested in an already
established design.
You'll notice the quality, precision fit and finish of components and body panels on the
New RAM Pickup. It's a result of
a computer technique called VarAnalysis
Simulation
iation

(VSA)that predicts the gaps and
variations in fit of parts in relation to each other and to related
components.
VSA was used to meet the
tight-fit tolerances necessary for
the New Dodge RAM's high fit
and finish level.
Priority Parts Quality Review
(PPQR) was a newly developed
process that brought together
engineers to identify possible
quality problems with certain
pans of the vehicle. Core teams
were developed to deal with each
potential issue and work with
suppliers to solve each one Well
before vehicle production.
Adaptability/Versatility
There are enough unique work
features for two new trucks in
this single New Dodge RAM
design. The cargo bed. of the
New RAM Pickup offers a combination of performance features
no other pickup can claim. More
than just a bed, it is a highly
versatile.system of work features
designed and engineered to adapt
to a wide range of loads, cargos
and vocational needs.
The double-walled cargo bed
of the New RAM comes in
standard and long bed lengths,
offering the widest distance between wheel wells(50 inches)of
any pickup on the market today.
Made of double-walled, dentresistant steel, the bed is stamped
from one piece of high-strength

We'll Even Insure This Car!
See Our
Booth At
The Car

Show•

• 1994 •
MC Sierra Pick-Up 4 Wheel Drive
'Air Conditioning
'AM/FM Stereo Cassette

'Tilt.Wheel
'Cruise Control
'Six Available Engines

. of

•

,;(-,

'

CUSTOMER
MEM

Low Rates •Friendly Service
Give Us
A Call
or Stop
By Our
Office.

INTERNATIONAL

•

302 North

Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.
641 South • Murray • 753-1372 • 1-800-626-5484

( 1
111%11ln It
MI R11( 1611( 1. IM.

12th St.
753-5842

steel, resulting in a neat appearance and superior corrosion resistance. But it is the built-in
work features that make this bed
so unique.
Indentations in the box sides
'
hold 2" x 8" or 2" x 10" lumber
that divide the box horizontally
to support an upper load floor
'Vertical bulkheads in the box
sides in front and behind the
wheelhouses support wood
panels to divide the box vertically into three separate loading
departments.
"Stake pockets in the box sides
allow vertical stakes for tall
loads, while rope tie-down holes
allow use of ropes to lash down
loads
'Wide-spaced front tie-down
rings are recessed into the box
floor and concealed by snap-in
plastic covers. These tie-downs
are anchored to the structural
front box support rail for substantial extra strength
-Rear tic-downs are located at
the- base of the tailgate pillars
"The locking tailgate is removable but has provision for a
screw attachment to reduce the
possibility of theft
•An optional black tailgate
molding is attached to the top
edge of the tailgate to reduce
damage when loading and unloading cargo and when oversized cargo is carried that hangs
over the top of the tailgate
Power/Performance
More than any car, a truck is
judged first and foremost by the
level of work it can perform.
When it comes to sheer working
power, performance and versatility, the New Dodge RAM
stands ready to take on all challengers.
The New 8.0L Magnum V.10
There has never been an
American truck engine quite like
the new multipoint fuel-injected
MAGNUM V 10. (Late availability: January, 1994) It is
simply the most powerful in its
class, a unique new power plant
designed to fill the needs of the
most demanding heavy-duty
truck user.
This 488-cubic inch (8.0-liter)
power plant generates an astounding 300 horsepower at
4,000 rpm running on unleaded
regular gas. Plus, this VIO is
more fuel efficient than the Ford
460 (7.5-liter) or Chevrolet 454
(7.4-liter) V8s because of its low
rpm torque curve (similar to the
Cummins lntercooled Turbo
Diesel), helping it achieve a
massive 450 lb-ft of torque at a
low 2,400 rpm. Those are numAmenberst no other
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Consumer loan offices will be at car show
Bank of Murray's Consumer
Loan Officers are busy making
preparation for the first big auto
show to be held at the Wcst KY
Expo Center.College Farm Road
in Murray on September 17, 18
and 19. Doors will open at 1:00
p.m. each day of the show and
will extend until 9:00 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday,and close at
5:00 p.m. on Sunday afternoon.
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owned cars will also be displayed
and for sale by the .dealers.
Consumer:Loan of ficers and
secretaries will be maimg '-'on the spot" financing arrangements
for all three days of the event. A
special interest rate will be offered to purchasers at the show .
Chuck Foster. President ol the
Bank of Murray, commented.
We feel that this show will

1

FROM PAGE 3
better for tall drivers.
All other measurements increased. Trunk space grew from
18.4 cubic feet to 20 cubic feet.
There are three new leather
interior colors. Leather is optional on the DeVille, standard
on the Concours. Heated seats
are a'newoption for both. The
Concours has the Delco Electronics Active Audio System as
•
standard.
Now tlic..rub,, or at least what
some people say is the rub.
Perhaps because it knew the
importance .of the DeVille, Cadillac took no chances with the
exterior styling. It is traditional
Cadillac, although a rounder
lotik and flush glass make it
contemporary.
But there are no styling statements here, other than to the
hundreds of thousands of current
DeVille customers and would-be
customers: "We didn't get too
wild on you."
This is not the modern look,
that drew younger buyers into
Cadillac showrooms to see the
Seville and Eldorado. That may
be a mistake. says Susan Jacobs.

president of Jacobs & Associates
Forecasting and Strategic Planning in Rutherford, N.J.
"They're reinforcing their
position as a retiree's luxury car
at a time when they should be
establishing a new position as a
middle-age affluent household
luxury car," Jacob says.
That's a mistake, she says,
because "I'm not sure there will
be another time in the '90s when
the market will be as receptive to
Cadillac as it is now."
But Jacobs thinks the new
design will be successful in keeping the current Cadillac audience
in Cadillacs.
That's what the division
wanted. Grettenberger says Cadillac's research showed that its
customers were ready for a
change in the DeVille, but that
they wanted evolution, not revolution.
Big sales should result if Cadillac hit that button.
Cadillac forecasts sales of
128,000 to 130,000 DeV dies and
Concours in calendar year 1994,
with total flexibility between the
two models, depending on
market demand. In the first six

months of production, which
began last Monday, Aug. 2,
Cadillac will build a 50-50 mix.
The car is longer, wider and
higher than the model it replaces.
The drag coefficient is down
from 0.38 to 0.35. 'Body structure has been strengthened for
better ride, handling and quietness.
The DeVille has a hoodmounted Cadillac crest: the crest
,is on the body-color grille of the
'Concours.
A new short-Xing-arm rear
suspension offers a vast improvement in the ride.
l'our-vk heel anti-loik hakes
are standard on both models.
Traction contriil is standard on
the CMICOUN and opt k Pnil on the

and register tor thousand, ot
dollars worth tit door pole:
ltjlWitt hatlb.
donated
these Flies' ink lode 4neals at
kk al restaurants, gasoline, autorelated tools and accessories, a
resort weekend for two, and the
grand poi/. - a cellular phone.
br)our

We're exix•cting a large k row d In
emo) the 1-day estrav.igania.-

strong performance. Development of this powerful 10-cylinder performer included over a
million miles of performance
testing by Dodge Truck engineers as well as countless hours
of dynamometer torture testing,
followed by engine teardown
and parts wear analysis, redesign
and retesting. again and again.
That was followed tby realworld testing in some of the
nation's largest fleets, including
Jayco Corporation and the National Park Service, where vehicles log an average of 12,000
miles per month.
Comfort/Constnience
Comfort: The design mission
of the New Dodge RAM interior
was to produce the most comfortable convenient and practical

ployee in the company's parts
FROM PAGE 5
t holds Navistar's
deparuiten
were only possible because of
Supernet Training award.
the highly qualified and dedi"Althrugh awards and recogcated technicians who work very
arc nice to receive and say
nitions
hard to give the customer excelthe quality of our
lot
about
a
lent service," said Service Manmain focus is on
our
efforts,
ager Rick Paschall.
providing our customers a high
Sales Manager Jack Foley has
level of service every day. We
been a winner of Navistar's preable to do that because of
are.
award
Triple
Diamond
stigious
people who care about the
thirty
for k•rr coalocutivy_ years, a dis," a spokesman for the
.4ustomer
ten
only
tinction
.
.held by.
eiincluded.
Nusiness
men in the nation -Ever\ cm- •
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Cadillac is using a -closed"
introduction--holding onto invoices for cars at dealerships
until the date planned Oct. 7
introduction date, preventing
them from being sold until then.

•

Cadillac reportedly will shoot
for prices of about $36,000 for
the DeVille and $41,000 for the
Concours, partly by cutting the
dealer discount -

•Ram tough...
FROM PAGE 8
can pickup truck engine can
match.
It's the extra quality touches
engineered into this new MAGNUM V10 that make it something special. Like an annealed,
deep skirt cast iron "Y" block
designed for low noise and extra
stiffness; a six-main bearing
crankshaft for smooth running;
moly-coated pistons for low
wear during break-in; a distribum icroproce&sor-contorless,
trolled lifetime ignition system
for frawless engine timing; and
highly efficient. all-new fuel and
oil pumps and filters.
The MAGNUM V 10 is a durahility-proven engine, with a
truck-tough construction that
means long life, low wear and

allow our friends to have the best
deals for the area's!writ competitive auto dealers. Were uttering
an attrak tive interest rate to qualified buyers, and there 111 be a
wide variety of models and options to choose from. We're excited and grateful to be a part of
this event,and invite everyone to.
come out, have a good time, we
all the new cars.(M ks arid vans.

MI 15 years...

•Purdom...

t sides
or tall
holes
down
-down
e box
tap-in
towns
'aural
r sub-

Featuring cars, trucks and
vansfrom all of Murray's new car
dealerships, the event promises
to be one of the largest offerings
of new and used vehicles in the
area. Many of the new models for
1994 will be on display and
available for purchase. In addition. 1993 close-outs and program cars will be offered at clearance prices. A group of pre-

environment ever created for the
truck owner. A new standard
against which every other pickup
must be judged:
The New Dodge RAM represents a new high standard in
human engineering for the fullsize pickup in America. An extra
four inches of cab length give
the RAM advantages no other
pickup can claim. Such as reclining scats — a first in a regular cab
— that recline 21 degrees and
have the longest scat travel in the
industry (7.5 inches)..
There's true three-across seating (hip room is nearly 5.5 feet)
and plenty of kg room (41
inches). high head room for
cowboy hats (over 40 inches)
and the long-drive comfort ol
chair-high seatittg for a commanding view of the road

• 1994 •
GMC Jimmy
-4 Wheel Drive
-4.3 L Engine
-Standard Four Wheel
Anti-Lock Braking

CUSTOMER
SATISfACTIO

F XLFLLENCE CE A LE

•

ft INTERNATIONAL

Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.
641 South • 'Murray • 753-1372 • 1-800-626-5484
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The Evolution
•••Continues.

1994

Stop by our booth at the Car Show
and see what's new for 1994! You'll qee
some exciting changes and hot new
vehicles!
Great Price...Great Selection...
Great Service...It's All Right Here
At Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury.

-

The All New 1994 Mustang
Set To Debut In December '93.
Ask One Of Our Salesmen
For More Information!

tiv
gi
grim o.

*The rear anti-lock brake system is one of many "operating
safety" features designed to
help you avoid an accident.
*Rear high-mount stop lamp is
a new safety feature standard
on a 194 F-Series,

•1994 F-Series equipped with
standard driver-side air bag.

1994 Ford F-Series

Truly A Rewarding Experience!
*Equipped with driver and front passenger air bag supplemental restraints
*The 1994 Thunderbird comfortably accommodates five
passengers

The All New 1994 Thunderbird

Find out more about the new
Thunderbird, Mustang & F-Series
and other vehicles at the car show!
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury has
been the recipient of the Chairman's
Award for the past seven consecutive
years. Only 4 dealers of 5,024 dealerships nationwide have ever won this
award seven times.

Customer satisfaction —it's what we
built our business on. We believe our
customers should be as happy after the
sale as they were the day they made
their purchase. That's why anytime you
buy a new or used vehicle from us rest
assured you will be happy.

"You Will Be Satisfied"
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Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
•

701 Main St. Murray

•

(502)753-5273
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Mazda builds vehicles with flair, personality
At Mazda, our goal is not to
design bland vehicles that a lot of
people will merely like. Rather,
we're committed to building care
and trucks that discerning drivers
will love. Vehicles with style,
flair, and personality. And because each of our models makes
its own strong and individual
statement, your new Mazda
truck—or any other vehicle from
our full line—will always feel
just right to you.
We want your purchasing experience to be positive too,so we
offer a•variety of financing plans
from Mazda American Credit.

Or, if you prefer, we can help
arrange a convenient Mazda Personal LeascTM instead.* And to
ensure your continued satisfaction, we cover every Mazda with
-a 36-month/50,000-mile "-bumber-to-bumper", no-deductible
warranty,one of the strongest in
the business.t
Our commitment further extends to the world in'which we
drive. While we're proud to sell
rugged, capable trucks, we're
also proud to be a founding
sponsor of "Tread Lightly!"— a
national progiam designed to
increase awareness of environ-

Z
- 123
Enjoy all the Fun
& Exciting new cars at
the West Kentucky Expo Center
Gi36113L
—\,.-

THE STRENGTH OF EXPERIENCE

M
TRUCK

mentally responstle off-road
travel.
We're also dedicated to designing vehicles friendly to the
environment. As just one example, we've eliminated asbestos
from our brake pads and clutch'

linings. Additionally, were implementing extensive recycling
programs, exploring the use of
environmentally friendly materials, and even working to develop hydrogen-fueled and electric
engines that will be virtually

pollution-free.
We think human values arc
every ha as important as automouvc-ones. And we want driving
your new truck to he just part of
the very,good feeling you'll get
from Mania.

•

There's a
new car
in you
bathr
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No,there aren't any skid marks in the tub. Just smart money
management with a Home Equity Line of Credit from Peoples Bank.
You'll discover money in places you never had imagined.
Don't delay. Call us today, 753-3231.

• 1994 •
GMC Yukon 4 Wheel Drive
•Air Conditioning
'Tilt Wheel & Speed Control
'AM/FM Stereo/Cassette
'Power Door Locks/Windows

•

CUSTOMER
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PeoplesBank
The Hometown Bank
MURRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC
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Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.
641 South • Murray • 753-1372 • 1-800-626-5484

Locations
Main Office. 500 Main at 5th • North Branch, North 12th at Chestnut • South Branch South 12th at St7iiry
MSU Teller Machine, Cums Center • Hospital Teller Machine BM Poplar
502-753-3231
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DON'T
MISS
IT!
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1E1 Bank of
_ Murray
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A Peoples First Corporation Bank

•

(502) 753-1893 • Member FDIC IEqual Housing Lender Cr
Main Office — 101 S. Fourth St. • University' Branch — 515 N. 12th St. • S. Manor Branch —611 12th St.
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